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Atomlab 500™ Dose Calibrator
This instructions for use document covers safe operation of the Atomlab 500 Dose Calibrator –
086-330.
Additional information and resources are available upon request or directly from the Biodex
website, http://www.biodex.com.
If the desired information is not found, please feel free to contact a local distributor or Biodex
directly at supportservices@biodex.com.

Thank you,
Biodex Medical Systems, Inc.

Contact information
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Tel: 800-224-6339 (Int’l 631-924-9000)
Fax: 631-924-9241
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Definition of Symbols
The following symbols and their associated definitions are used and implied throughout this
manual.
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Product Certifications and Classifications
This product has received the following certifications and falls within the following
classifications:

• ANSI/AAMI ES60601-1:2005+A1:2012+C1:2009+A2:2010
• CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 60601-1:14
• IEC 60601-1:2012
• EC Certificate: EC #4132458-01

• Electromagnetic Compatibility: This equipment complies with the Medical
Equipment EN 60601-1-2 EMC Standard.

NOTE: Complete information on the Electromagnetic Compatibility for the Atomlab 500 Dose
Calibrator can be located in the Compliance Supplement located on the Biodex website
(www.biodex.com) or can be obtained by contacting Biodex Customer Service (see Contact
information).

Authorized European Community Representative:

Emergo Europe
Prinsessegracht 20
2514 AP, The Hague
The Netherlands
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Before Proceeding
NOTE: The warnings, cautions and instructions provided in this manual must be
read, followed and kept available for consultation at all times. Observing the
information, instructions and procedures presented throughout this manual is
essential for using the Atomlab 500 Dose Calibrator properly and safely.

Specific Cautions:
•

Allow only qualified, trained personnel to operate or service the Atomlab
500.

•

If the equipment is used in a manner other than specified in this
operation manual, the protection provided by the equipment may be
impaired and results could be compromised.

•

The display operates on low voltage and the power supply autoranges from 100 to 240 volts input current. The detector steps up
the current to increase the high voltage required to operate the
detector. (Never open the detector. The detector should only be
opened by experienced, qualified personnel.)

•

Except when using the Moly Shield, the well liner and dipper must
be used for all Atomlab 500 Dose Calibrator measurements.

•

The Moly Shield is used with the supplied metal shield for proper
placement within the dose calibrator detector. Always use the well
liner.

•

The Atomlab Dose Calibrator is designed for use with specific
printers. Contact Biodex for compatible printers.

•

Never store sources in the dose calibrator except during a linearity test,
as the sources will lengthen the time needed to perform a Zero
Background once the source is removed from the detector.

•

The pre-set dial values noted in Chapter 15 are passcode protected
but can be changed by the user. Multipliers are not used with the
Atomlab dose calibrators.

•

Leave the Atomlab Dose Calibrator power on ensuring the detector
remains stable and can quickly provide accurate measurements.

•

A sealed source should be used to check the constancy of the system each
day.
WARNING: The unit contains lead for shielding the detector from
background radiation. Additional lead shielding can be used outside the
detector to further reduce background radiation. The lead should be
disposed of in accordance with local and national regulations when
disposing of the unit.
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WARNING: All activities and count values on the sample reports in this
manual are for illustration purposes only. They do not represent actual
study values.
CAUTION: Unauthorized modifications to this product are not permitted and will
void the manufacturer’s warranty. Unauthorized modification of the product may
result in a hazard to the user and/or patient. Do not modify this equipment
without authorization from the manufacturer.
CAUTION: The Atomlab Dose Calibrator is intended to measure the activity of a
radioactive source of a known isotope. This measurement may be for purposes of
determining or verifying a radiopharmaceutical dose for nuclear imaging or
nuclear medicine. This measurement may also be for the purpose of determining
the radioactivity of a sample for dose calibrator constancy and Accuracy Testing
or to measure other non- medical radioactive samples.
CAUTION: Only connect part of the ME system to the power strip.

Training
On-site installation and training is optional. The operation manual includes assembly
and operating instructions. An applications training webinar is available on the Internet at
no charge; application questions can be directed to our service department during business
hours.

Operating Conditions
Temperature: 10° C to 30° C (50° F to 86° F).
Humidity Range: 30% to 70% (non-condensing).
Atmospheric Pressure: 70kpa (10psi) to 106kpa (15psi).

Transport and Storage Conditions
Temperature: -20° C to 70° C (-4° F to 158° F).
Humidity Range: 10% to 100%.
Atmospheric Pressure: Sea Level 101kpa (14.7psi) to 10,000 feet, 69 kpa (10.1 psi).

Environmental Conditions
Altitude: ≤ 2000m.
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Important Safety Information
CAUTION: Federal Law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a
physician, sonographer or other licensed professional.
Follow the unpacking and assembly instructions document.

Before using this equipment, read the entire operation manual carefully.
Failure to read the manual may result in user error or inaccurate data. Be sure
to save all provided documents for future reference.
Make certain to understand all warning and caution labels as explained in the
Before Proceeding section of this manual.
This product should be used only as specified in the operation manual.

This medical electrical equipment requires special precautions regarding EMC
and must be installed and placed into service according to EMC information
located on the Biodex website (www.biodex.com).
It is recommended that the Quality Assurance Testing of Atomlab Dose
Calibrators be performed as presented in Chapter 16 located on the Biodex
website (www.biodex.com).
The use of accessories and cables other than those specified, with the
exception of cables sold by the manufacturer, may result in increased or
decreased immunity of the equipment or system.
CAUTION: Operation for AC Input100-240 V ~ 0.7A–1.5A.
DC Output 15V _ _ _ 4A.
WARNING: Only use approved power supplies.

CAUTION: To avoid risk of electric shock, this equipment must only be
connected to supply mains with protective earth.
CAUTION: The plug is considered the method of disconnecting the product
from main power. Do not place the product in a position where the plug is not
easily accessible.
CAUTION: This product is intended to remain in one location during operation.
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Unpacking Instructions
Shipping Cartons
The Atomlab 500 Dose Calibrator and its respective components are carefully packed in two
cartons. One carton contains the display unit and accessories; the other carton contains
the detector unit. Both are shipped in an over-pack.
NOTE: Prior to removing any of the cartons from the shipping box,
visually inspect the box and the inside packing for damage. If any
damage is noted, do not unpack the contents. Notify the carrier
immediately allowing a claim to be made if necessary, and contact a
Biodex Medical Systems Sales Representative. If there is no visible damage,
remove the cartons and place them on a table or to the side. We suggest
removing the display unit carton first.
NOTE: Before deciding on a location to set up the Atomlab for operation,
be sure to read Chapter 2 on installation. This chapter notes operating
and environmental requirements, and offers several tips on choosing a
location for the dose calibrator.

The Display Unit Carton
In addition to the display unit itself, this carton contains the Atomlab's Operation Manual, all
the necessary connection and power wires needed to run the system, and a report of calibration.

The Detector Unit Carton
CAUTION: The carton labeled DETECTOR UNIT is very heavy, ~38 pounds.
Severe damage to the unit may result if this carton is dropped. Remove the
detector from the carton and carefully place it on the table or other
counter where the Atomlab unit will be set up and used. Make certain the
tabletop will support a minimum of 300 pounds. We suggest that the
carton is placed on its side ensuring the Detector Unit can be slid out of the
carton onto its side. Now, stand the detector up onto its base. Inserted into
the Detector Well should be a Detector Well Liner.

Save the Packing Material
Do not discard the packing materials, cartons or shipping boxes.
This material was designed especially for the safe shipment of the Atomlab
500 Dose Calibrator and should be considered part of the instrument. The
user will need them to return any of the Atomlab components in the future
for updates, calibration, or repair.

Biodex Warranty
Refer to the warranty card included with the product or contact Biodex Support Services.
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1. Introduction
Intended Use
The Atomlab Dose Calibrator is intended to measure the activity of a radioactive source of a
known isotope. This measurement may be for purposes of determining or verifying a
radiopharmaceutical dose for nuclear imaging or nuclear medicine. This measurement may also
be for the purpose of determining the radioactivity of a sample for dose calibrator constancy
and Accuracy Testing or to measure other non-medical radioactive samples.

Indications for Use
The Atomlab Dose Calibrators are used in nuclear medicine departments, clinics, and nuclear
pharmacies to measure radioactive doses for administration to patients. The system is used to
verify the radioactivity of a radionuclide before administration to the patient.
Atomlab Dose Calibrators use an argon gas filled pressurized detector to measure the activity
of a radionuclide source of a known isotope. Their primary application is the measurement of
the dose administered to a patient in nuclear imaging or nuclear medicine. Additionally, there
are advanced, but easy-to-use programs for Nuclear Pharmacy.

Figure 1.1.

The Atomlab 500 features large, easy to read icons, prompts and
values on a touch-screen display.

The system consists of a low pressure ionization chamber, electrometer with extraordinary
linearity, and an auto-ranging touch-screen color display. It provides fast, accurate radionuclide
measurements with performance that easily complies with the most stringent regulatory
requirements.
Activity measurements are performed by the microprocessor-controlled electrometer located
within the chamber assembly. The chamber is shielded with .25" (6.3 mm) lead. It can be
located up to three feet away from the display unit.
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The unit is shipped with a three foot cable, but eight foot and 18 feet cables are available.
Chamber bias is generated by an electronic high voltage supply, eliminating the need for
expensive battery changes. The display can rest on a bench or mount on a wall.

Contraindications
The Atomlab 500 Dose Calibrator should not be used if it is not passing Quality Assurance
Testing as presented in Chapter 16.

The Atomlab Dose Description
There are 12 isotope selection touch keys pre-programmed for the most commonly used
radionuclides. Any of those keys can be reprogrammed by the user for a desired isotope. There
are 98 pre-programmed, isotope-specific dial values listed in the library. Dial values can easily
be changed if required.
Activity is displayed on the touch-screen color display in either curie or becquerel units.
Background correction is performed at the touch of a button. Range selection is automatic from
.01 microcurie to 100 curies of Tc-99m or 25 curies of F-18.

The Detector
The Atomlab detector unit is a well type ionization detector capable of measuring activity as
low as 0.01 µCi and as high as 100 curies of Tc-99m or 25 curies of F-18. The detector is
surrounded on all sides and on the bottom with .25-inch lead to both shield the user from the
source being measured and shield the dose calibrator from any ambient radiation. The well
type detector was carefully selected to provide a nearly "4 pi" measuring geometry, which
means that the radiation detector nearly surrounds the radionuclide. This allows the Atomlab
Dose Calibrator to measure the activity of a sample no matter what its volume or shape as long
as it fits into the detector well. This is necessary, for example, when measuring syringe doses
when the volume is unimportant. The detector has electronics and the calibration built into it
(the calibrator is built into the detector). Therefore, any Atomlab 500 display can be connected
to a detector and have a calibrated system.

Detector Well Liner
Placed within the well is a plastic liner to protect the detector from contamination in the event
of the source leaking during measurement. The dose calibrator should always be used with the
well liner.

Source Holder
Radioactive sources are measured by placing them within the well opening of the ionization
detector using the geometry within the detector. Samples contained within vials should be
held in the bottom cup of the sample holder sample holder or syringe/vial dipper. The
sample holder places the radioactive source in the location that is at the proper
measurement. Samples within syringes should be placed in the syringe holder ring on the
sample holder. Sources should be orientated vertically in the source holder. Sources should
be placed in the dose calibrator well within 5 to 15 cm from the bottom of the detector well,
as measured without the well liner in place. The response of the dose calibrator varies +/0.5% within this region.
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Current Measurement
The ionization current is measured by a microprocessor-controlled high impedance
electrometer located within the base of the detector unit.

Rear Panel
On the rear connector panel of the interface module are two connectors. One is for power
and data communication with the display unit. The detector unit can be located up to 20
feet (6.09 meters) away from the display unit. The standard cable measures three feet
(0.9144 meters) in length.

Response
The response of this type of ionization detector has been carefully studied using radionuclides
calibrated at the National Institute of Standards & Technology. The result is a well-defined
energy response curve that is used to determine the calibration values for many different
isotopes with high accuracy. Each detector has been calibrated with a National Institute of
Standards & Technology traceable source. The corresponding calibration value has been stored
in the memory of the detector unit. After calibration, the detector's accuracy is tested with
several sources of differing gamma energies whose activity values are traceable to the National
Institute of Standards & Technology.

The Display Unit
The Atomlab 500 Dose Calibrator display unit consists of a tablet that allows the user to make
activity measurements. A built-in microprocessor executes commands input via the touch panel
and computes activity values from detector data.
The display unit, tablet, and interface module has been specifically designed to perform activity
measurements in a laboratory setting. To allow easy fingertip control of the button the front
panel slopes gradually, providing an optimum viewing angle. On the rear panel of the unit are
the power and communication connectors, which remain out of the way as they are infrequently
adjusted.

Measurement Method
The current from the detector is measured in one of three ways, depending upon the order of
magnitude of the current. At low currents, the current from the detector is collected upon a
capacitor in the feedback loop of the electrometer whose capacitance is stable and measured to
a high degree. Voltage measurements are made upon this capacitor many thousands of times
per second. The time period between measurements is accurately calibrated. The second of two
successive values is subtracted from the first yielding the net voltage change of the capacitor
over that short period of time. Thousands of successive differences are averaged over the
course of one second in order to determine the detector current during that second. After a
sufficient rise in voltage, the charge on the capacitor is emptied, reducing the charge and
voltage by a calibrated amount.
At medium currents, the capacitor will reach its maximum voltage value very quickly, and the
capacitor must be emptied quite often. At these currents, the number of times the capacitor is
emptied per unit time is used to calculate the current from the detector.
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At high currents, the capacitor cannot be emptied fast enough. Instead, the switch that controls
when the capacitor is emptied is closed, and the electrometer is nulled. The value of The DAC
that is used to null the electrometer is used to determine the detector current at high currents.
During calibration, multiple measurements are made at current values at which two modes of
current measurement can be used effectively. These calibration measurements are used to set
the calibration parameters of the medium and high current modes so as to meet the linearity
required of the electrometer.

Display Units
When the dose calibrator is set to display activity values in Ci (curies) as the system of units,
either µCi, mCi, or Ci will be indicated next to the numeric display. The prefix micro or µ (10-6),
or milli or m (10-3) or curies is automatically selected by the system's microprocessor. For
example, if the numeric value displayed is 12.03 and µCi is indicated, the activity will be
12.03x10-6 ci or 0.00001203 curies. If 63.9 is displayed and mCi indicated, the activity is
63.9x10-3 ci or 0.0639 curies.
In the same manner, when the dose calibrator is set to the international system of units,
Becquerels, either MBq or GBq will be indicated, where the prefix m represents Mega (106) and
G represents Giga (109). The absolute measurement range of the Atomlab Dose Calibrator is
from 0.01 µCi to 100.00 ci of Tc-99m or 25 curies of F-18 (and the equivalent in becquerels).
For example, 12.03 µCi = .445 MBq and 63.9 mCi = 2.36 GBq. If the numeric display reads
0.445 and MBq is indicated, the activity value is 445,000 becquerels. If 2.36 is displayed and
GBq indicated, the activity is 2,360,000,000 becquerels.

Routine Isotopes
The routine radioisotope (isotope selection) keys for the Atomlab 500 include: Tc-99m, TI-201,
I-123, I-131, Cs-137, Co-57, Xe-133, Ga-67, In-111, F-18, Y-90s, and Ba-133. The Co-57, Ba-133
and Cs-137 buttons are primarily used for accuracy and constancy tests.

Atomlab Dial Values
Equal activities of two different isotopes will generate different amounts of current in the ion
detector due to differences in the energy and particle emitted by the isotopes. Dial values are a
means of calibrating the source activity measured for an isotope due to these differences in
detector current. The amount of current that is produced by a Co-60 source is defined as a dial
value of 5.0; all other isotopes are defined relative to the Co-60 value. Co-60 was chosen as the
defining isotope due to its high energy photon emission and long half-life. The high energy
reduces the effect of container geometry (syringe, vial, etc.) and the long half-life ensures that a
single calibrated source can be used for many calibrations.
The dial value for certain isotopes have been directly measured using NIST calibrated sources
provided from the NIST standard reference materials program. These isotopes include Ga-67,
Y-90, Tc-99m, Mo-99, In-111, I-125, I-131, Xe-133, and TI-201. In addition the Cs-137 dial value
has also been measured directly using a NIST calibrated source. Using the measured detector
response for the isotopes listed above in conjunction with a Monte Carlo model of the ion
detector, detector response curves have been generated. Using information on photon, electron
and positron emission (from Table of Radioactive Isotopes, by Browne and Firestone, verified
with the Nuclear Data Center’s Nudat 2.2 Database), calculated dial values have been generated
for those isotopes for which direct measurement of the dial value was not possible.
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2. Installation and Configuration
Operating Requirements
Prior to installing the equipment, plan a layout for the Atomlab unit that will ensure it is
convenient for measuring radionuclides and will not cause undue radiation exposure because of
extra handling of high activity sources. There should be ample room to place a vial shield on
the work surface (preferably behind an l-Block shield), open the shield and remove the vial
using tongs, quickly place the vial into the sample holder and place both into the detector well.
Remember to make radioisotope measurements as the clear plastic detector well liner must be
placed into the detector well, and lower the plastic sample holder into the liner. Make sure
there will be no obstructions such as wall cabinets above the detector unit. Such obstacles may
make it difficult to insert and remove the sample holder.
NOTE: A well liner must be used at all times.

Work Surface
Select a table or other counter that is free of vibration, does not wobble, and will easily support
300 pounds.
The surface area of the tabletop should provide ample area to accommodate the detector unit,
display unit, the L-Block shield, the shielded radionuclide preparation area, and room for
writing.
Suggested dimensions of the table top are:
•

30 in. deep

•

48 in. wide

•

36 in. high

Physical Location and Environment
Frequently, dose calibrators are located in areas called hot labs in which there is a wet sink with
plumbing. Do not locate the dose calibrator on a table or other counter that can become wet or
is subject to splashing or spraying.
Avoid areas that have drafts caused by heating or air conditioners or are in direct sunlight.
Electronics work best when a constant temperature is maintained. The temperature range is
from 10 to 30° C and the relative humidity range from 0 to 90%. Select a location for the dose
calibrator that is not frequently used by other personnel — one where the table on which it lies
will not be bumped. In general, make sure the work area is clean, dry, and dust free.
Avoid locating the dose calibrator near a radioactive materials storage area. The .25-inch lead
shield around the detector shields it from changes in radiation levels from diagnostic energy
radionuclides (i.e., Tc-99m); however, the high energy radiation from sources such as Cs-137, F18 and Co-60 will easily penetrate the shield and change the background radiation level. The
lower the ambient radioactivity, the less background activity for which the Atomlab Dose
Calibrator must compensate, and the greater the accuracy and reliability of the readings.
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Positioning
After selecting a suitable location for the Atomlab Dose Calibrator and becoming familiarized
with its components, position the various units. Make sure the detector and display units have
been positioned where they will not have to be moved prior to connecting the cables.

Environmental Operating Conditions
Temperature: 10° C to 30° C (50° F to 86° F).
Humidity Range: 30% to 70% (non-condensing).
Atmospheric Pressure: 70kpa (10psi) to 106kpa (15psi).

Transport and Storage Conditions
Temperature: -20° C to 70° C (-4° F to 158° F).
Humidity Range: 10% to 100%.
Atmospheric Pressure: Sea Level 101kpa (14.7psi) to 10,000 feet, 69 kpa (10.1 psi).

Power Requirements
Select a line power source with a socket that mates securely with the power plug provided.
Verify that the power line is properly grounded.
Do not select an outlet that has a wall switch control.

WARNING: Before inserting or removing connectors, turn power OFF.
NOTE: This system uses an SL Power/Bridge Power model ME60A1503F01.

Line Voltage
AC Input100 to 240 Vac, 50/60Hz, 0.7A - 1.5A.
DC Output 15Vdc, 4.0A.

NOTE: A power strip s required for connection of the tablet and printer power.
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Cable Connections

Figure 2.1.

The Atomlab 500 cable connections (on back of unit.)
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Figure 2.2.

The Atomlab 500 Display connected to a detector, label printer and
printer.

1. Rotate the detector unit to access the connector on the base of the detector.
2. Insert one end of the RJ12 detector cable into the mating detector port.
3. Rotate the detector unit to its normal position ensuring the detector jack is facing away
from the work area.
4. Rotate the display unit to access the connection ports located on the display back
panel.
5. Insert the free end of the detector cable into the mating display port (there are two RJ12 ports on the detector).
6. To connect a computer to the Atomlab 500, attach a null modem RS-232 Cable (or
USB/RS-232 converter cable) with a DB9 connector to the computer serial port and
attach the opposite end of the cable to the appropriate port on the display.
7. Insert the round end of the power supply or power pack into the power port on the
display unit.
8. Insert the female end of the power cord into the black, rectangular power pack. Turn
the display ON once the cord is plugged into the wall. The system will power-up and
run a self-test.
NOTE: As long as the Atomlab 500 is plugged in and power turned ON, the system will be
functioning. Depending on the Backlight Time setting, the display screen will eventually turn
OFF. Simply touch the screen to reactivate.
NOTE: If more than two USB ports are needed, a USB expansion hub (not included) can be
used to provide additional USB ports.
NOTE: The display can sit on the countertop or be mounted on the wall. Use the holes in the
base to mount to the wall.
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Power Up and System Test

Figure 2.1.

Power Up Screen

Figure 2.2.

The Atomlab 500 System Test screen.

Connect the power cable to the back of the display unit and plug the power supply into a wall
socket. Toggle the power switch, located on back of the display, to the “ON” (I) position. The
green power on led on the display will light and the system automatically performs a
background count and system-test as part of the power-up process.
NOTE: Be sure there is no source of activity in the detector, or nearby, that can cause the initial
background measurement to be incorrect.
The system test includes the following checks:
1. Display:
•

CPU functions

•

RAM memory (RAM diagnostics)

2. Detector:
•

Communication with the detector

•

High voltage readings to be in range
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•

All detector firmware checksums

•

Validity of calibration factor values

•

Background factor for an excessively negative or large value

•

Detector memory integrity

•

Electrometer failure status

•

Detector gas pressure

Following the power-up system test, a screen is displayed showing the components and
detector status. If all items pass, “Pass” is displayed at the completion of the test. Should any
aspect of the self-test fail, “Fail” is displayed, along with an accompanying error code and
optional description of the problem. If the system powers up before a detector is attached, a
message, “No Detectors Identified. Click Accept or Re-Scan to Continue” is displayed. Touch
<Re-Scan> to search for a detector. The system will display, “Preparing for Re-Scan. Please
Wait…”
Once the system check is completed, touch <Accept> to advance to the Atomlab 500 Home
screen.

Passcode Protection
There are several program setups that require the use of a passcode for access to make
changes. The default passcode is: 159, followed by <Accept>.
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3. Atomlab 500 Home Screen

Figure 3.1.

AtomLab 500 Home Screen

Figure 3.2: The Home Screen When a Wipe Counter is added to the Atomlab 500

Easy to read and intuitive to use, the Atomlab 500 touch screen display prompts users to
Advance effortlessly and logically though the Dose Calibrator Quality Assurance Testing
(Chapter 6), the Dose Calibrator Operation (Chapter 4), Nuclear Pharmacy (Chapter 7), and
Utilities (Chapter 3). The following basic prompts appear throughout the program and, unless
otherwise noted, always perform the following functions:

Basic Key Functions
•

<Home> Returns the system to the Home screen.

•

<◄> or <Back> Returns to the previous screen.

•

<▲> Scroll Up (On some screens, holding on this icon increases scroll speed.)

•

<▼> Scroll Down (On some screens, holding on this icon decreases scroll speed.)

•

<Clear> erases all user entries to fields on the current screen.

•

<Cancel> or <X> Cancels any entry and returns the user to the previous screen.
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•

<Accept>, <Yes>, or <√> Confirms any entry and advances to the next screen.

•

<BS> Moves the cursor one space back, deleting the previous keystroke, on any
keypad.

•

<Print> Prints the currently displayed screen or report.

•

<Print Labels> Prints various labels based on the function currently selected.

•

< > Exits from the system.

NOTE: When a Wipe Test Counter (#086-331) is added to the Atomlab 500, the system
automatically recognizes the additional detector and displays the Home screen for both the
detector and the wipe counter.

Common Icons and Buttons
Table 3.1.

Icon

Action Table for Configuration Function Icons.

Name

Action

Home

Returns to the Main Menu.

Next

Advances to the next screen.

Back

Returns to the previous screen.

OK

Confirms changes and advances to the next screen.

Clear Tracing

To erase the trace and start again, touch the <Clear Tracing> icon.

Magnifying
Glass
Keypad

Enlarges the screen for easier viewing. After enlarging the view,
the setting for the platform cannot be changed until the original
view is restored.
Displays a window to enter numbers.

Keyboard

Displays a window to enter text.

Start

Begins the session and the timer starts. The current score is
displayed.
Stops the session. No more data is recorded, and the platform
locks in the static position.
Touch <Start> to begin another session using the same
parameters.

Stop
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4. Atomlab 500 Utilities

Figure 4.1.

The Utilities Menu

Selecting <Utilities> from the Home screen displays the Utilities menu as illustrated above in
Figure 4.1. Touch the appropriate screen icon to select the desired function.

Utilities Menu Options Include:
•

System Configuration

•

System Maintenance

•

Dose Calibrator Configuration

System Configuration

Figure 4.2.

The System Configuration Menu

The System Configuration options allow the user to enter or customize various system-wide
parameters. Any changes made to the configuration settings are permanently saved when
exiting the Configuration screen.
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Passcode:
The pass code defaults to 159. The <Change Passcode> field is used to change the current
pass code.
To Change the Passcode:
1. Touch anywhere in the Passcode field to highlight the field and the keypad.
2. Enter the current passcode on the keypad and touch <Accept>.
3. Enter the new passcode on the keypad and touch <Accept>.
4. The system displays a message, “Are you sure you want to change your passcode?”
5. Touch <Accept> to change the passcode and return to the System Configuration screen or
touch <Cancel> to return to the System Configuration screen without changing the
passcode.

Units:
The user has the ability to select between displaying the units of measure in Curies or
Becquerels by touching the appropriate radio box.

Screen Saver:
The user can enter an amount of time in minutes before which a screen saver will be displayed.

Brightness
The user has the option to set the brightness of the screens within the Dose Calibrator in units
from 0 – 10.

Tone Volume
The user has the option to set the volume of the tone for the Dose Calibrator in units from 0 –
10.

Facility Information
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Figure 4.3.

The Facility Information Screen

This option allows the user to enter or change the facility name and address. The user can enter
up to four lines of text for this parameter as illustrated in Figure 4.3 above. The facility name
and address entered will appear on some printed reports.
NOTE: Use <Shift> to switch between upper and lower case letters and numbers and special
characters.
To Enter Or Change The Facility Name:
1. Touch <Facility Information>.
2. The Facility Information screen is displayed.
3. To enter a new facility name and address, key in the new facility name and address using
the displayed keyboard. Use the <
> key to advance to the next line.
4. When all of the desired information has been entered, touch <Accept> to return to the
System Configuration screen with the new name selected, <Clear> to delete all four address
lines, or <Cancel> to exit without updating the facility name.
5. To change an existing facility name/address, touch the appropriate line(s) of the address,
delete the current information using the backspace key <
>, and enter the new name or
address.
6. Note that a phone number can be added as part of the address.
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Staff Members

Figure 4.4.

The Staff Member Screen

The Staff Members List allows a specific staff member to be associated with any Atomlab 500 QA
test. New staff may be added to the list and staff members may also be removed. Staff can also be
added to the Staff Members List as part of the save procedure after performing any QA test.

NOTE: The system automatically sorts the list in ascending order as new staff members are
added or deleted.
To Access The Staff Members List:
1. From the <Home> screen, touch <Utilities>. The Utilities screen is now displayed.
2. Touch <System Configuration>. The System Configuration screen is now displayed.
3. Touch <Staff Members>. The Staff Members List is now displayed.

Figure 4.5.

Staff Members List Screen
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To Add A Staff Member To The Staff Members List:

Figure 4.6.

Add Staff Member Screen

1. Touch <Add Staff>. The Add Staff Member screen is displayed.
2. Touch the First Name field and enter the staff member’s first name.
3. Touch the Last Name field and enter the staff member’s last name.
4. Touch the Identification field and enter the identification to be associated
with the staff member (This could be a social security number, company ID
number, or any combination of letters, numbers, and special characters.)
5. Select the Staff Type by touching the appropriate radio box.
6. Touch <Accept> to record the selection and return to the System Configuration screen or
<Cancel> to return to the System Configuration screen without adding a new name to the
Staff Members List.
To Edit the Information Displayed for a Staff Member:

Figure 4.7.

Edit Staff Member Screen

1. Touch anywhere on the line containing the staff member name to be edited.
2. Touch the Edit icon <

>.

3. The Edit Staff Member screen is displayed.
4. Touch the field in which the change is to be made (e.g., Last Name field).
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5. A keypad is displayed as illustrated in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8.

6. Use the backspace key <

Displayed Keypad with Field to be Updated.

> to delete the current information.

7. Enter the new name or identification.
8. Touch <Accept> to save the change and exit to the Staff Members List.
9. Touch <Cancel> to exit and return to the Staff Members List without saving any changes.

To Delete A Person From The Staff Members List:

Figure 4.9.

Delete Staff Member Screen Message

1. On the Staff Members List screen, touch to highlight the line containing the name of the
person to be deleted. If necessary, use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to scroll up and down the
Staff Members List until the desired person is displayed.
2. To remove that person from the Staff Members List, touch the Delete icon < >. The system
displays the following message:
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3. Touch <Yes> to delete the staff member and return to the System Configuration screen or
<No> to return to the System Configuration screen without deleting the highlighted staff
name.
To Print The Staff Members List:

Figure 4.10.

Print Screen

1. At the Staff Members List, touch the Print icon at the top, right corner of the screen
<
>.
2. A screen similar to that in Figure 4.10 is displayed.
3. The user can perform the following functions:
•

Select Printer – Touch the down arrow to display a list of available printers. Select the
desired printer by touching the name.

•

Copies – Select the number of copies to print by using the <▲> and <▼> arrows to
change the number of copies displayed.

•

Zoom – Increase or decrease the size of the displayed report by touching the <+> or <->
icon.

•

Export to PDF – Touch the Export PDF icon <

•

Advanced – Touch the Advanced icon <
> to configure the information to be printed
using screens similar to those within Windows:
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> to convert the report to a PDF format.

Figure 4.11.

Advanced Print Setup Screen

4. When all of the print functions have been selected, touch the Print icon <
report.

> to print the

5. Touch <Back> to return to the System Configuration screen without printing the Staff
report.

Regional Date and Time Settings

Figure 4.12.

Regional Date and Time Settings Screen

This option allows the user to enter or change the system clock and calendar, select the
desired regional format, and the UTC time zone format.

To Set Date/Time:
1. Touch <Regional Date/Time Settings> on the System Configuration screen.
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Figure 4.13.

System Configuration Screen

2. The Regional Set Date/Time Settings screen is displayed (see Figure 4.12).
3. Touch the Region Format field to highlight it and use the scroll bar at the right to
navigate through the list until the desired region format is located. Select the region
format by touching the <Accept> key.

Figure 4.14.

Region Format Selection

4. Touch the Time Zone field to highlight it and use the scroll bar at the right to navigate
through the list until the desired time zone is located. Touch the time zone to
highlight and select it.

Figure 4.15.

Time Format Selection
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NOTE: The Region format and the Time Zone do not have to be equivalent. For example, a user
who normally operates in Israel can be working in the US and select Hebrew (Israel) as the
Region Format, but display the Time Zone as US time. Please note that the Time format
defaults to that most commonly used for the selected Region; in this case a 24-hour clock.

Figure 4.16.

Time Format Defaults Example

5. To change the calendar date, touch the desired field and use the <▲> or <▼> keys to
scroll to the desired month, day, and/or year. Please note that the format of the date
field will conform to that in general use for the region and/or time zone selected.

Figure 4.17.

Illustration of Date Formats Changes for Region and Time Zones

6. To change the time, touch the desired field and use the <▲> or <▼> keys to scroll to the
desired hour, minute, and/or second. Touching the last field will toggle between am
and pm.
There are three radio buttons at the bottom of the screen. They are:
•

Default – The <Default> radio button is selected to display the time in the
format used by the selected Region (i.e., if the region normally indicates time
using a 12-hour clock, the default will include am/pm designations).

•

24-Hour – The <24-Hour> radio button is selected to display time in a
convention that displays time running from midnight of one day to midnight of
the next, displaying those hours as 0 to 23. This system is the most commonly
used time notation in the world today.

•

AM/PM – The <AM/PM> radio button is selected to use the concept of the 12hour clock broken into two divisions am (day) and pm (night)
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Touch <Accept> to return to System Configuration screen with the new time/date, or
<Cancel> to exit without updating the date/time entry.

Web Server Settings
The Web Server Settings screen options allow the user to update server settings, port number
being used, the type of network connection, and the IP configuration for the Atomlab 500.

Figure 4.18.

Web Server Settings Screen

To Change any of the settings:
1. Touch <Web Server Settings> from the System Configuration screen.
2. Touch the appropriate radio button in the Web Server field to turn the web server on or off.
3. Touch the Port Number field. A keypad is displayed as illustrated in Figure

Figure 4.19.

Displayed Keypad Displaying Current Web Server Port Number

4. Enter the number for the desired port and touch <Accept>.
5. Touch the down arrow at the end of the Network Adapter field. A list of valid network
connections is displayed:
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Figure 4.20.

Example of Network Adapter Menu Options

6. Touch the desired network connection.
7. Touch the appropriate radio button in the IP Configuration field to select the desired
protocol; DHCP or Static IP.
8. Touch <Accept> to save the changes and exit back to the System Configuration screen.

Dose Calibrator Configuration

Figure 4.21.

The Dose Calibrator Configuration Screen

The Dose Calibrator Configuration screen options allow the user to update isotope information,
set acceptance variances, access the Sealed Source List, set Label Printing Preferences, set-up
inventory isotopes, set the low activity response, and select the Volume Decimal Digits. Any
changes made to the configuration settings are permanently saved when exiting the Dose
Calibrator Configuration screen.
To Access the Dose Calibrator Configuration screen:
1. Select <Utilities> from the Home screen. The Utilities screen is now displayed.
2. Select <Dose Calibrator Configuration> from the Utilities menu. The Dose Calibrator
Configuration screen is now displayed.
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Isotope List

Figure 4.22.

The Isotope List Screen

The Isotope List screen offers five functions related to the maintenance of the list of isotopes.
From the Dose Calibrator Configuration screen, touch <Isotope List> to display the Isotope List
screen. At this screen the user can Select Current Isotope, Setup Button Isotopes, Add Isotopes,
Remove Isotopes and Change Dial Values.

Select Current Isotope

Figure 4.23.

The Select Current Isotope Screen.0

To Select Any Isotope From The Full Isotope Lists:
1. From the <Home> screen, select <Utilities>. The Utilities screen is displayed.
2. Select <Dose Calibrator Configuration>. The Dose Calibrator Configuration screen is
displayed.
3. Select <Isotope List>.
4. The Isotope List screen is displayed.
5. Touch <Select Current Isotope>. The Select Current Isotope screen is displayed.
6. Use the <▲> or <▼> keys to scroll through the list until the desired isotope is displayed.
7. Touch the desired isotope to highlight the selection.
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Figure 4.24.

Isotope Selection Example

8. Touch <Accept> to select the desired isotope and return to the Isotope List screen with the
new isotope selected, or touch <Cancel> to return to the Isotope List screen without
making a new selection.
The selected isotope is displayed on the Measure screen list as illustrated below.

Figure 4.25.

Dose Calibration Measure Screen Illustrating Isotope List

Setup Button Isotopes

Figure 4.26.

The Setup Button Isotope Screen
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Setup Button Isotopes allows the user to assign any selected isotope to the buttons on the
isotope list that is displayed on the Measure screen.
1. From the Isotope List screen, touch <Setup Button Isotopes>. The Setup Button
Isotopes screen is displayed.
2. Use the <▲> or <▼> keys to scroll through the Isotope Lists until the desired isotope is
displayed. Touch any field on the line to highlight the isotope.

Figure 4.27.

Setup Button Isotopes Screen with Isotope Selected

3. Touch the button to which the isotope should be assigned. The isotope currently assigned
to the button is removed and the new isotope is now displayed on that button.

Figure 4.28.

Setup Button Isotopes Screen after Isotope is Assigned to Button

NOTE: If changes are made and <Cancel> is pressed, a “Modifications have been made, are
you sure you want to lose the changes?” prompt is displayed.
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Figure 4.29.

Button Isotopes Modification Prompt

Press <No> to keep the changes, followed by <Accept> on the Setup Button Isotope screen.
Press <Yes> to exit to the Isotope List screen without making any changes.
4. Touch <Accept> to save the updated Isotope Buttons, or <Cancel> to return to the Setup
Routine Isotopes screen without making changes.
5. If desired, touch <Restore Defaults>. The system displays a prompt as illustrated below:

Figure 4.30.

Factory Defaults Prompt

Touch <Yes> to revert to the factory defaults, or <No> to return to the Setup Button
Isotopes screen without resetting any isotope button changes to the factory defaults.
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Add Isotope

Figure 4.31.

The Add Isotope to List Screen

Add Isotope allows the user to add isotopes to the “new isotopes” area of the Isotope List. The
individual aspects for the new isotope are input using the provided fields.
NOTE: The user must enter information in every field: Isotope Symbol, Isotope Name, Dial
Settings, Half-Life, and Half-Life Units.
To Add An Isotope To The Isotope List:
1. From the Isotope List screen, touch <Add Isotope>. The Add Isotope to List
screen is displayed.

2. Touch the keypad icon to the right of the <Isotope Symbol> field. Use the displayed keypad
to enter the symbol for the isotope:

Figure 4.32. Keypad with Symbol Entered

3. Touch <Accept>.
4. Touch the keypad icon to the right of the <Isotope Name> field. Use the displayed keypad
to enter the isotope name:
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Figure 4.33.

Keypad with Isotope Name Entered

If the isotope name entered matches a name currently on the list, the following message
is displayed.

Figure 4.34.

Duplicate Isotope Name Prompt

To complete the current entry, the user must enter a slightly different name for the
isotope (e.g., add a number to the end of the isotope name).
5. Touch <Dial Setting>. Enter the dial value for the isotope.
6. Touch <Half Life>. Enter the half life for the isotope.
7. Touch the desired radio box in the <Half Life Units> field: seconds, minutes, hours, days, or
years.

8. Touch <Accept> to add the new isotope to the Isotope List, or <Cancel> to return to the
Isotope List screen without making changes. If information was entered to add an isotope
and <Cancel> is touched, the following prompt is displayed.
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Figure 4.35.

Add Isotope Modifications Prompt

Touch <No> to save the information entered or <Yes> to return to the Isotope List screen
without saving the information.

Remove Isotope

Figure 4.36.

The Remove Isotope from List Screen

Remove Isotope allows the user to remove a user-created isotope from the Isotope List.
To Remove An Isotope From The Isotope List:
1. From the Isotope List screen, touch <Remove Isotopes>. The Remove Isotope from List screen
is displayed.
2. Use the <▲> or <▼> keys to scroll through the New Isotopes List until the isotope is
displayed. Touch to highlight the isotope to be removed.
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Figure 4.37.

Remove Isotope from List with Isotope Highlighted

3. Touch the <Delete> icon. The following prompt is displayed:

Figure 4.38.

Remove Isotope Prompt

Touch <Yes> to remove the selected isotope, or <No> to retain the selected isotope and
return to the Remove Isotope from List screen. The system does not automatically
cancel the remove request. It prompts the user by displaying the following message:

Figure 4.39.

Delete Isotope Modifications Prompt

Press <No> to keep the changes, followed by <Accept> on the Setup Button Isotope screen.
Press <Yes> to exit to the Isotope List screen without saving any changes.
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NOTE: Only new isotopes added to the system by the user can be removed. Factory isotopes
cannot be deleted.

Change Dial Values

Figure 4.40.

The Change Dial Values Screen

This option is used to change the dial value of any isotope on the Isotope Lists. The entire list
can be scrolled through displaying the original dial value for all isotopes and the new dial value
for any that have been changed. New dial values are preceded by an * when viewed on the
Dose Calibrator Measurement screen after touching <Select Isotope>.

To Change An Isotope Dial Value:
1. From the <Home> screen, select <Utilities>. The Utilities screen is now displayed.
2. Select <Dose Calibrator Configuration>. The Dose Calibrator Configuration screen is now
displayed.
3. Select <Isotope List>.
4. Enter the passcode and touch <Accept>. The Isotope List screen is now displayed.
5. Touch <Change Dial Values>.
6. The Change Dial Values screen is displayed with the user-entered isotopes alphabetically
incorporated.
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Figure 4.41.

The Change Dial Values Screen

7. Use the <▲> or <▼> keys to scroll through the list until the desired isotope is displayed.
8. Touch the desired isotope to highlight the selection.
9. Touch the <Change Dial Value> icon at the bottom of the screen to display the dial setting
entry screen.
10. A keypad is displayed on which the user is to enter the new value.

Figure 4.42.

Dial Setting Keypad

Use the <▲> or <▼> keys to change the value, or touch <Clear> to empty the field and
enter a new value using the keypad.
11. Touch <Accept> to record the new dial value and return to the Change Dial Values screen
with the new dial value displayed in the New Dial Value field.
12. Touch <Cancel> to exit and return to the Change Dial Values screen without saving any
changes.
13. If desired, touch the following icons:
•

<Restore Selected Factory Dial Values> to remove the change(s) made.

•

<Restore Factory Dial Values> and <Accept> to revert to the factory defaults or touch
<No> to cancel restoring the factory defaults.
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•

<Print> to print out the updated Isotope Library.

Figure 4.43.

Isotope List – Dial Values Report.

•

<Accept> to return to the Isotope List screen with the new entry selected.

•

<Cancel> to return to the Isotope List screen without making a new selection.

NOTE: After restoring factory dial values, scroll the Isotope List and verify that no new dial
values are listed.
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Regulatory Limits

Figure 4.44.

The Regulatory Limits Screen

Regulatory limits are used to program allowable variances for each of the Individual QA tests.
To Set Regulatory Limits:
1. From the Dose Calibrator Configuration screen, touch <Regulatory Limits>.
2. The Regulatory Limits screen is displayed.
3. Highlight the test field for which the default variance is to be changed. Use the <▲> or <▼>
keys to increase or decrease the value. Variance is expressed as +/- % for Constancy,
Geometry, Accuracy, and Linearity – Decay. The Lineator test is expressed in percent ratios.
NOTE: If changes are made and <Cancel> is pressed, a “Modifications have been made, are
you sure you want to lose the changes?” prompt is displayed.

Figure 4.45.

Delete Isotope Modifications Prompt

4. If desired, touch <Reset Defaults> to revert to the factory defaults. The system displays the
following prompt:
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Figure 4.46.

Restore Factory Settings Prompt

Touch <Yes> to revert to the factory defaults, or <No> to return to the Regulatory Limits
screen without resetting any limits to the factory defaults.

Sealed Sources Setup

Figure 4.47.

The Sealed Source List.

The Sealed Sources List screen is used to enter data to add to sealed sources. Up to fifty sealed
sources, including multiple sources for the same isotope with different source ID #s can be
entered. The user can mark a selected sealed source as a default. This will be the first source
displayed when entering the constancy and accuracy screens.

To Access The Sealed Source List:
1. From the <Dose Calibrator Configuration> screen, touch <Sealed Sources Setup>. The
Sealed Source List screen is now displayed (see Figure 4.4).
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To Enter A Sealed Source:

Figure 4.48.

Sealed Source Screen

1. From the Sealed Sources List screen, touch <Add> to access the Sealed Source Setup screen.
2. Touch <Sealed Source>. The Select Isotope screen is displayed.

Figure 4.49.

Select Isotope Screen

3. Use the <▲> or <▼> keys to locate the desired isotope. When located, touch anywhere on
the line to highlight the desired isotope and touch <Accept>. The Sealed Source Setup
screen is redisplayed with the new sealed source selected.

Figure 4.50.

Sealed Source List with New Sealed Source Selected
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4. Touch <Calibration Activity>. The Calibration Activity screen is now displayed.

Figure 4.51.

Calibration Activity Screen

Using the displayed keypad, enter the activity for the date of calibration for the source and
touch <Accept>. Once the calibration activity has been entered, the user can increase or
decrease the amount by touching the <▲> or <▼> keys.
5. The Sealed Source screen is redisplayed containing the calibration activity. If necessary,
touch the appropriate radio button to toggle between µCi and mCi (MBq and GBq for
Becquerels.)

Figure 4.52.

Sealed Source Screen with Sealed Source and Calibration Activity
Displayed

6. Touch <Calibration Date>. The Calibration Date screen is displayed defaulted to the current
date.
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Figure 4.53.

Calibration Date Screen

The user can accept the default date or enter a new date by touching the month, day,
and/or year fields and using the <▲> or <▼> keys to scroll to locate the desired date.
Touch <Accept>.
7. The Sealed Source screen is redisplayed containing the Calibration Date.

Figure 4.54.

Sealed Source Screen with Sealed Source, Calibration Activity, and
Calibration Date Displayed

8. Touch <Source ID>. The Source ID keypad is displayed.

Figure 4.55.

Source ID Keypad Screen
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9. Enter the Source ID and touch <Accept> to redisplay to the Sealed Source screen containing
the Source ID.

Figure 4.56.

Sealed Source Screen with Sealed Source, Calibration Activity,
Calibration Date, and Source ID Displayed.

10. The Expanded Constancy List is used when the Expanded Constancy Test is executed (see
Chapter 6) to measure and record an activity reading using the selected sealed source for
each of the isotopes selected. The user is able to add and/or delete isotopes from this
screen:
To Add an Isotope to the List:
•

Touch <Add Isotope>.

•

The Select Isotope screen is displayed (see Figure 4.49).

•

Use the <▲> or <▼> keys to scroll through the list to locate the desired isotope.

•

Touch anywhere on the line to highlight the desired isotope.

•

Click <Accept> after the isotope has been highlighted.

The Sealed Source screen is redisplayed with the selected isotope listed as illustrated below:

Figure 4.57.

Sealed Source Screen Displaying Selected Isotope
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To Delete an Isotope from the List:
•

Touch the line containing the isotope to be deleted.

•

Touch <Delete Isotope>.

•

The isotope is deleted from the list.

11. When information has been entered into all of the fields, touch <Save>.
12. The following message is displayed:

Figure 4.58.

Saved Message

13. Touch <Accept> to save the isotope(s) entered in the Expanded Constancy List.
14. Touch <Back> to return to the Sealed Source Screen and verify that the new source is listed.
NOTE: When an isotope(s) has been entered in the Expanded Constancy List, the system
marks the number entered in the Source ID field with an asterisk as illustrated below:

Figure 4.59.

Sealed Source List Screen Displaying Isotope Entered in Sealed
Expanded Constancy List

To Edit A Sealed Source:
1. At the Sealed Sources List screen, touch anywhere on the line to highlight the isotope to
edit.
2. Touch <Edit>. The Sealed Sources Setup screen is displayed.
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Figure 4.60.

Sealed Source Screen with Isotope to be Edited

3. Touch to highlight each field to edit on the Sealed Source Setup screen.
4. Make the appropriate edits, touching <Accept> to save each one. When all the required
edits have been made, touch <Save >. The system saves the changes made and displays a
note stating that sealed source changes have been saved.
5. Touch <Accept> to return to the Sealed Source screen.
6. Touch <Back> to return to the Sealed Source List screen.
To Delete A Sealed Source:
1. At the Sealed Sources List screen, touch to highlight the sealed source to delete.
2. Touch <Delete>. The system will note that the sealed source selected will be deleted and
prompt "Are you sure?"

Figure 4.61.

Delete Sealed Source Prompt

3. Touch <Yes> to delete the sealed source selected and return to the Sealed Source List, or
<No> to abort the deletion and return to the Sealed Source List without making changes.
To Mark A Sealed Source As Default:
1. At the Sealed Sources List screen, touch to highlight any listed sealed source and touch
<Mark as Default> to mark it as the default. The default symbol ( ) is displayed to the left of
the selected sealed source denoting that it has been marked as the default. This will be the
first source displayed when entering the constancy and accuracy screens.
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2. Touch <Back> to return to the Dose Calibrator Configuration screen.
To Print A List Of Sealed Sources:
1. At the Sealed Sources List screen, touch <Print>. The entire Technologist List will print to
the currently selected printer.
2. Touch <Back> to return to the Sealed Source List.

Figure 4.62.

A Sealed Source List Print Out.

Background Time

Figure 4.63.

Dose Calibrator Configuration Screen
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Figure 4.64.

Set Background Time Screen

The background counting time used for the dose calibrator and Zero Background can be
set for 30, 60 or 100 seconds. This background counting time is used for the dose
calibrator Zero Background and Moly Assay Background counting time.
Adjusting The Background Counting Time:
1. At the Home screen, select <Utilities>.
2. On the Utilities screen, select <Dose Calibrator Configuration>.
3. On the Dose Calibrator Configuration screen, select <Background Time>.
4. The Set Background Time screen is displayed. The center of the screen displays the
current Background Time in seconds (30, 60, or 100).
5. To change the existing background time, click in the appropriate radio box.
NOTE: The factory default background count time is 30 seconds. If sources are being
measured less than 20 µCi of Tc-99m, increasing background count time to 100
seconds will improve accuracy.
6. Touch <Accept> to update the background time and return to the Dose Calibration
Configuration screen. The background counting time is now changed. Select <Home>
to return to the Home screen.
7. Touch <Cancel> to return to the Dose Calibration Configuration screen without
updating the background time.
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Label Printing Preferences

Figure 4.65.

The Label Printing Preferences Screen

The Label Printing Preferences screen allows users to set the number of copies of the large
label and small labels that will be printed. The standard small strip label (2 up) has two labels
on each printout. These labels feature the radiation warning symbol and the word caution
printed in the left corner. The 2 up label can be replaced with a 1 up label (not supplied by
Biodex).
The small strip label can be used to label syringes, syringe shields, etc. Both the large and small
label styles print different information depending on the record from which the print function is
selected. Labels can be printed from the following records:
•
•
•

Measure Activity Record.
Dose Calculation.
Future Dose Record.

Sample labels are presented throughout this manual with the specific function instructions.
The number of labels can be set from zero (to print no label) to as many as six copies. Touch
<Print Labels> once from the specific function selected to generate all the labels.
To Set Label Printing Preferences:
1. At the Dose Calibrator Configuration screen, touch <Label Printing Preferences>. The Label
Printing Preferences screen is displayed (see Figure 4.66).
2. Touch to highlight any record field and use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to increase or
decrease the number of copies to print for the highlighted record.
3. Touch <Accept> to record all settings and return to the Dose Calibrator Configuration
screen or <Cancel>.
If a change was made to any of the Label Printing Preferences and <Cancel> is touched,
the system will display the following screen:
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Figure 4.66.

Label Printing Preferences Screen.

Touch <YES> to return to the Dose Calibration Configuration screen without updating
the Label Printing Preferences or <NO> to remain on the Label Printing Preferences screen.

Source Detection Threshold

Figure 4.67.

Source Detection Threshold Screen

The Source Threshold value determines the system’s response time. Above the threshold,
response time is quick. Below the threshold, response time is significantly slower.
To Change The Source Threshold:
1. From the Utilities menu, touch < Dose Calibrator Configuration >. The Dose Calibrator
Configuration screen is displayed.
2. Touch <Source Detection Threshold>. The Source Detection Threshold screen is displayed
(see Figure 4.67).
3. Touch the red threshold number of the isotope on the screen to display the following
screen:
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Figure 4.68.

Threshold Value – (2-302) Screen

Enter a threshold value by touching the desired buttons on the keypad, or use the <▲> and
<▼> arrows to increase or decrease the threshold number or touch <Clear> to empty the
field and enter a new value using the keypad.
Touch <Accept> to record the threshold number and return to the Source Detection
Threshold screen or <Cancel> to return without making any changes.
4. Touch the <Select Isotope> button to display the following screen:

Figure 4.69.

Select Isotope Screen

Highlight the desired isotope and touch <Accept>. The Source Detection Threshold
screen is displayed with the threshold value assigned to the selected isotope as
illustrated in Figure 4.67.
5. Touch the <Reset Defaults> button to revert to the factory defaults.
6. Touch <Back> to return to the Dose Calibrator Configuration screen.

Low Activity Resolution
Accessed from the Dose Calibrator Configuration screen, this option is used to define the
default display resolution of activity readings. “Auto” is the default setting. To change the
resolution, touch the current setting and touch the desired selection from the pop-up list.
Touch any part of the screen while the pop-up list is displayed to cancel without making any
changes. The “Higher” and “Highest” resolution add digits to the activity measurement.
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Volume Decimal Digits
This setting is used to determine the number of decimals points, one or two, displayed in
volume readings.
To Select Volume Decimal Digit Settings:
1. At the Dose Calibrator Configuration screen, touch the Volume Decimal Digits radio
buttons to select either 1 or 2 decimal digits.
2. Touch <Back> to return to the Utilities menu.
3. Touch <Measure> to display the Dose Calibrator Measure screen.

Systems Maintenance

Figure 4.70.

Systems Maintenance Screen

This option is used to address various system maintenance functions including:
•

Data Management

•

Detector Status

•

System Backup/Restore

•

Event Log

To access the System Maintenance screen, from the Dose Calibrator Utilities screen, touch
<System Maintenance> (see Figure 4.70).

Data Management
NOTE: Enter the current pass code when prompted in order to access the desired function.
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Figure 4.71.

The Data Management Screen.

The Data Management screen offers functions to export and import data from a USB thumb
drive for a selected detector or all detectors.
The user can also select to delete the results of QA tests as follows:
•

All tests

•

Tests prior to or after a specified date

•

Within a specific date range.

NOTE: Be sure to install the thumb drive in one of the USB ports, located on the back of the
display panel, before attempting to export, import or back up QA and system data.

To Export Data to USB:
1. On the System Maintenance screen, touch <Export Data to USB>. The following screen is
displayed:

Figure 4.72.

Multiple Test Export Screen

2. Select the category from the drop-down list:
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3. Select the type from the drop-down list:

4. Select the time frame from the drop-down list:

5. Select the file format from the drop-down list:

NOTE: A .csv (Comma Separated Value) file refers to a file in which the fields are separated
by commas. A .biodata file is a compressed binary formatted file proprietary to Biodex.
Data must be exported in this format if it will be input at a later date. A .csv file cannot be
input.
6. Touch the <Export USB> button.
7. The total number of tests selected is displayed on the screen.
8. Touch <Export USB> again to transfer the information to the USB drive or <Back> to return
to the Data Management menu.

To Import QA Data:
1. On the System Maintenance screen, touch <Data Management>.
2. Touch <Import Data from USB>. The Select File to Import screen is displayed:
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Figure 4.73.

Select File to Import

3. Make sure a thumb drive containing data is plugged into one of the USB ports on the back
of the interface module.
4. Use the up and down arrows to scroll to the data to import. Touch the data name to
highlight and advance to the Okay To Proceed screen.
To Delete QA Data:
1. On the System Maintenance screen, touch <Data Management> and enter the passcode. The
Data Management screen is displayed.
2. Touch <Delete Multiple Tests>. The Delete Multiple Tests screen is displayed with results
for all tests on all detectors listed (or results for a specific detector, if selected.)

System Backup and Restore
To Backup The Atomlab 500 QA Data:
1. Insert a thumb drive into one of the USB ports on the back panel of the display.
2. At the System Backup/Restore screen, touch <Backup to USB>. A message will display
noting that the backup is in progress.
3. When a message showing that the backup has completed successfully is displayed, touch
4. <OK> to return to the System Backup/Restore screen. All data is now backed-up on the
thumb drive.
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Figure 4.74.

The System Restore operation will overwrite all current stored data,
settings, event log and firmware. The system will prompt to confirm
before proceeding with this function.

This function allows the user to restore all Atomlab 500 files from a thumb drive backup.
NOTE: Restoring the data will overwrite all current stored data, settings, event log, and
firmware information.
To Restore All Atomlab Files From A Backup Thumb Drive:
1. Insert a thumb drive into one of the USB ports on the back panel of the display.
2. At the System Backup/Restore screen, touch <Restore from USB>. A message will display
noting that this procedure will overwrite all of the Atomlab 500's files.
3. To restore all files, touch <OK> to proceed or touch <Cancel> to return to the System
Backup/Restore screen without restoring files.
4. If restoring, a message will be displayed noting that the system files are being restored.
Touch <Reset> when a message appears stating "Restore Completed Successfully." The
system returns to the System Backup/Restore screen with the restored files now working.

Detector Status
A screen similar to the following example is displayed when <Detector Status> is touched:

Figure 4.75.

Detector Status Screen.
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View Event Log

Figure 4.76.

The Event Log screen with all events listed for the past 30 days.

This shows all events recorded in the dose calibrator for use in determining problems
encountered with the system. If needed, this function will be explained by a Biodex Service
Representative.
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5. Dose Calibrator Operation

Figure 5.1.

Dose Calibrator Measure Screen

The Dose Calibrator Program
From the Home screen, touch <Dose Calibrator> to access the Dose Calibrator Measure
screen. At this screen the system operates as a dose calibrator. A list of isotopes is
displayed along with time, date, detector #, measured activity, and Activity Units. The
measured activity is the real-time activity being measured in the detector for the first (most
left) isotope displayed.
The Dose Calibrator Measure screen activity reading defaults to the last selected isotope, or to
Tc-99m if no isotope has been previously selected. The system selects the most recently used
units of measure (mCi or Becquerels,) or defaults to mCi if units have not been previously
selected.
In addition to counting isotopes, the Dose Calibrator screen allows the user to <Zero
Background>, <Select Isotope>, perform <Dose Calculation>, or <Print Labels> for the current
activity in the detector. There are two types of labels that print.

Measuring an Isotope

Figure 5.2.

The Dose Calibrator Measure Screen with Button Isotopes displayed.
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To Measure An Isotope:
1. Touch the appropriate <Isotope> key. This tells the detector what dial value to use in the
calculations.
2. Place the isotope in the detector. The activity level is immediately displayed.

Changing the Selected Isotope
The selected isotope can be changed at any time with the activity for the new isotope displayed
within one second. Touch <Select Isotope> to display the full alphabetical isotopes list (see
Figure 4.69).

Isotope Response Time
The Atomlab 500 normally settles within three seconds as long as the minimum threshold level
is exceeded. When the source is first lowered into the well, the activity value quickly jumps to
the final value. For a few seconds, the value may fluctuate, but the value will settle down to a
small variation. As soon as the source is removed from the detector Well, the activity display
will drop down to a near zero value.

NOTE: Both the Detector Well Liner and Sample Holder should be periodically checked for
contamination as described in Chapter 16 located on the Biodex website (www.biodex.com)
under Records and Maintenance, Dipper and Well Liner. (The more the dose calibrator is in use,
the greater the frequency of contamination checks required.)

Determining Dial Value Adjustments

Figure 5.3.

The Dial Value Adjustment screen.

The dial value adjustment screen allows the user to easily determine a modified dial value for
an isotope when a sample of a known activity is available. This adjustment is ideal for Beta
isotope samples that come in different configurations from different pharmacies. The user can
determine the proper dial value for the specific syringe or vial that is being used. Note that the
wall thickness and material can greatly affect the activity for a Beta sample.
This screen is also helpful if modifying the F-18 dial setting for a NIST traceable Ge-68/F-18
source. It can also be used for determining the dial value of any other isotope.
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To Adjust The Dial Value:
1. From the measurement screen, touch the displayed isotope name next to the
activity measurement. The dial value adjustment screen is displayed.
2. Place the known activity isotope sample into the detector. The activity is displayed on
the screen.
3. Use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to increase or decrease the dial value setting. Holding
the button increases the scroll speed.
4. When the live activity reading matches the known activity of the sample, the dial value
displayed is the dial value that should be used for this isotope and container
configuration.

NOTE: Write down the determined dial value before exiting this screen as the dial value will
not be saved.
5. The <Reset> button sets the dial value back to the default value. <Back> returns the user to
the measurement screen, sets the dial value back to the default value, and closes the dial
value adjustment screen. The user can touch the isotope name to return to the
measurement screen and the default isotope value.
NOTE: The dial value adjustment is not stored when the user exits the Dial Value
Adjustment screen. The user must access Utilities to change and save a dial value.

Zero Background

Figure 5.4.

The Zero Background screen.

Figure 5.5.

A Zero Background Count in Progress.
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The Zero Background feature is used to zero the background reading before performing a
measurement. The Zero Background screen is accessed by simply pressing <Zero Background>
on the display. The isotope displayed is always the last one selected or Tc-99m if no isotope
has been selected. Measurement units default to the last one selected (curies or Becquerels,) or
to curies if no measurement units have been selected.

To Zero Background:
1. Ensure that no isotopes are in or near the detector.
2. Touch the <Zero Background> icon. The Zero Background screen is displayed showing the
current isotope activity (see Figure 5.4).
3. Touch the <Zero Background> prompt. The message “in progress… time remaining XXX
seconds” is displayed with the time counting down to zero from the point the isotope was
actually removed.

Figure 5.6.

Zero Background in Progress Screen.

4. When the countdown is completed, the system always returns to the screen from which
<Zero Background> was selected.
NOTE: If there has been no change in activity within the detector for more than 100 seconds,
the system will quickly zero the background when <Zero Background> is selected.
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Select Isotope

Figure 5.7.

The Select Current Isotope screen.

To Select Any Isotope From The Full Alphabetical List:
1. Touch <Select Isotope>. The select current isotope screen, with the routine list, followed by
the custom Isotope List, and the full Alphabetical list of isotopes, will be displayed.
2. Use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to scroll through the lists until the desired isotope is
displayed.
3. Touch the desired isotope to highlight a selection.
4. Touch <Accept> to select the desired isotope and return to the Measure screen with the new
isotope selected, or touch <Cancel> to return to the Measure screen without making a new
selection.

Dose Calculation

Figure 5.8.

Dose Calculation Screen

The Atomlab 500 allows quick and easy calculation of doses by entering the dose ordered,
activity required, and the administration time. If the user has a dose concentration for the vial
from which the dose will be drawn, the program also calculates the volume to draw. When the
drawn dose is placed into the dose calibrator, it displays the measured activity in the detector.
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1. To change the Isotope, touch the name of the isotope displayed in the upper left of the
screen. The Choose an Isotope screen is displayed.

Figure 5.9.

Choose an Isotope Screen.

Select any of the displayed isotopes by touching the appropriate button.
2. Touch <Dose Ordered>. Enter the required dose using the keypad or use the <▲> or <▼>
to change the amount displayed.
3. Click on the radio button to the right of <Dose Ordered> to switch between µCi and mCi
units.
4. Touch <Activity Required>. Entered the required activity using the keypad or use the <▲>
or <▼> to change the amount displayed.
NOTE: To use the <▲> or <▼> to change the amount displayed, the field must contain a
value (i.e., it cannot be blank).
5. Click on the radio button to the right of <Activity Required> to switch between µCi and mCi
units.
6. The system automatically displays the current system date. Touch any of the fields (Month,
Day, Year) and use either the keypad or the <▲> or <▼> keys to change the date.
7. The system automatically displays the current system time. Touch any of the fields (Hour,
Minute, Second) and use either the keypad or the <▲> or <▼> keys to change the time.
8. To change the time zone, touch anywhere in the <Time Zone> field. A drop-down menu is
displayed listing the valid time zones. Scroll through the list and touch any time zone to
replace the currently displayed zone.
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9. Touch <Dose Concentration>. The Dose Concentration screen is displayed.

Figure 5.10.

Dose Concentration Screen

The user can perform any of the following functions on this screen:
NOTE: When making entries on the screen and a mistake is made, touch <Clear> on the
keypad to remove the data and re-enter the information.
a. Units of Concentration: Touch the appropriate radio button to change the unit of
activity.
b. Date: Touch any of the fields (Month, Day, Year) and use either the keypad at the
right of the screen or the <▲> or <▼> keys to change the date.
c. Time: Touch any of the fields (Hour, Minute, Second) and use either the keypad at
the right of the screen or the <▲> or <▼> keys to change the time.
d. Activity: Touch <Activity> and enter the activity amount to be used in the
concentration using the keypad at the right of the screen.
e. Volume: Touch <Volume> and enter the volume to be used in the concentration.
f.

Dose Concentration: Dose Concentration is calculated by the system when the user
touches the field after entering both the activity amount and the volume as
illustrated below:
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Figure 5.11.

Dose Concentration Screen – Resultant Equation after entering the
Activity and Volume and Touching <Dose Concentration>

NOTE: Even though the system automatically calculates the Dose Concentration, the
user can change the displayed amount.
10. Touch <Accept> to return to the Dose Calculation screen. The <Volume To Draw> for the
dose ordered and activity required is displayed as a result of the previous calculation.

Figure 5.12.

Dose Calculation Screen after Dose Concentration Selected
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6. Dose Calibrator Quality Assurance
The Dose Calibrator Quality Assurance programs allow the user to perform and record a variety
of system tests to assure the integrity of the readings and calculations.
To access the Dose Calibrator Quality Assurance functions, at the Home screen touch <Dose
Calibrator Quality Assurance>. The QA Dose Calibrator screen is displayed.

QA Dose Calibrator

Figure 6.1.

The QA Dose Calibrator screen serves as the main menu of QA
functions.

The QA Dose Calibrator screen serves as the main menu for the QA section of the system. From
this screen, any of the eight QA procedures can be accessed:
•

Constancy Test

•

Constancy Test History

•

Geometry Test

•

Geometry Test History

•

Accuracy Test

•

Accuracy Test History

•

Linearity Test

•

Linearity Test History.

Constancy Test
This test allows the user to put a calibrated sealed isotope into the detector and check to
ensure the system is correctly reading the activity. Each detector must be checked individually.
The Atomlab 500 allows entry of the sealed sources into inventory and decay-corrects these
sources for time. These sources are used for the testing of the dose calibrator chambers.
Constancy means reproducibility in measuring the same source over a period of time with
decay correction. Assay a relatively long-lived source (such as Cs-137) each day before using
the calibrator.
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Cs-137, 200 µCi, is strongly recommended because the 30-year half-life will ensure use of the
same source throughout the life of the calibrator and the Cs-137 source is readily available. The
Cs-137 source should be replaced at 100 µCi.

Figure 6.2.

The Daily Constancy Test Screen

To Perform A Daily Constancy Test:
1. From the QA Dose Calibrator screen touch < Constancy Test>. The Constancy Test screen is
now displayed. The source information is shown.
2. To change sources, touch <Select Sealed Source>. The Sealed Source List screen is
displayed. Locate the desired source by using the <▲> and <▼> arrows to scroll through
the list. Touch anywhere on the line containing the name of the desired sealed source
and touch <Accept>.

Figure 6.3.

Sealed Source List Screen

NOTE: The user can select a default sealed source to be the first source displayed when
entering the Constancy screen. Set the default in Sealed Source Set Up. Otherwise, the
first source displayed will be the first source on the Sealed Source List.
3. If the current background activity reading is higher than desired, touch <Zero
Background> and zero the background.
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Figure 6.4.

Zero Background from Constancy Test Screen

4. Place the selected sealed source into the dipper and into the detector. Allow the reading to
settle as illustrated in the current activity section of the screen.
5. Touch <Record Reading> to enter the reading. The variance from the decayed
calculated standard is shown.

Figure 6.5.

Record Readings from Constancy Test Screen

6. If <Back> is touched, a message that recorded data will be lost is displayed. Touch <Yes> to
return to the Daily Constancy Test screen without saving the data. Touch <Cancel> to return
to the Daily Constancy Test screen with the data recorded.

Figure 6.6.

Exiting Message Screen
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7. Touch <Save> to save the Daily Constancy Data. The Save Results screen is displayed.
8. Touch <Staff Member>. The Staff Member List is displayed. Touch to highlight any
listed staff member. Touch <Accept> to select the staff member and return to the Save
Results screen.

NOTE: A staff member name must be selected to save the constancy test.
9. Touch <Accept> to save the test results.

Figure 6.7.

•

Constancy Screen illustrating Test Results Saved

Touch <Measure> to go to the Measure screen.

Figure 6.8.

Dose Calibrator Measure Screen

•

Touch <New Test> to begin a new Constancy test.

•

Touch <Back> to return to the Daily Constancy screen just counted. Touch <Back> a
second time to return to the QA Dose Calibrator screen.
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Constancy Test History

Figure 6.9.

The Constancy Test History Screen

To View Options:
1. Touch <View Options>. The Expanded Constancy Test History View Options screen is
displayed.

Figure 6.10.

Expanded Constancy Test History View Options Screen.

2. Select the sealed source from the drop-down menu.

3. Select the date range from the drop-down menu:

4. Touch <Accept> to record the selected criteria or <Cancel> to return to the Constancy Test
History screen without recording the criteria.
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To Delete Data:
1. Use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to scroll to the test to delete.
2. Touch <Delete>. The Delete Stored Test Data screen is displayed. Touch <Yes> to

delete the test and return to the Constancy Test History screen. Touch <No> to return
to the Constancy Test History screen without deleting the test.

Figure 6.11.

Delete Stored Test Data Screen.

Figure 6.12.

Constancy Test View Details Screen

To View Details:

The Constancy Test History screen displays the constancy tests performed on the dose
calibrator. The display shows all the isotopes for which constancy tests have been completed by
the date performed. Any constancy test outside the acceptable variance is shown in red. Daily
constancy activity results can be displayed by month in a plotted graph format.
•

Touch <Back> to return to the QA Dose Calibrator screen.
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To View Activity Plots:

Figure 6.13.

The Constancy Activity Plots Screen

1. Touch <Select Activity Plots> to advance to the Constancy Activity Plots screen. A

plot of the constancy readings by month is displayed.
2. Use the <▲> and <▼> to toggle between dates.
3.

Touch <Print> to print the constancy plot displayed. The printout has the plot and the
data.

4. If desired, touch <Select Sealed Source> if a different sealed source is desired.
5. Touch <Back> to return to the Daily Constancy Test data screen.

To View Reports:
1. Touch <Reports> to view the tests desired. The Constancy Test Reports screen is
displayed.

Figure 6.14.

Constancy Test Reports Screen

The user has the option to view either a Summary or a Detailed History report.
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Summary Report:

Figure 6.15.

Constancy Test Summary Report

Detailed History Report:

Figure 6.16.

Constancy Detailed History Report
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From either report, the user has the ability to:
•

Export the data in PDF format.

•

Print the data to the system assigned or local printer.

To Print Constancy Data Without The Plot:
1. Touch <Print>. The Test data will be printed without the plot. The user can select the
starting and ending date for the report.

Geometry Test
The Geometry Test is used to check if the system is correctly measuring the activity of a
dose at different volumes as the dose is diluted. This test is usually performed using Tc99m but other isotopes can be used if desired. Generally, a dose of a small volume is
chosen to begin and saline is added to change the volume without changing the activity.
“Geometry independence” means that the indicated activity does not change with volume
or configuration of the source material. This test should be done using a syringe that is
normally used for injections. The following test assumes injections are done with 3 ml
plastic syringes, and the radiopharmaceutical kits are made in 30 ml glass vials. If they
are not used, change the procedure to ensure syringes and vials are tested throughout
the range of volumes commonly used.
If a significant volume correction results from these procedures, the tests should be repeated
to verify. Atomlab Dose Calibrators have been tested for volume dependence in Beta
measurements that are expected to be worst case and the results were 0.13%/ml.
(Reference: Accurate Dose Calibrator Activity Measurement of Y-90 Ibritumomab Tiuxetan,”
J. A. Siegel Et Al, J NuclMed, 2004, 45:450-454.)
To Perform A Geometry Test:
1. From the QA Dose Calibrator screen touch <Geometry Test>. The Geometry Test
screen is displayed.

Figure 6.17.

The Geometry Test screen.

2. The isotope for the Geometry Test always defaults to the first isotope on the button
list, usually Tc-99m. If a different isotope is to be used, touch <Select Isotope> and
select the desired isotope as previously described.
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Figure 6.18.

Select Isotope Screen

3. Touch <Set Test Parameters>. The Set Test Parameters screen is now displayed.

Figure 6.19.

The Geometry Set Test Parameters screen.

4. Set the Container Description by touching the <Type>, <Size>, and <Material> icons.
<Type> adjusts syringe or vial, <Size> adjusts from 1 to 30 ml, <Material> is glass or
plastic.
5. Touch to highlight volume 1 and use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to adjust the value.
Touch volume 2 and the system automatically increases by the appropriate volume.
Use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to adjust the volume. Touch volume 3 and the
system automatically increases by the appropriate volume. Use the <▲> and <▼>
arrows to adjust the value. Continue entering the volumes until the maximum
volume for which the system is to test is reached.
6. Use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to set the normalization volume.
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Figure 6.20.

A Geometry Test with data.

NOTE: The normalized volume reading is the volume used as the starting point for the
calculations. The calculated activity matches the measured activity for the normalized
volume and is displayed. The correction factor is 1. All future calculated activity uses this
as a start point. The recommended volume to use for the normalized volume is usually
the first volume that is tested.
7. Touch <Accept> when all parameters are set to return to the Geometry Test screen.
8. Touch <Zero Background> to zero the background reading, if necessary. The Background
live reading is displayed next to the first volume.
9. Place the first volume in the detector. The first measured activity reading is displayed in
red. When the measured activity settles, touch <Record Reading> to record the
measured activity reading. The system advances to the second volume.
10. Remove the sample and adjust the volume for the second measured volume. Replace the
source in the detector. When the reading settles, touch <Record Reading>. continue
removing the source from the detector and adjusting the volume until all volume
measurements are completed.
11. Once the normalized volume is counted, the system calculates the activity and correction
factor or variance. As each new volume is recorded, the calculation for that volume is
performed.
NOTE: To stop the test before all volumes are measured, touch <Save> to keep the test
with the volumes already recorded.
NOTE: If any of the correction factors are out of the acceptable range they will be
highlighted in red.
12. After the last reading is completed, touch <Save Data>. The Save Geometry Test Data
screen is displayed.
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Figure 6.21.

Save Results Screen

13. Touch <Staff Member>. The Staff Member List is displayed.

Figure 6.22.

Select Staff Member Screen

Touch to highlight any listed person. (If only one staff member is on the list, the
system will default to that person on the Save Geometry Test Data screen.) Touch
<Accept> to select the staff member and return to the Save Geometry Test Data
screen. If necessary, touch <Add Staff> to update the Staff Member List.
14. The Save Results screen is displayed.

Figure 6.23.

Save Results Screen
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Touch <Accept>. The system returns to the Geometry Test data screen displaying
the message Test Saved at the bottom.

Figure 6.24.

Geometry Test Screen with Test Saved Message

15. Touch <Back> to return to the Dose Calibrator Quality Assurance menu.
16. Touch <New Test> to begin a new Geometry Test.

Geometry Test History

Figure 6.25.

The Geometry Test History Screen

The Geometry Test History screen displays the Geometry Tests performed on the dose
calibrator. The display shows the isotopes used for a Geometry Test. Any Geometry Test
outside the acceptable variance is shown in red.
•

Touch <Back> to return to the QA Dose Calibrator screen.

•

Touch <Print> to print the displayed Geometry Test History data.

To Delete Data:
1. Use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to scroll to the test to delete.
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2. Touch <Delete>. The Delete Stored Test Data screen is displayed. Touch <Yes> to

delete the test and return to the Geometry Test History screen. Touch <No> to return to
the Constancy Test History screen without deleting the test.

Figure 6.26.

Delete Stored Test Data Screen

To View Details:
1. Touch to highlight and select an Isotope on the Geometry Test History screen.
2. Touch <View Details>. The Geometry Test View Details screen is displayed listing the
volume, activity, and container description for the selected isotope.

Figure 6.27.

Geometry Test View Details Screen

3. Touch <Back> to return to the Geometry Test History screen.
4. Touch <Delete> to delete the stored test data.
5. Touch <Print> to print a report containing the displayed data.

To View the Reports:
The user has the option to view either a Summary or a Detailed History report.
1. Touch <Reports>. The Geometry Test Reports screen is displayed:
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Figure 6.28.

A Geometry Test Reports Screen.

2. Touch <Summary History>.

Figure 6.29.

Geometry Test Summary Report
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3. Touch <Detail History>.

Figure 6.30.

Geometry Test Detail History Report

From either report, the user has the ability to:
•

Export the data in PDF format.

•

Print the data to the system assigned or local printer.
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Accuracy Test
For the Accuracy Test, three readings are completed and averaged. Accuracy means a
determination of the dose calibrator’s absolute error resulting from a measurement of a
suitable NIST - traceable radionuclide activity. Traceable sources are available from NIST and
from many radioisotope suppliers. At least two sources with different principal photon
energies (such as Co-57, Cs-137 or Co-60) should be used. One should have principal photon
energy between 100 keV and 500 keV.

Figure 6.31.

The Accuracy Test Screen.

To Perform An Accuracy Test:
1. From the QA Dose Calibrator screen touch <Accuracy Test>. The Accuracy Test
screen is displayed (see Figure 6.31).
2. Touch <Select Sealed Source> and select the desired source as previously described.

Figure 6.32.

Sealed Source List Screen.

NOTE: The user must have previously entered the sealed source into memory.
NOTE: The user can select a default sealed source to be the first source displayed when
the Constancy screen is entered. Set the default in Sealed Source Set Up. Otherwise, the
first source displayed will be the first source on the Sealed Source List.
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3. Touch <Zero Background> to zero the background if desired.
4. Place the sealed source in the dipper and position it in the dose calibrator detector.
When the reading stabilizes, press <Record Reading>.
5. Remove the source from the dose calibrator. Insert the source into the detector again.
Press <Record Reading> after the reading has stabilized.
6. Repeat step five to record a total of three readings. The system calculates the
average reading, compares it to the calculated standard, and determines the average
variance.

Figure 6.33.

Accuracy Test Screen.

NOTE: If any of the readings are out of the acceptable range they will be highlighted
in red.
7. Touch <Save Data>. The Save Results screen is displayed.

Figure 6.34.

Save Results Screen.

8. Touch <Staff>. Touch to highlight any listed staff member. Touch <Accept> to
select the staff member and return to the Save Accuracy Test Data screen. If
necessary, touch <Add Staff> to update the Staff Member List.
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Figure 6.35.

Accuracy Test after Test is Saved.

9. Touch <Measure> to go to the Measure screen.
10. Touch <New Test> to perform a New Accuracy Test.
11. Touch <Back> to return to the Accuracy Test screen without saving.
12. Touch <Back> a second time to return to the Dose Calibrator Quality Assurance screen.
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Accuracy Test History
The Accuracy Data screen displays the Accuracy Tests performed on the dose calibrator. The
data is stored for the detector connected to the system. The display shows all the isotopes for
which Accuracy Tests have been completed by the date performed. Any Accuracy Test outside
the acceptable variance is shown in red.
•

Touch <Back> to return to the QA Dose Calibrator screen.

•

Touch <Print> to print a listing of the Accuracy Test data.

•

Use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to scroll through the Accuracy Test data list to locate
the test date desired.

Figure 6.36.

The Accuracy Test History Screen.

The Accuracy Data screen displays the Accuracy Tests performed on the dose calibrator. The
data is stored for the detector connected to the system. The display shows all the isotopes for
which Accuracy Tests have been completed by the date performed. Any Accuracy Test outside
the acceptable variance is shown in red.
•

Touch <Back> to return to the QA Dose Calibrator screen.

•

Touch <Print> to print the Accuracy Test data.

•

Use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to scroll through the Accuracy Test data list to locate
the test date desired.

To Delete Data:
1. Use the <▲> and <▼> arrows to scroll to the test to delete.
2. Touch <Delete>. The Delete Stored Test Data screen is displayed.
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Figure 6.37.

Delete Stored Test Data Screen.

Touch <Yes> to delete and return to the Accuracy Test View Details screen, or
touch <No> to return to the Accuracy Test data screen.

To View Details:
6. Touch <View Details>. The Accuracy Test View Details screen is displayed listing the
reading, activity, calculated standard and variance for the selected isotope.

Figure 6.38.

Geometry Test View Details Screen

7. Touch <Back> to return to the Accuracy Test History screen.
8. Touch <Delete> to delete the stored test data.
9. Touch <Print> to print a listing of the displayed data.

Reports:
The user has the option to view either a Summary or a Detailed History report.
1. Touch <Reports>. The Accuracy Test Reports screen is displayed:
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Figure 6.39.

Accuracy Test Reports Screen.

2. Touch <Summary History>.

Figure 6.40.

Accuracy Test Summary Report
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3. Touch <Detail History>.

Figure 6.41.

Accuracy Test Detail History Report

From either report, the user has the ability to:
•

Export the data in PDF format.

•

Print the data to the system assigned or local printer.
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Linearity Testing

Figure 6.42.

The Linearity Testing Screen

The linearity test is used on a dose calibrator to determine the variation in the displayed activity
values from the true values, over a linear range of proportional source activities.
This test is usually performed using a vial or syringe of Tc-99m whose activity is at least as
large as the maximum activity normally assayed in a prepared radiopharmaceutical kit, in a
unit dosage syringe, or in a nuclear pharmaceutical therapy, whichever is largest.
Linearity means the proportionality of the measurement results to the activity measured, as
determined over the intended range of use for the dose calibrator.
NOTE: Other Isotopes such as F-18 can be used to perform linearity testing.
There are several acceptable methods for performing linearity testing. The differences in
these methods are all acceptable for determining the normalized value.
1. Decay correct the test sample from the first reading and compare each reading to the

decay corrected reading.
2.

For Tc-99m, select 30 hours as the normalized reading and decay correct this reading
to calculate the expected activities at the times the readings were taken. Compare
the readings to the calculated activities. The user can change from 30 hours to
another time point and perform a normalized calculation from that time point. The
Atomlab 500 automated linearity test uses 30 hours as the default method.

3. The average decay method described decay corrects each reading, averages

these calculated activities, and divides the average by the time corrected reading
to determine a correction factor. If the correction factor is between certain values,
the calibrator is linear.
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Linearity Testing Options Include:
•

Manual Decay Test

•

Semi-Automated Decay Test

•

Automated Decay Test

•

Lineator Initial Test

•

Lineator Test

•

Calicheck Initial Test

•

Calicheck Test

To Access the Linearity Testing Menu:
1. From the QA Dose Calibrator screen touch <Linearity Testing>. The Linearity Testing

screen is displayed.

Figure 6.43.

2.

The Linearity Testing Screen.

Select a function from the menu by touching the desired test button.

Manual Decay Test

Figure 6.44.

The Manual Decay Test Screen.
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This test allows the user to record the linearity readings each time that <Record Reading> is
touched. The user can select the calculation method using a normalized reading or an
averaging method for the calculation. This choice is made as part of setting the test
parameters prior to starting the linearity test. The manual decay test can be paused to use
the dose calibrator for measuring functions and still return to the manual decay testing
operation.
To Select Setup Options:
1.

From the Manual Decay Test screen, touch <Set Test Parameters>. The Manual
Decay Test Parameters screen is displayed.

Figure 6.45.

2.

The Manual Decay Test Parameters Screen.

Select the variance calculation method, either <Use a Normalized Reading> or
<Averaging Method>.
If the user selects <Use a Normalized Reading>, the normalized reading is selected
at the end of the test. However, if the user selects <Averaging Method>, the system
performs the averaging calculation once the test is ended.

3.

Touch <Accept> to go to the Manual Decay Test screen.

4.

The Test Ends Below field defaults to 30 µCi. This can be changed by touching the
<▲> and <▼> keys to enter the activity at which the test should end. This number
can be between 10 and 50 µCi.

5.

Touch <Accept> to return to the Manual Decay Test screen with the new variance
calculation method selected, or <Cancel> to return to the Manual Decay Test screen
without selecting a new calculation method.

To Perform A Manual Decay Test:
1.

From the Linearity Testing Menu, touch <Manual Decay Test>. The Manual
Decay Test screen is displayed.
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Figure 6.46.

The Manual Decay Test Screen.

• Touch <Back> to return to the Linearity Testing screen.
• Touch <Select Isotope> to select the isotope to be used in the decay test. The
test will default to the isotope Tc-99m.
• Touch <Set Test Parameters> to select setup options.
• Touch <Zero Background> to zero the background reading if necessary.
2.

Touch <Start Test> to begin the manual decay test. The Manual Decay Test
screen is displayed.

Figure 6.47.

The Manual Decay Test Screen after Start Test is Selected.

3.

Place the source to be used into a dipper and place the dipper with the source
into the chamber.

4.

Once the reading has stabilized, touch <Record Reading>. The reading is
recorded and the next line for the manual decay test is displayed. The system
will continue to display a live reading until <Record Reading> is selected.
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Figure 6.48.

5.

Manual Decay Test Screen after Touching Record Reading.

Continue taking readings at the appropriate time intervals by touching <Record
Reading>.
NOTE: To use the calibrator for counting doses, touch <Measure> to advance to the
Measure screen. Touch <Return to Manual Decay Test> to go back to the manual
decay test.

6.

Touch <End Test> to end the test and advance to the Select Normalized Reading
screen.

Figure 6.49.

Select Normalized Reading Screen.

7.

Touch <Accept> to return to the Manual Decay Test screen.

8.

Touch <Select Normalized Reading>. The Select Normalized Reading screen is
displayed.
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Figure 6.50.

The Manual Decay Test Screen with Test Ended message and data
displayed.

The last reading taken is highlighted as the normalized reading. To select a
different normalized reading, touch to highlight the reading and touch
<Accept>. The new reading is selected and will serve as the normalized
reading and the system returns to the manual decay test screen.
NOTE: The user can select the normalized reading while the decay test is
underway. If a normalized reading has not been selected before selecting <End Test>,
the system automatically displays the Select Normalized Reading screen from
which the user can select a reading to use as normalized.
9.

Touch <Save>.

10. If the appropriate staff member is not displayed, touch <Staff>. Touch any line on

the display to highlight the staff member. Touch <Accept> to return to the Save Results
screen.
10. Touch <Accept> to select the staff member, save the data, and return to the Manual
Decay Test screen.
11. Touch <New Test> to perform the test again.
12. Touch <Measure>to advance to the Dose Calibrator Measure screen.
13. Touch <Back> to return to the Manual Decay Test screen.
14. Touch <Back> a second time to return to the Linearity Testing screen.
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Semi-Automated Manual Decay Test

Figure 6.51.

The Semi-Automated Decay Test Screen.

The Semi-Automated Decay Test allows the user to begin a linearity test using the
automated test method while the activity level is high and switch to the manual test method
to complete the test. This method prevents changing background levels from greatly
affecting the reading at low activity values. The switchover to manual mode defaults to 100
µCi. The switch from auto to manual can be set from 50 µCi to 500 µCi.
To Perform A Semi-Automated Decay Test:
1. From the Linearity Testing menu, select <Semi-Automated Decay Test>. The SemiAutomated Decay Test screen is displayed (see Figure 6.51).
2. Touch <Select Isotope> to select the isotope to be used in the decay test. The test will

default to the isotope Tc-99m.
3. Select <Set Test Parameters>. The Semi-Automated Decay Test Set Test Parameters

screen is displayed. From this screen the user can set the reading interval and set the
time until normalized reading. Touch to highlight the desired setting and use the <▲>
and <▼> keys to adjust the value.

Figure 6.52.

Semi-Automated Decay Test Parameters Screen.

4. From the semi-automated decay setup options screen, the user can perform the

test using any of several methods including:
•

Normalized reading by hours: allows the user to set the reading interval at a set
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number of hours and set the time to be used for the normalized reading. As an
example using Tc99m, an appropriate number of hours for a normalized reading
would be 30 hours.
•

Normalized reading by half-life of the isotope selected: allows the user to set the
reading interval by half-life and select the half-life reading to be used as the
normalized reading.
NOTE: An appropriate normalized reading by half life is to use the fifth half life of
the isotope.

•

Averaging calculation method with readings at a set number of hours: allows the
user to set the number of hours between readings before the system calculates
the results using the averaging method described in Chapter 16, Linearity located
on the Biodex website (www.biodex.com).

•

Averaging calculation method by half-life: allows the user to set the number of
half-lives between readings before the system calculates the results.

5. Select the desired variance calculation method by touching the appropriate radio button.
6. Select the desired reading interval units by touching the appropriate radio button.
7. The Automated Ends Below field displays the default activity to end the automated

portion of the test. If the value displayed is not appropriate, touch the <Automated
Ends Below> field and use the <▲> and <▼> keys to adjust the activity to be
between 50 and 500 µCi at which point the automated portion of the test should
end. The system defaults to 100 µCi.
8. Touch the <Test Ends Below> field and enter the activity level at which the test

should be ended. Touch <Accept> to record this value and return to the SemiAutomated Decay Setup Options screen.
9. When all setup options have been addressed on the semi-automated decay setup

options screen, touch <Accept> to record all settings and return to the SemiAutomated Decay Test screen. The live detector reading is displayed in red on the
screen. If necessary, touch <Zero Background> to perform a Zero Background
reading at this point.

Figure 6.53.

Semi-Automated Decay Test Screen Displaying Measured Activity in
Red.
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10. Place the Tc-99m, or another short half-life isotope, into the dipper and place the dipper

with the source into the detector to perform the linearity test.
11. Touch <Start Test> to record the first reading.

Figure 6.54.

The Semi-Automated Switchover to Manual Mode Screen.

The system will automatically show the isotope activity as it is decaying and the clock
time increasing from when the test began. The system will automatically take the
next reading, and the ones after that at the proper elapsed time, until the activity
set for automated Ends Below is reached.
12. When the activity level set for automated Ends Below is reached, the system will

display a message that it is changing to manual readings. From that point, any
readings require the user to touch <Record Reading> to take the reading.
NOTE: Once the system switches to manual mode, remove the source and dipper from
the detector and perform a Zero Background before putting the source and dipper
back into the detector and recording a reading.
13. Once the reading has stabilized after the source has been returned to the detector,

touch <Record Reading>. The reading is recorded and the next line for the manual
Semi-Auto- mated Decay Test is displayed. The system will continue to display a live
reading until <Record Reading> is selected.

Figure 6.55.

Semi-Automated Decay Test Displaying Readings.
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14. Continue taking readings at the appropriate time intervals by touching <Record

Reading>.
NOTE: Touch <Pause> at any time during the automated portion to pause the test
and allow use of the dose calibrator for counting and other functions, such as
choosing <Measure> to return to standard DOSE CALIBRATOR OPERATION.
NOTE: When in the manual portion of the test, the user can press <Measure> to
display the Measure screen and use the system as a Dose Calibrator. Touch
<Return to Decay Test> on the Measure screen to return to the automated decay
test. Touch <Resume Test> to resume the Automated Decay Test.

Figure 6.56.

Dose Calibrator Measure Screen.

15. Touch <End Test> to end the test.

Figure 6.57.

The Semi-Automated Decay Test Ended Screen.

16. Touch <Save> to save the data. The Save Results screen is displayed.
17. If the appropriate staff member is not displayed, touch <Staff>. Touch any line on the

display to highlight the staff member. Touch <Accept> to return to the Save Results
screen.
18. Touch <Accept> to select the staff member, save the data, and return to the Semi-

Automated Decay Test screen.
19. Touch <New Test> to perform the test again.
20. Touch <Measure>to advance to the Dose Calibrator Measure screen.
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21. Touch <Back> to return to the Semi-Automated Decay Test screen.
22. Touch <Back> a second time to return to the Linearity Testing screen.

Automated Decay Test

Figure 6.58.

The Automated Decay Test Screen.

The Automated Decay Test allows the user to set the number of counting points and the
interval for each count that will be automatically taken. Once started, the Automated Decay
Test will take readings without intervention. The Automated Decay Test can be paused to
use the dose calibrator for measuring functions and still return to the Automated Decay
Testing operation.
The user can perform the automated decay linearity test taking readings by hours or half-life
for the isotopes to be used. The user can select the calculation method using a normalized
reading or an averaging method for the calculation. These choices are made as part of setting
the test parameters prior to starting the linearity test. There is a <Setup Options> button that
is part of the setting test parameters. The user can set the activity below which the test is to
end. The system defaults to 10 µCi.
To Perform An Automated Decay Test:
1. From the Linearity Testing menu, select <Automated Decay Test>. The Automated
Decay Test screen is displayed (see Figure 6.58).
2. Select <Set Test Parameters>. The Automated Decay Test screen is displayed.

Figure 6.59.

Automated Decay Test Parameters Screen.
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From this screen, the user can perform the test using any of several methods
including:
• Normalized reading by hours: allows the user to set the reading interval at a set

number of hours and set the time to be used for the normalized reading.
• Normalized reading by half-life of the isotope selected: allows the user to set the

reading interval by half-life and select what half-life reading will be used as the
normalized reading.
• Averaging calculation method with readings at a set number of hours: allows the

user to set the number of hours between readings before the system calculates
the results using the averaging method described in Chapter 16, Linearity located
on the Biodex website (www.biodex.com).
• Averaging calculation method by half-life: allows the user to set the number of

half-lives between readings before the system calculates the results using the
averaging method described in Chapter 16, Linearity located on the Biodex website
(www.biodex.com).
3. Touch the appropriate field to highlight the linearity calculation method

desired, normalized reading or averaging method.
4. Touch the appropriate radio button; reading interval units desired, by hours or by half-

lives.
5. The Test Ends Below defaults to 30 µCi. This can be changed by touching the <Test
Ends Below> field and using the <▲> and <▼> to change the activity at which the

test should end. This number can be between 10 and 50 µCi.
6. After setting the reading interval in either half-lives or hours, use the <▲> and <▼> to

increase or decrease the time in the Set Reading Interval field.
7. Touch to highlight the <Set Time Until Normalized Reading> button if a normalized

calculation method is being used. Use the <▲> and <▼> to increase and decrease the
time to be used for the normalized reading calculation.
NOTE: The averaging method does not have a normalized reading.
8. Touch <Accept> to return to the Automated Decay Test screen. The live detector

reading is displayed in red on the screen.
9. Touch <Zero Background> if required.
10. Place the source into the detector. Use Tc-99m or another short half-life isotope to

perform the linearity test.
11. Touch <Start> to record the first test reading. The system will automatically show

the isotope activity as it is decaying and the clock time increasing from when the
test began. The system will automatically take the next reading, and the ones after
that, at the proper elapsed time.
NOTE: Touch <Pause Test> to pause the test and allow use of the dose calibrator for
counting or other functions, such as choosing <Measure> to return to standard DOSE
CALIBRATOR OPERATION.
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NOTE: The user can pause the test, remove the source from the chamber, or perform a
<Zero Background> if desired. It is important to Zero Background at low activity if the
room background level changes.

Figure 6.60.

Automated Decay Test Screen displaying Readings.

12. Touch <Measure> to advance to the Measure screen and use the system as a standard

dose calibrator. Touch <Return to Decay Test> on the Measure screen to return to the
automated decay test. Touch <Resume Test> to resume the Automated Decay Test.
NOTE: Remember to place the source back into the detector before selecting <Resume
Test>.

Figure 6.61.

The Measuring screen during <Pause Test>.

NOTE: If the time for the reading has passed, the system will take a reading and record the
time once the test is resumed. It does not skip a reading that was not taken at the correct
time.
13. Touch <End Test> once enough decay points have been recorded to end the test. The

system automatically takes a final reading and ends the test when the activity is below 10
µCi. Once the test has ended, the system allows the user to <Select Normalized Reading>
and change the reading selected as the normalized value. The Count time measured closest
to the normalized reading time will be highlighted to be used as the normalized reading.
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Figure 6.62.

The Save Automated Decay Test Screen.

14. The user can highlight to change what will be used for the normalized reading by touching

to highlight a different reading. Touch <Accept> to accept the reading and return to the
Automated Decay Test screen. The screen displays a “Test Complete” message. If <Back> is
touched, a prompt is displayed noting that recorded data will be lost. Touch <Yes> to
discard the data. Touch <No> to return to the test ended screen.
15. Touch <Save > to save the data. If the appropriate staff member is not displayed,

touch <Staff>. Touch any line on the display to highlight the staff member. Touch
<Accept> to return to the Save Results screen.
16. Touch <Accept> to select the staff member, save the data, and return to the Semi-

Automated Decay Test screen.
17. Touch <New Test> to perform a new Semi-Automated Decay Test.
18. Touch <Measure>to advance to the Dose Calibrator Measure screen.
19. Touch <Back> to return to the Semi-Automated Decay Test screen.
20. Touch <Back> a second time to return to the Linearity Testing screen.

Linearity Automated Decay Test
WARNING: There are several important items to know when using the Decay
Tests.
1. There are a maximum of 60 readings for the Decay Tests. The test will stop after the
60th reading, regardless of the activity reading. It will also stop when the reading drops
below 10 µCi’s.
WARNING: There are several important items to know when using the
Automated Decay Test.
2. The Automated Linearity Test will end automatically when the activity reading falls
below 10 µCi’s.
3. If a normalized reading that occurs after the 10 µCi reading is selected, the system will
automatically select the middle reading as the normalized value.
4. The Automated Decay Test displays the time to complete the test in the upper left of the
screen. This calculation is based on the half-life of the isotope being used to perform the
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test and the activity reading from the first measurement.
Example:

If using Tc-99m for
linearity: Starting Activity:
250 mCi
Half Life:6 hours
Time required for activity to decay below 10 µCi’s is 96 hours

NOTES:
•

Taking measurements every 6 hours will require 16 readings to decay below 10 µCi.

•

Taking measurements every 2 hours would require 48 readings to decay
below 10 µCi.

•

A linearity test with Tc-99m is normally measured at 6 hour intervals.

•

Make sure the parameters are set up with enough readings to complete the
linearity test in 60 readings.

Lineator Initial Test

Figure 6.63.

The Lineator Initial Test Screen.

The first time the Lineator is used with this dose calibrator, initial factors for the Lineator
function must be set and the Atomlab 500 must be calibrated for the specific Lineator
package using the initial procedure described below. The Atomlab 500 will store the initial
factors and print them in the initial factor column of the results table.
The initial Lineator Test needs to be performed only once unless the Lineator is replaced or
damaged, in which case the initial factors will need to be redone. The Atomlab 500
procedure allows recording of two initial linearity tests; one less than 55 mCi and one
greater than 55 mCi. The Lineator does not have a wide enough range using the tube
combinations to obtain a minimum reading of less than 10 µCi when starting with an
activity greater than 55 mCi. Using two linearity ranges allows the user to obtain a
maximum reading in excess of 500 mCi to less than 10 µCi.
NOTE: The initial test and future tests should all start with similar starting activities.
Variation in starting activities can cause variance in results.
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NOTE: Some state regulations allow linearity tests to end at activities greater than 10 µCi.
The user can discontinue the linearity test at the activity permitted by state regulations or
license.
NOTE: The user must perform a traditional linearity test at the time the initial Lineator
Test is performed to prove the calibration is linear. If the initial Lineator Test is performed
before the traditional test, the user can perform both tests with one source.
To Perform An Initial Lineator Test:
1.

From the QA Dose Calibrator menu, touch <Linearity Testing>. The Linearity
Testing screen is displayed.

2.

Touch <Lineator Initial Test>. The Lineator Initial Test screen is displayed.
•

Touch <Back> to return to the Linearity Testing screen.

•

Touch <Select Max Activity Level> to toggle between maximum activities of less than
55 mCi and greater than 55 mCi.

NOTE: The system defaults to less than 55 mCi. If the test starts with an activity greater
than 55 mCi, the user must select this range. Some states allow linearity to stop at values
greater than 10 µCi.

Figure 6.64.

•

Lineator Initial Test – Select MAX Activity Level Button Options.

Touch <Zero Background> to zero the background reading if necessary.

3.

Place the Tc-99m vial into the Lineator Tube 1. Place Tube 1 into the detector. The
activity for Tube 1 is now displayed as a live reading.

4.

Once the reading has stabilized, touch <Record Reading>. The reading for Tube 1 is
recorded and the line for Tube 1 & 2 is now displayed as a live reading.
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Figure 6.65.

Lineator Initial Test – Record Reading Touched.

5.

Touch <Record Reading> to record the reading for Tube 1 & 2.

6.

Continue taking readings by touching <Record Reading> after each new tube or set of
tubes is placed in the detector.

7.

Touch <End Test> to end the test at any time.

Figure 6.66.

8.

Lineator Initial Test – End Test Touched

Touch <Save> to save the test just performed. If the appropriate staff member
is not displayed, touch <Staff Member>. Touch any line on the display to
highlight the staff member. If a staff member has previously been selected, the
system will default to that person. Touch <Accept> to save the data in memory
and return to the Lineator Initial Test data screen.

9. Touch <Measure> to advance to the Measure screen.
10. Touch <New Test> to run another Lineator Test.
11. Touch <Back> to return to the Lineator Testing screen.
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Lineator Test

Figure 6.67.

The Lineator Test Screen.

The Lineator Test is performed with this dose calibrator after the initial factors for the
Lineator function have been taken and saved. The Lineator Test is a comparison of the
initial factors with the current factors.
The Lineator Test should be performed at installation and at least quarterly thereafter. The
Atomlab 500 system allows recording of two linearity tests, one less than 55 mCi and one
greater than 55 mCi; linearity should be within + or - 5%.
To Perform A Lineator Test:
1. From the QA Dose Calibrator menu, touch <Linearity Test>. The Linearity Testing
screen is displayed.
2. Touch <Lineator Test>. The Lineator Test screen is now displayed.
•

Touch <Back> to return to the Linearity Testing screen.

•

Touch <Select Max Activity Level> to toggle between maximum activities of less than
55 mCi and greater than 55 mCi.
NOTE: The system defaults to less than 55 mCi. If the test starts with an activity
greater than 55 mCi, the user must select this range.

Figure 6.68.

Lineator Test - Select MAX Activity Level Button Options.
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•

Touch <Zero Background> to zero the background reading if necessary.

NOTE: The starting activity used for the Lineator Test should be a similar activity to the
Initial Lineator Test.
3. Place the Tc-99m vial into the Lineator Tube 1. Place Tube 1 into the detector. The
activity for Tube 1 is now displayed as a live reading.
4. Once the reading has stabilized, touch <Record Reading>. The reading for Tube 1 is
recorded and the line for Tube 1 & 2 is now displayed as a live reading.

Figure 6.69.

Lineator Test – Record Reading Touched.

5. Touch <Record Reading> to record the reading for Tube 1 & 2.
6. Continue taking readings by touching <Record Reading> after each new tube or set of
tubes is placed in the detector.
7. Touch <End Test> to end the test at any time.

Figure 6.70.

Lineator Test – End Test Touched.

8. Touch <Save > to save the test just performed.
9. If the appropriate staff member is not displayed, touch <Staff>. Touch any line on the
display to highlight the staff member. If a staff member has previously been
selected, the system will default to that person. Touch <Accept> to select the staff
member, save the data, and return to the Lineator Test screen.
10. Touch <New Test> to perform the test again.
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Figure 6.71.

Lineator Test after Saving the Data.

11. Touch <Measure>to advance to the Dose Calibrator Measure screen.
12. Touch <Back> to return to the Lineator Testing screen.

NOTE: The Lineator Test must be performed in less than six minutes or the test must be
redone because of decay. See the Lineator instructions.

Calicheck Initial Test
(Also Known As Calicheck Calibration Factor)

Figure 6.72.

The Calicheck Initial Test Screen.

The first time the Calicheck is used with Atomlab 500, calibrator factors for the Calicheck
function must be set and the Atomlab 500 must be calibrated for the specific Calicheck
package using the initial procedure described below. The Atomlab 500 will store the initial
factors and print them in the factor column of the results table.
The initial Calicheck Test needs to be performed only once unless the Calicheck is
replaced or damaged, in which case the initial factors will need to be redone.
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To Perform An Initial Calicheck Test:
1. From the QA Dose Calibrator menu, touch <Calicheck Initial Test>. The Calicheck
Initial Test screen is displayed (see Figure 6.72).

•

Touch <Back> to return to the Linearity Testing screen.

•

Touch <Zero Background> to zero the background reading if necessary.

2.

Place the Tc-99m vial into the Calicheck Black Tube. Place the Black Tube into the
detector. The activity for the Black Tube is now displayed as a live reading.

3.

Once the reading has stabilized, touch <Record Reading>. The reading for the Black
Tube is recorded and the line for the Black & Red Tube is now displayed as a live
reading.

Figure 6.73.

4.

Calicheck Initial Test Screen for Black Tube Test.

Touch <Record Reading> to record the reading for the Black & Red Tube.

Figure 6.74.

Calicheck Initial Test Screen for Black & Red Tube Test.

5.

Continue to take readings by touching <Record Reading> after each new tube is
placed over the Black Tube in the detector (be sure to remove the previous colored
tube before adding a new tube).

6.

Touch <End Test> to end the test at any time. The Calicheck Initial Test screen is
displayed containing the message, “Test Complete.”
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Figure 6.75.

Calicheck Initial Test Screen – Test Complete.

7.

Touch <Save>.

8.

If the appropriate staff member is not displayed, touch <Staff>. Touch any line on
the display to highlight the staff member. Touch <Accept> to return to the Save Results
screen.

9.

Touch <Accept> to select the staff member, save the data, and return to the Calicheck
Initial Test screen.

10. Touch <Save Data> to save the data.
11. Touch <New Test> to perform the test again.
12. Touch <Measure>to advance to the Dose Calibrator Measure screen.
13. Touch <Back> to return to the Lineator Testing screen.

Calicheck Test

Figure 6.76.

The Calicheck Test Screen.

The Calicheck Test is performed with this dose calibrator after the initial calibration factors
for the Calicheck function have been taken and saved. The current Calicheck calibration
test is a calculation of the Calicheck calibration factors with the current activity readings.
The Calicheck Linearity test should be performed at installation and at least quarterly
thereafter.
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To Perform A Calicheck Linearity Test:
1. From the QA Dose Calibrator menu, touch <Linearity Testing>. The Linearity

Testing screen is displayed.
2. Touch <Calicheck Test>. The Calicheck Test screen is displayed.

• Touch <Back> to return to the Linearity Testing screen.
• Touch <Zero Background> to zero the background reading if necessary.
NOTE: The starting activity used for the Calicheck Test should be a similar activity to
the initial Calicheck Test.
3. Place the Tc-99m vial into the Calicheck Black Tube. Place the Black Tube into the

detector. The activity for the Black Tube is now displayed as a live reading.
4. Once the reading has stabilized, touch <Record Reading>. The reading for the Black

Tube only is recorded and the line for the Black and Red Tube is now displayed as a
live reading.

Figure 6.77.

Calicheck Test Screen for Black Tube Test.

5. Touch <Record Reading> to record the reading for the Black and Red Tube.

Figure 6.78.

Calicheck Test Screen for Black Tube Test.

6. Continue taking readings by touching <Record Reading> after each new tube is

placed in the detector (be sure to remove the previous colored Tube before adding a
new tube).
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NOTE: Make sure the correct tube combination has been selected, as highlighted on the
display.
7. Touch <Save>. If the appropriate staff member is not displayed, touch <Staff>.

Touch any line on the display to highlight the staff member. Touch <Accept> to
return to the Save Results screen.
8. <New Test> to perform the test again.
9. Touch <Accept> to select the staff member, save the data, and return to the Calicheck

Test screen.
10. Touch <Save Data> to save the data.
11. Touch <Measure>to advance to the Dose Calibrator Measure screen.
12. Touch <Back> to return to the Lineator Testing screen.

Linearity Test History
Since there are several acceptable methods for performing linearity testing, the Linearity
History allows the user to select the category of test for which the history is to be
displayed. The following sub-screen is displayed when Linearity Test History is selected:

Figure 6.79.

Linearity History Screen.

Select an option by touching the appropriate button. Each test category is described in detail
below.
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Decay Test History
The View Decay Test data screen displays the decay tests performed on the dose calibrator.
The display lists individual decay tests with the most recent test as the default. Use the <▲>
and <▼> to scroll to view the test results desired. Any test or reading outside the
acceptable variance is shown in red. The user can view the decay plot for the test being
shown on the display.

Figure 6.80.

Decay Test History Screen.

Touch <Back> to return to the Linearity History screen.
To View the Decay Options:
1. Touch <View Options> from the Decay Test History screen. The Decay Test View Options
screen is displayed:

Figure 6.81.

Decay Test History View Options Screen.

2. Select an entry from the Date Range field and touch <Cancel> to return to the Decay Test
History screen without making any changes or <Accept> to change the view options and
return to the Decay Test History screen.
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Figure 6.82.

Decay Test History Screen – Updated View Options.

3. Touch <Back> to return to the Linearity History screen.
To Delete Data:
1. Touch <Delete Data>. The Delete Stored Test Data confirmation screen is

displayed:

Figure 6.83.

Delete Stored Test Data Screen.

2. Touch <Yes> to delete the current test.
3. Touch <No> to return to the Decay Test History screen.

To View Details:
1. Touch a specific line on the Decay Test History screen to highlight the information.
2. Touch <View Details>. The Decay Test View Details screen is displayed.
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Figure 6.84.

Decay Test View Details Screen.

3. Use the <▲> and <▼> to toggle between dates.
4. Touch <Print> in the upper right of the screen to print the displayed test details.
5. Touch <Delete> to delete the test details.
6. Touch <View Decay Plots> to advance to the Linearity Decay Plots screen and display a
plot of the selected linearity data.
7. Touch <Back> to return to the Decay Test History screen.
To View Decay Plots:
1. Touch <View Decay Plots> to advance to the Linearity Decay Plots screen. A plot of
the selected linearity test will be displayed.

Figure 6.85.

Linearity Decay Plots Screen.

2. Use the <▲> and <▼> to toggle between dates.
3. Touch <Print> to print the linearity plot displayed.
4. Touch <Back> to return to the decay Test data screen.
5. Touch the <Print> icon in the upper right of the screen to print the linearity plot display.
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Figure 6.86.

Decay Test Activity Plot Report.

To View Reports:
2. Touch <Reports> to view the tests desired. The Decay Test Reports screen is displayed.

Figure 6.87.

Decay Test Reports Screen.

The user has the option to view either a Summary or a Detailed History report.
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Summary Report

Figure 6.88.

Decay Test Summary Report.
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Detailed Report

Figure 6.89.

Decay Test Detail History Report.

From either report, the user has the ability to:
•

Export the data in PDF format.

•

Print the data to the system assigned or local printer.
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Lineator T e s t History

Figure 6.90.

The Lineator Test data Screen.

The Lineator Test data screen displays the Linearity Tests performed on the dose
calibrator. The display lists individual tests with the most recent test as the default. Use
the <▲> and <▼> to scroll to view the test results desired.
•

Touch <Back> to return to the QA Dose Calibrator screen.

To View the Linearity Test Options:
1. Touch <View Options> from the Linearity Test History screen. The Linearity Test View
Options screen is displayed:

Figure 6.91.

Linearity Test History View Options Screen.

2. Select an entry from the Date Range field:
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3. Touch <Cancel> to return to the Decay Test History screen without making any changes.
4. Touch <Accept> to change the view options and return to the Linearity Test History screen.

Figure 6.92.

Linearity Test History Screen – Updated View Options.

5. Touch <Back> to return to the Linearity History screen.
To Delete Data:
1. Touch <Delete>. The Delete Stored Test Data confirmation screen is

displayed:

Figure 6.93.

Delete Stored Test Data Screen.

2. Touch <Yes> to delete the current test.
3. Touch <No> to return to the Decay Test History screen.

To View Details:
1. Touch a specific line on the Linearity Test History screen to highlight the information.
2. Touch <View Details>. The Linearity Test View Details screen is displayed.
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Figure 6.94.

Linearity Test View Details Screen.

3. Touch <Print> in the upper right of the screen to print the displayed test details.
4. Touch <Delete> to delete the test details.
5. Touch <Back> to return to the Linearity Test History screen.

To View Reports:
1. Touch <Reports> to view the tests desired. The Linearity Test Reports screen is
displayed.

Figure 6.95.

Decay Test Reports Screen.

The user has the option to view either a Summary or a Detailed History report.
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Summary Report

Figure 6.96.

Linearity Test Summary Report.

Figure 6.97.

Linearity Test Detail History Report.

Detailed Report

From either report, the user has the ability to:
•

Export the data in PDF format.

•

Print the data to the system assigned or local printer.
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Calicheck Test History

Figure 6.98.

The Calicheck Test History Screen.

The Calicheck Test data screen displays the Calicheck Linearity Tests performed on the
dose calibrator. The Calicheck Test data screen displays the tests performed on the
dose calibrator. The display lists individual tests with the most recent test as the
default. Use the <▲> and <▼> to scroll to view the test results desired.
•

Touch <Back> to return to the QA Dose Calibrator screen.

To View the Calicheck Test Options:
1. Touch <View Options> from the Calicheck Test History screen. The Calicheck Test View
Options screen is displayed:

Figure 6.99.

Calicheck Test History View Options Screen.

2. Select an entry from the Date Range field:
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3.

Touch <Cancel> to return to the Decay Test History screen without making any changes.

4. Touch <Accept> to change the view options and return to the Calicheck Test History screen.

Figure 6.100. Calicheck Test History Screen – Updated View Options.

5. Touch <Back> to return to the Lineator History screen.

To Delete Data:
1. Touch <Delete>. The Delete Stored Test Data confirmation screen is

displayed:

Figure 6.101. Delete Stored Test Data Screen.

2. Touch <Yes> to delete the current test.
3. Touch <No> to return to the Calicheck Test History screen.
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To View Details:
1. Touch a specific line on the Calicheck Test History screen to highlight the information.
2. Touch <View Details>. The Calicheck Test View Details screen is displayed.

Figure 6.102. Calicheck Test View Details Screen.

3. Touch <Print> in the upper right of the screen to print the displayed test details.
4. Touch <Delete> to delete the test details.
5. Touch <Back> to return to the Calicheck Test History screen.

To View Reports:
1. Touch <Reports> to view the tests desired. The Calicheck Test Reports screen is
displayed.

Figure 6.103. Calicheck Test Reports Screen.

The user has the option to view either a Summary or a Detailed History report.
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Summary Report

Figure 6.104. Calicheck Test Summary Report.

Detailed Report

Figure 6.105. Calicheck Test Detail History Report.

From either report, the user has the ability to:
•

Export the data in PDF format.

•

Print the data to the system assigned or local printer.
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7. Nuclear Pharmacy
Nuclear pharmacy, also known as radiopharmacy, involves preparation of radioactive materials
for patient administration that will be used to diagnose and treat specific diseases in nuclear
medicine. The Atomlab 500 system is used to verify the radioactivity of a radionuclide before
administration to the patient.

Figure 7.1.

Nuclear Pharmacy Screen.

The Nuclear Pharmacy screen serves as the main menu for this section of the system. From this
screen, any of the four Nuclear Pharmacy procedures can be accessed:
•

Moly Assay

•

Future Dose Calculation

•

Half Life Verification

•

Half Life Verification History

Moly Assay (Moly Breakthrough)
The Moly Assay test measures the amount of Mo-99 in a syringe or vial of Tc-99m. To execute
this test, an empty Moly Shield is used to perform a background count. The syringe or vial of
Tc-99m is added to the Moly Shield. A count is taken for the activity of the Moly counted
through the lead Moly Assay Shield. The vial or syringe is then removed from the lead shield
and placed into the dose calibrator. The system calculates the activity of Moly and the µCi of
Moly per mCi of Tc-99m.
If the Moly concentration is above the regulatory limit of 0.15 µCi of Mo-99 per mCi of Tc-99m,
the number is shown in red.

Figure 7.2.

The Moly Assay Zero Background screen.
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To Perform A Moly Assay:
1.

At the Home screen, touch <Nuclear Pharmacy>. The Nuclear Pharmacy screen is displayed
(see Figure 7.1).

2.

Touch <Moly Assay>. The Moly Assay Zero Background Reading screen is displayed (see
Figure 7.3).

3.

The Moly Assay Background screen allows the user to change the background counting
time. The screen displays the current background time. To change the background
counting time, select <Change Background Time>. A message will be displayed stating,
“Changing Background, Time will be Retained and have a Global Effect Throughout the
System.”

Figure 7.4.

Change Background Time Message.

Select <Accept>.
4.

The Set Count Background Time screen is displayed.
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Figure 7.5.

Background Time Screen.

Three radio buttons are displayed on the screen; one for 30, one for 60, and one for 100
seconds. Touch the desired time to highlight it and touch <Accept>. The Moly Assay screen
will be displayed with the new background counting time.
NOTE: When the background counting time is changed, it changes the Moly Background
Time and the Dose Calibrator background counting time. Touch <Cancel> and proceed to
Step 5 if the background time is to remain unchanged.
5.

Make sure there is no source in the detector. Place the empty Moly Shield into the detector
and touch <Zero Background>.

6. Select <Zero Background> to begin a background count time lasting 30, 60 or 100 seconds
depending on what you have selected for your background time.

Figure 7.6.

The Moly Assay Reading screen with Moly Assay activity displayed.

NOTE: A Mo-99 background count using the empty Moly Shield must be performed before
performing a Moly Assay.
7. Select <Accept> to record the Moly background.
8. Place the vial or syringe of Tc-99m into the Moly Shield and place it into the detector.
9. Press <Record Reading>. The system will prompt you to wait 30 seconds for the activity
reading.
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Figure 7.7.

Moly Assay Screen with Record Reading Option Displayed.

10. Press <Accept> to return to the Moly Assay screen to count the vial or syringe of Tc-99m
without the Moly Shield.

Figure 7.8.

Moly Assay Screen with Record Reading Complete Message.

NOTE: To recount the Moly, touch <Record Reading> again.
11. Remove the Tc-99m vial or syringe from the Moly Shield and place a vial or syringe into the
detector.
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Figure 7.9.

Moly Assay with Remove Moly Shield from Detector Message.

12. Touch <Record Reading> to record the Tc-99m activity. The Moly Assay Results screen is
now displayed giving the Moly concentration of µCi Mo/mCi Tc-99m.

Figure 7.10.

Moly Assay with Concentration Displayed.

NOTE: You must manually record this information. When you leave this screen, it is not
saved.
13. Touch the Print icon <

> to print the results of the Moly Assay test.
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Figure 7.11.

Moly Assay Report Example

14. Touch <Measure> to advance to the Measure screen.
15. Touch <Back> to return to the Nuclear Pharmacy screen (Figure 7.1).

Half Life Verification
Intended Use
The Half Life Verification APP is intended to check a radioactive isotope to determine the actual
Half Life of the isotope sample.

Indications for Use
In a Nuclear Pharmacy, it is common practice to test certain isotopes for contamination from
other isotopes before use. This test is typically performed for PET isotopes such as F-18. The
Half Life is calculated from either two or three timed activity readings in the dose calibrator.
The system calculates the actual Half Life of the sample and shows the variance percentage to
the system-listed isotope Half Life. It is the user’s responsibility to determine if this variance is
acceptable.

Half Life Verification Application
The Half Life Verification Application allows the user to select the isotope, set test parameters;
select either two or three readings, and set the elapsed time between the readings. The time
can be set between 1 minute and 60 minutes. The user can also enter the lot number. When the
test is complete, print the results from the Half Life Verification History screen. The results
show the preset Half Life for the isotope selected and the calculated Half Life from the two or
three activity readings.
NOTE: It is up to the user to decide if this variance is acceptable or if there are too many
contaminants in the isotope to use it.
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Figure 7.12.

Half Life Verification Screen.

To Perform a Half Life Verification:
1. At the Home screen, touch <Nuclear Pharmacy>. The Nuclear Pharmacy screen is displayed.
2. Touch <Half Life Verification>. The Half Life Verification screen is displayed.
3. Make sure there are no sources near the dose calibrator chamber.
4. Touch <Select Isotope> to change the isotope from the isotope displayed at the top of the
screen. The user can select any isotope from the isotope list that is in the dose calibrator.

Figure 7.13.

Select Isotope Screen.

5. To select the isotope use the scroll arrows to locate the desired isotope, touch the isotope
name to highlight it, and touch <Accept>. The selected isotope is displayed on the Half Life
Verification screen including the system defined Half Life.
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Figure 7.14.

Half Life Verification Screen Illustrating Isotope and Half Life
Values.

6. Touch <Set Test Parameters> to display the Half Life Verification parameters.

Figure 7.15.

Half Life Verification Setting Parameters screen.	
  

7. Touch either <2> or <3> for the number of readings. If the number is already highlighted,
no further action is required.
8. Use the <▲> or <▼> arrows to set the time between readings. If the default number is the
desired time for the test, no further action is required. The time can be adjusted between 1
minute and 60 minutes.
9. Touch anywhere in the <Enter Lot Number> field to enter a lot number for the test. When
<Enter Lot Number> is selected, an alpha numeric keyboard is displayed. Use the keypad to
enter the desired lot number and touch <Accept>.
10. The Half Life Verification screen is displayed with the selected parameters. Touch <Accept>
to proceed to the Half Life Verification screen to start the test.
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Figure 7.16.

Half Life Verification Screen Ready for Test.

11. If desired, touch <Zero Background> along the bottom menu. The Zero Background screen
is displayed.

Figure 7.17.

Zero Background Screen.

Touch <Zero Background> and the background count will begin. If there has been no
activity in the chamber, a “Completed” message is immediately displayed and the system
returns to the Half Life Verification screen.
12. Place the isotope sample into the dose calibrator chamber.
13. Touch <Start Recording> to take the first reading. The program will automatically record the
first activity and record the next activity reading at the programmed time. Leave the source
in the chamber and the system will complete the test. The time remaining is displayed for
each reading.

Figure 7.18.

Half Life Verification Screen – Start Recording Function.
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14. If <Abort Recording> is touched, the current test will be aborted.

Figure 7.19.

Half Life Verification Screen – Test Aborted Message.

A new test can be started by touching <New Test>. The system returns to the Half Life
Verification screen. The test parameters or isotope can be changed at this point.
15. When ready, touch <Start Recording>. The Half Life Verification test will begin.
NOTE: If <End Recording> is selected, the Half Life Verification APP will end and use the
elapsed time for the calculation. If the counting time is not long enough, it could affect the
results. It is recommended to have the count complete the preset time.
16. When the test is complete, the results are shown on the screen. The results include the
calculated Half Life and the variance percent from the published Half Life of the isotope.

Figure 7.20.

Two Reading Half Life Verification Results screen.

17. If <Back> is touched, a message will be displayed that data will be lost if the action is
continued.
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Figure 7.21.

Message Displayed when Back is Touched.

Touch <No> not to exit; select <Yes> to exit and lose the test data.
18. If another Half Life Verification is started, the user must select <Set Test Parameters>,
review the parameters, make any required changes, and touch <Accept>. After this has
been performed, another test can be started.
19. A three reading test is performed the same way as the two reading test. The difference is
that three readings will be taken at the selected time interval. When the test is complete,
the system calculates the Half Life between the first and second reading, between the
second and third reading, and between the first and third reading and shows the average
Half Life for the readings. The variance to the listed preset isotope Half Life is calculated.

Figure 7.22.

Three Reading Half Life Verification Results.

20. Touch <Save > to save the test just performed. The Save Results screen is now
displayed.
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Figure 7.23.

Save Results Screen.

21. If the appropriate staff member is not displayed, touch <Staff>. The Select Staff
Member List is displayed.

Figure 7.24.

Select Staff Member Screen.

Touch any line on the display to highlight the staff member. If a staff member has
previously been selected, the system will default to that person. Touch <Accept> to
select the staff member, save the data, and return to the Half Life Verification
screen.

Figure 7.25.

Half Life Verification Screen with after Save Performed.
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22. Touch <Measure>to advance to the Dose Calibrator Measure screen.

Figure 7.26.

Dose Calibrator Measure Screen.

23. Touch <Back> to return to the Nuclear Pharmacy screen.
24. Touch <Home> to return to the Main Atomlab Menu.

Half Life Verification History

Figure 7.27.

Half Life Verification History.

The Half Life Verification History screen displays the Half Life Verification Tests
performed on the dose calibrator. The display lists individual tests with the most recent
test as the default. Use the <▲> and <▼> to scroll to view the test results desired.
•

Touch <Back> to return to the Nuclear Pharmacy screen.

To View Options:
1. Touch <View Options>. The Half Life Verification History View Options screen is displayed.
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Figure 7.28.

Half Life Verification History View Options Screen

2. Select the isotope from the drop-down menu.

3. Select the date range from the drop-down menu:

4. Touch <Accept> to record the selected criteria or <Cancel> to return to the Half Life
Verification History screen without recording the criteria.

To Delete Data:
1. Touch <Delete>. The Delete Stored Test Data confirmation screen is

displayed:

Figure 7.29.

Delete Stored Test Data Screen.
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2. Touch <Yes> to delete the current test.
3. Touch <No> to return to the Half Life Verification History screen.

To View Details:
1. Touch <View Details> to view the tests desired. The Half Life Verification View Details
screen is displayed.

Figure 7.30.

Half Life Verification View Details Screen.

Formulas for Calculating Half Life
d = measurement
d start = starting measurement
d end = ending measurement

Calculate Half Life =

!"# !"   !.!"   ×  !  !"#$
!"# !"   !  !"#$"  ÷  !  !"#

Example for F-18:

Starting measurement:
Ending measurement:
Counting time:

Calculate Half Life =

=

4122
3860
10 min
!"# !"   !.!"   ×  !"  !"#
!"# !"   !"##  ÷  !"#$

!.!"!#  !"#
!.!"#$"!%
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=

Calculate Half Life =

105.54796 min ÷ 60

1.759 hr

Variance Formula

Half Life Variance =

!"#!$#"%&'  !"#$  !"#$  !!"#$#%&  !"#$  !"#$
!"#$#%&  !"#$  !"#$

  ×100

Example for F-18:
Half Life Variance =

Half Life Variance =

!.!"  !!.!"
!.!"

  ×100

3.8% lower

To Print the Report:
1. Touch the print icon at the top, right of the screen. The print screen is displayed.
From the screen, the user has the ability to:
•

Export the data in PDF format.

•

Print the data to the system assigned or local printer.
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Figure 7.31.

Half Life Verification Report.

2. Touch <Back> to return to the Half Life Verification View Details screen.
3. Touch <Back> a second time to return to the Half Life Verification History screen.
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Future Dose Calculation

Figure 7.32.

The Future Dose Calculation screen.
	
  

The Atomlab 500 allows quick and easy calculation of future doses by entering the dose
ordered and the administration time. If the user has a dose concentration for the vial from
which the dose will be drawn, the program also calculates the volume to draw. When the drawn
dose is placed into the dose calibrator, it displays the measured activity in the detector. Labels
can be printed as long as a label printer is connected.
NOTE: The <Clear> button at the bottom of the Future Dose Calculation screen clears all data
on this screen.	
  
The Future Dose function automatically displays the isotope selected.
Future Dose (Calculated Method):
1. At the Nuclear Pharmacy screen, touch <Future Dose Calculation>. The Future Dose
Calculation screen is displayed (Figure 7.31).
2. To select a different isotope, touch anywhere in the <Select Isotope> field. The Select
Isotope screen is displayed.

Figure 7.33.

Select Isotope Screen.

Use the <▲> or <▼> keys to scroll through the list to locate the desired isotope. Touch
anywhere on the line to highlight the desired isotope. Click <Accept> after the isotope has
been highlighted. Touch <Accept> to return to the Future Dose Calculation screen.
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3. Touch <Dose Ordered> to display a keypad to enter the Dose Ordered activity screen.

Figure 7.34.

Dose Ordered Screen.

Enter the desired activity of the dose at the time it is to be administered. Touch <Accept> to
return to the Future Dose Calculation with the administered dose activity displayed.
4. If necessary, touch the unit of measure to toggle between mCi and µCi measurement units.
5. The <Dose Administration Date> defaults to the current date. It can be changed by touching
any of the fields (e.g., day, month, and year) and using the <▲> or <▼> keys at the right of
the screen to change the date.
6. The <Dose Administration Time> defaults to the current time. It can be changed by
touching any of the fields (e.g., hour, minute, second) and using the <▲> or <▼> keys at
the right of the screen to change the time.
7. To change the time zone, touch anywhere in the <Time Zone> field, to display the valid
entries:

8. Touch anywhere in the <Dose Concentration> field. The Dose Concentration screen is
displayed.
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Figure 7.35.

Dose Concentration Screen.

The user can perform any of the following functions on this screen:
a. Units of Concentration: Touch the appropriate radio button to change the unit of
activity.
b. Date: Touch any of the fields (Month, Day, Year) and use either the keypad at the
right of the screen or the <▲> or <▼> keys to change the date.
c. Time: Touch any of the fields (Hour, Minute, Second) and use either the keypad at
the right of the screen or the <▲> or <▼> keys to change the time.
d. Activity: Touch <Activity> and enter the activity required amount using the keypad at
the right of the screen.
NOTE: Activity is the dose required now to administer the Dose Ordered at the
future time entered.
e. Volume: Touch <Volume> and enter the volume to be administered at the future
date.
f.

Dose Concentration: Dose Concentration is calculated by the system when the user
touches the field after entering both the activity amount and the volume as
illustrated below:
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Figure 7.36.

Dose Concentration Screen – Resultant Equation after entering the
Activity and Volume and Touching <Dose Concentration>.

NOTE: Even though the system automatically calculates the Dose Concentration, the
user can change the displayed amount and the system will readjust the Activity Required
and the Volume to Draw on the Future Dose Calculation screen to reflect that change as
illustrated below.

Figure 7.37.

Future Dose Calculation Screen Illustrating Result of Automatic
System Dose Concentration Calculation.

Figure 7.38.

User enters 1.0 in the <Dose Concentration> field.
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Figure 7.39.

Future Dose Calculation Screen Illustrating Result of User Entering
the Dose Concentration.

9. Touch <Accept> to return to the Future Dose Calculation screen.
10. Place the drawn dose into the detector to confirm the activity drawn in the syringe.
11. Touch <Print Labels> to generate a label if a label printer is connected.
NOTE: If drawing additional doses, enter the administration time and dose ordered for
another dose and the system calculates the requirements for that dose.
12. Touch <Clear> to remove the <Dose Concentration> and <Dose Ordered> data from the
screen.
13. Touch <Measure>to advance to the Dose Calibrator Measure screen.
14. Touch <Zero Background>. If there has been no activity in the chamber, a “Completed”
message is immediately displayed and the system returns to the Future Dose Calculation
screen.
15. Touch <Back> to return to the Nuclear Pharmacy screen.
16. Touch <Home> to return to the Main Atomlab Menu.
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To Print Labels:
1. Touch <Print Labels> icon in the upper right of the Future Dose Calculation screen to
generate a label if a label printer is connected.

Figure 7.40.

Future dose labels showing Dose Ordered, volume to
draw and measured activity.
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8. Maintenance
General Cleaning Instructions
As required, wipe down the exterior of the unit using a soft cloth slightly dampened with
alcohol. Use neutral detergent or isopropyl alcohol on a clean soft cloth to clean the panel
surface. Do not use any kind of chemical solvent, acidic, or alkali solution.

Maintaining the Printer
Follow the instructions in the printer manual.
If replacement ink cartridges cannot be found, contact either Biodex Support or a Biodex
distributor.

Disposal
An appropriate waste disposal company is to be contacted (i.e., the local collection point for
waste separation). Properly dispose of the device at the end of its service life:
•
•
•

The device packaging is disposed of through resource recycling.
The metal parts of the machine go to scrap metal disposal.
Plastic parts are disposed of as hazardous waste.
The disposal of equipment must be in accordance with the respective
national regulations.
Wear parts are considered hazardous waste! After being replaced, wear
parts must be disposed of according to country-specific waste laws.
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9. Troubleshooting Procedures
The procedures detailed in this section are meant to help determine whether a problem exists
and what steps can be taken to correct that problem.
If any of the problems listed below are encountered, perform the accompanying steps to
ascertain whether the dose calibrator requires servicing. If it does, contact the Biodex
Customer Service Department at 1-800-224-6339 for further instructions.

Problem Descriptions
The following problems are detailed in this section:
System Will Not Power Up:
1. Ensure the ON/OFF switch on the display is ON.
2. Ensure that the power cord is plugged into the interface module.
3. Remove the power cord from the electrical outlet. Remove the other end of the power cord
from the receptacle on the power pack. Shut down the tablet.
4. Re-insert the power cord into the receptacle and plug the power cord back into the power
pack. Turn on the tablet. The dose calibrator should restart and the display will boot up
after several seconds.
5. Remove the power cord from the outlet and verify the voltage of the outlet is correct. If not,
find another outlet that provides the required voltage. Insert the power cord into the outlet
and turn the power on. The power pack converts wall power from 100V to 230V to the
correct voltage for the dose calibrator.
If the system still does not power up, call the Biodex Customer Service Department.
Fluctuations in Activity Measurements:
When the system is displaying activity for the more common isotopes, the electrometer
continuously averages the data it receives from the detector. This ensures a stable activity
display.
After inserting an isotope into the detector and selecting the properly calibrated key, the
display may vary at low activity values while the system receives the new data. These
fluctuations are detailed below. The activity display will stabilize after a few seconds. However,
if the display continues to fluctuate and the fluctuation is not caused by a high calibration
value, contact the Biodex Customer Service Department.
Display Fluctuations for High Calibration Values:
For some isotopes requiring a high calibration value, fluctuations of ±0.5 µCi or more can be
observed. Keep in mind that the calibration value for an isotope is related to the gain of the
electrometer or by the factor the electrometer has to amplify the signal from the detector. The
calibration for Tc-99m is a dial value of 37.1 and a reading of 10 µCi for Tc-99m is equivalent to
160 to 180 femtoamps of current measured by the electrometer. High calibration values
impact gains causing the electrometer to amplify inherent noise to a greater degree causing
greater fluctuations in the activity display.
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For instance, the calibration value for Co-60 is 5.0. The fluctuation due to noise probably
would not be noticeable (±0.01 µCi). The fluctuation due to noise for Tc-99m (with a calibration
value of 37.1) is approximately ±0.05 µCi. For an isotope requiring a calibration value of 500
(for P-32, it is 530), the fluctuation is ±0.5 µCi or more.
Mo-99 Fluctuations:
The Atomlab Dose Calibrator begins averaging display data the moment the Moly Assay screen
is touched. At first the fluctuations will seem relatively high before gradually decreasing, which
is why the Atomlab Dose Calibrator provides the 30-second countdown. The fluctuations are to
be expected and do not require any action on the user’s part.
Unexpected Readings:
If it is suspected that the reading on the activity display is inaccurate, ensure that the
calibration value for the isotope selection key is correct.
Detector Service:
CAUTION: Only qualified service personnel should remove the detector cover.
There is an electrical shock hazard. Components under cover operate at 350
volts. The detector bias supply capacitors require at least two weeks, with
power disconnected, to discharge to less than 50 volts.
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10. Atomlab Display Diagnostics
Overview
The new generation Atomlab 500 has real-time monitoring of the detector statuses. The
detectors have real-time self-tests; the results of which are reported back to the display
approximately once per second. Dose calibrator detectors and well counters are the two types
of detectors supported.
During normal operation, detector status changes are handled by the display, reported on the
tablet with a pop-up screen and audio tone alert, and actions taken based on the severity of the
reported status.

Real-Time Operating Detector Status Changes
During the course of normal operation, detectors report their status constantly to the tablet,
including any detectable error conditions. The status reports are received as long as the power
to the display remains on, the detectors are connected, and there is no severe fault state
(communication error) — even if the detectors are not being used, or the display is blanked by
the screen saver, the detectors are still communicating and being monitored.
For all newly reported error statuses, a detector or detector status error reporting screen is
displayed with an audio tone to alert the user. An error code is displayed with its brief
description. If WARNING is displayed next to the code, it indicates the detector is still usable. If
FAIL is displayed next to the code, the detector is automatically dropped. The activity readings
displayed are dashed out and the Activity screen indicates no available detector, or detector
error.
For “Detector Leaking Gas” or “Detector Gas Low” warnings, there is a 24-hour reminder
warning implemented. If either of these warnings is in effect for a connected detector, every 24
hours the detector or Detector Status screen displays with this warning code and description.
All of the 24-hour reminders are scheduled to appear at 8:00 am, and they are only displayed if
four hours has elapsed since the warning was first detected and displayed.
Detector Diagnostics Display
There are several properties of a dose calibrator detector monitored and measured. The results
are reported as a coded value with an associated description. If there is only one error in effect,
the associated description is displayed. If there are multiple errors, only the codes are
displayed. The table below lists the error codes, class descriptions, and definitions for dose
calibrators:
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Table 10.1. Error Codes, Error Class Descriptions, and Class Definitions

Pass/Warning/Fail

Code

Class Description

Definition

Pass

1

Fail

2

Firmware Checksum

Fail

3

Electrometer Needs
Recalibration

Fail

4

Eeprom Data Corrupt

Warning

5

Detector Gas Low,
Correctable

Fail

6

Detector Gas Too Low
To Use

Fail

7

Communications Error

Fail

8

Detector Bias Voltage
Anomaly

Fail

9

Electrometer Monitor
Voltage Anomaly

Warning

10

Overrange Detector
Reading (Too High)

No Reported Problems – no errors in effect, ready
for measuring activity.
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The chamber’s firmware has a checksum precalculated and stored, and it is verified during
chamber power up. This error indicates the
calculated checksum failed to match the checksum
stored. Continuing to operate the chamber would
place it at risk. The chamber should be serviced.
On startup, the error code is set if any of the
following numbers do not exist or fail a sanity
check:
•
Activity calibration factor.
•
ump, ubp (factors for linearity corrections for
higher gains.
•
Monitor channel scaling factor.
•
Any of the four linearity correction constants.
The chamber should be serviced.
The chamber’s stored data has a checksum precalculated and stored. It is verified during chamber
power up. The error indicates that the checksum
failed to match the checksum stored for the
appropriately stored data. Continuing to operate the
chamber is risky. The chamber should be serviced.
If grams of argon drop by more than 5% of the
factory measured value, the error code is set. There
is no correction performed when the error code is
active.
If the grams of argon drop more than 10% of the
initial factory-measured value, the error code is set.
No correction is performed when the error code is
active. The detector should be serviced.
The error code is set when repeated attempts to
communicate with the detector fail. Once the error
is set, the tablet no longer attempts to communicate
with the detector. The error can be caused by a bad
detector or a bad or disconnected cable between the
detector and the tablet.
The detector voltage bias must be outside of the
range of 325V – 375V for the error code to be set.
The detector should be serviced.
The electrometer voltage must be outside of the
range of 2.375V – 2.55V for the error code to be
set. The detector should be serviced.
The detected detector activity reading has exceeded
the capability that can be accurately measured by
the detector. The error code should be temporary.
If the error occurs without an explainable cause, the
detector may be faulty and should be serviced.

Dose Calculator Status Displays
The following table contains a list of the Status Displays for Dose Calibrators:
Table 10.2. Dose Calculator Status Display Table

Display

Description

Warming Up

The detector is in a power warm-up state.

Initializing

Count down:
• Initial background reading
• A calculation is in effect.

Background PASS

No Reported Problems – no errors in effect, ready for measuring activity

WARNING n-

<description> {1 error code}

WARNING n-n-n

Two or more error codes may be present.

FAIL: n-

<description>

FAIL: n-n-n

Two or more error codes may be present.

Warnings are errors flagged by the self-tests, but not considered permanent or serious enough
to cause a failure.
Failures (FAIL) are considered serious enough to not use the detector for any activity
measurements. The detector will automatically be taken offline by the system.
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11. Atomlab 500 Dose Calibrator Specifications
Overview
Chapter 11 provides the physical and operating specifications of the Atomlab 500.
Measurement Range:
For Tc-99m, 0.01 µCi to 100 curies, auto-ranging or 25 curies of F-18.
Display Ranges:
Units are user selectable:
Table 11.1. Display Ranges for Atomlab 500

Ci

Bq

00.00 – 1999.00

µCi

00.00 – 19.99

MBq

2.00 – 19.99

mCi

20.00 – 199.90

MBq

20.00 – 199.90

mCi

200.00 – 1999.00

MBq

200.00 – 9999.00

mCi

2.00 – 399.90

GBq

10.00 – 100.00

Ci

400.00 – 3700.00

GBq

Response Time:
Auto Selection:
Table 11.2. Auto Selection Response Time

Seconds

Microcuries Tc-99m

1-2

> 200

3

> 20

30 – 100

< 20

NOTE: Response time for activity of less than 20 microcuries can be decreased by reducing the
measurement threshold. Reducing the measurement threshold decreases response time at the
cost of higher fluctuation.
NOTE: All activities listed in specifications are for Tc-99m. For specifications regarding other
isotopes, convert to the Tc-99m equivalent. The Tc-99m equivalent of an isotope can be found
by multiplying the source activity by the Tc-99m dial value and dividing the result by the
isotope dial value. The Tc-99m equivalent is the activity of a Tc-99m source that would produce
the same current as the isotope source when placed in the well detector.
Activity:
Overall accuracy of activity determination for isotopes Co-57, Co-60, Ga-67, Tc-99m, In-111,
I-131, Ba-133, Cs-137, and Tl-201using the factory set calibration values are within 3% or 0.3
microcuries, whichever is greater.
NOTE: Intercomparison of calibrated sources and the Atomlab 500 requires combining the
uncertainties of both the Atomlab 500 and the calibrated source to determine expected
agreement.
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Altitude:
Altitude: ≤ 2000m.
Detector Linearity:
Within 1% or 0.2 µCi, whichever is greater.
Electrometer Linearity:
Within 1% or 0.2 µCi, whichever is greater, up to 40 curies of Tc-99m, ± 1.5% up to 100curies of
Tc-99m.
Electrometer Accuracy:
Within 1% or 0.2 µCi, whichever is greater.
Stability:
Short term (24 hours): within 0.3% above one mCi, exclusive of background.
Long term (one year): within 1%.
Noise Fluctuations:
Table 11.3. Noise Fluctuation Table.

Display Fluctuations

Activity Range

< 1 digit after 1-2 seconds

> 199.90 microcuries

<+/- 4 after 3 seconds, +/- 2 after 10 seconds

> 19.99 microcuries

<+/- 4 after 30-100 seconds

0.01 to 19.90 microcuries

Energy Range:
25 KeV to 3 MeV.
Isotope Selection:
Twelve routine isotope buttons.

Table 11.4. Routine Isotope Buttons.

Tc-99m

Tl-201

I-123

I-131

Cs-137

Co-57

Xe-133

Ga-67

In-111

F-18

Y-90s

Ba-133

Readings: The unit displays readings in µCi, mCi, Ci, MBq, or GBq.
Dial Values: Dial Values can be edited for new calibration values.
Countdown: The Atomlab 500 provides a 30-second countdown.
Isotope Selection: 98 factory-set isotopes are provided in an alphabetical list.
User Isotopes: A maximum of 20 user-set isotopes can be added to the isotope list.
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Calibration Value Display:
Up and down arrow control with dial values from 0.0 to 999.9.
Detector Type:
Detector: The detector is a well-type pressurized ionization detector, with argon-filled gas. A
replaceable plastic liner is included.
Dimensions:
Well Opening: 2.75 in. (7 cm).
Well Depth: 10.5 in. (26.7 cm).
Well Opening with Liner: 2.5 in. (6.35 cm).
Well Depth with Liner: 10.25 in. (26 cm).
Detector Shield:
.25 in. (6 mm) lead surrounding ionization detector, with well opening.
Detector Bias:
355 +/- 5 volts.
Physical Data:
Table 11.5. Atomlab 500 Size and Weight.

Display Unit:

Detector Unit:

Size:

11.81" x 8.07" x 0.39"
(300 x 205 x 9.9 mm)

6" dia x 15.5" h
(15.24 x 39.37 cm)

Weight:

1.94 lbs (0.87 kg)

38 lb (17.3 kg)

Detector Cable Length:
Standard: 3 ft (.9 m).
Custom: Custom cable lengths up to 20 meters are available.
Conductors:
There are six in total; two for power, two for chassis ground, two for serial data.
Connectors:
RJ-12.
Auxiliary Port:
RS-232 Connector
USB Ports (3).
Ethernet Port.
Calibration Constancy Isotopes:
Co-57 and Cs-137 are normally used for accuracy and constancy testing. The facility enters the
isotopes to be used for constancy testing.
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12. Decay Calculations
Chapter 12 has three distinct sections. The first section provides two methods of performing
Decay Calculations, the second section contains the Decay Factor Chart, and the third section
explains how the procedures from the first section and the Decay Factor Chart from the second
are generated.

Decay Calculation Methods – Calculator Method
When using a calculator with a Yx function:
1. Measure the current activity of the radioisotope A0, which can be compared to the decayed
calculated activity.
2. Using the Decay Factor Chart below, look up the half live of T1/2 for the radioisotope. Note
the time units.
3. T1/2 = Half life of the isotope
t = Elapsed time
A = Current activity
A0 = Activity at the time of calibration
4. Calculate

𝐴   =    𝐴!   ×  2

!!
!!/!

5. Calculate the elapsed time (t) in the same units as the (T1/2) that will elapse between the
time the calibrated activity measurement was made and the time at which the decayed
activity of the radioisotope must be known.
Example:
The following is a calculation of the decayed activity of Tc-99m with an initial activity of 43 mCi
after 53 minutes:
A0 = 43 mCi.
For Tc-99m, T1/2 = 6.007 h.
Elapsed

!  !!

𝑡   =   53  𝑚𝑖𝑛  ×   !"  !"#
= 0.8833  ℎ
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𝐴   =    𝐴!   ×  2

!!
!!/!

𝐴   =   43  𝑚𝐶𝑖  ×  2
𝐴   =   43  𝑚𝐶𝑖  ×  2

!!.!!""
!.!!"

!!.!"#$"%

𝐴   =   43  𝑚𝐶𝑖  ×0.903
𝐴   =   38.83  𝑚𝐶𝑖
Alternate Decay Calculation Method
When using a calculator with a Yx function:
1. Measure the current activity of the radioisotope A0, which can be compared to the decayed
calculated activity.
2. Using the Decay Factor Chart below, look up the half live of T1/2 for the radioisotope. Note
the time units.
3. T1/2 = Half life of the isotope
t = Elapsed time
A = Current activity
A0 = Activity at the time of calibration
4. Calculate

𝐴   =    𝐴!    ≠    2!

5. Calculate the elapsed time (t) in the same units as the (T1/2) that will elapse between the
time the calibrated activity measurement was made and the time at which the decayed
activity of the radioisotope must be known.
Example:
The following is a calculation of the decayed activity of Tc-99m with an initial activity of 43 mCi
after 53 minutes:
A0 = 43 mCi.
For Tc-99m, T1/2 = 6.007 h.
Elapsed

!  !!

𝑡   =   53  𝑚𝑖𝑛  ×   !"  !"#
= 0.8833  ℎ
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Replace the equation with following:
A = A0 / 2n
A = 43 mCi / 2(0.8833/6.007)
A = 43 mCi / 2(0.1470451)

A = 43 mCi / 1.1072992
A = 38.83 mCi

Decay Factor Method
The following method is used to perform radioisotope decay calculations using a calculator
without the ex function:
1. Measure the current activity Ai if the radioisotope.
2. Look up the half live (T1/2) of the radioisotope. Note the time units.
3. Calculate the time t in the same units as the (T1/2) that will elapse between the time the
activity measurement was made and the time at which the decayed activity of the
radioisotope must be known.
4. Calculate 𝑡   ÷    𝑇!/! in terms of N + R, where N is an integer (0, 1, 2, …n) and R is less than 1.
5. Look up Xn (N) in Table D.1.
6. Look up Xr (R) in Table D.2. Decay Factor Chart.
7. Calculate 𝐴!    =    𝐴!   ×  𝑋!    𝑁   ×  𝑋!    𝑅 =
Sample Calculation
The following is a calculation of the decayed activity of Tc-99m with an initial activity of 43 mCi
after 32.5 hours:
A0 = 43mCi.
For Tc-99m, T1/2 = 6.007 h.
t = 32.5 h.
!!
!!/!

= 32.5 h ÷ 6.007 = 5.410.
N=5
R = 0.410.

From Table D.1, Xn (5) = 0.03125.
From the Decay Factor Chart, the .41 row and the .000 column, Xr (.41) = .75262.

𝐴!    =    𝐴!   ×  𝑋!    𝑁   ×  𝑋!    𝑅
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Table 12.1. ex Function Calculations

N

𝑿𝒏    𝑵    =    𝟐!𝑵

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
0.5
0.25
0.125
0.0625
0.03125
0.01563
0.007813
0.003906
0.001953
0.000977
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Table 12.2. Decay Factor Chart

R
.00
.01
.02
.03
.04
.05
.06
.07
.08
.09
.10
.11
.12
.13
.14
.15
.16
.17
.18
.19
.20
.21
.22
.23
.24
.25
.26
.27
.28
.29
.30
.31
.32
.33
.34
.35
.36
.37
.38
.39
.40
.41
.42
.43
.44
.45
.46
.47
.48
.49

.000
1.00000
0.99309
0.98623
0.97942
0.97265
0.96594
0.95926
0.95264
0.94606
0.93952
0.93303
0.92659
0.92019
0.91383
0.90752
0.90125
0.89503
0.88884
0.88270
0.87661
0.87055
0.86454
0.85857
0.85263
0.84675
0.84090
0.83509
0.82932
0.82359
0.81790
0.81225
0.80664
0.80107
0.79554
0.79004
0.78458
0.77916
0.77378
0.76844
0.76313
0.75786
0.75262
0.74742
0.74226
0.73713
0.73204
0.72699
0.72196
0.71698
0.71203

.001
0.99931
0.99240
0.98555
0.97874
0.97198
0.96527
0.95860
0.95198
0.94540
0.93887
0.93239
0.92595
0.91955
0.91320
0.90689
0.90063
0.89440
0.88823
0.88209
0.87600
0.86995
0.86394
0.85797
0.85204
0.84616
0.84031
0.83451
0.82874
0.82302
0.81734
0.81169
0.80608
0.80051
0.79499
0.78949
0.78404
0.77862
0.77325
0.76791
0.76260
0.75733
0.75210
0.74691
0.74175
0.73662
0.73154
0.72648
0.72146
0.71648
0.71153

Decay Factor Chart
Xr (R), where R = t ÷ T1/2 (0.000 to 0.499)
.002
.003
.004
.005
.006
0.99861
0.99172
0.98487
0.97806
0.97131
0.96460
0.95794
0.95132
0.94475
0.93822
0.93174
0.92530
0.91891
0.91257
0.90626
0.90000
0.89379
0.88761
0.88148
0.87539
0.86934
0.86334
0.85738
0.85145
0.84557
0.83973
0.83393
0.82817
0.82245
0.81677
0.81113
0.80552
0.79996
0.79443
0.78895
0.78350
0.77809
0.77271
0.76737
0.76207
0.75681
0.75158
0.74639
0.74123
0.73611
0.73103
0.72598
0.72096
0.71598
0.71104

0.99792
0.99103
0.98418
0.97739
0.97063
0.96393
0.95727
0.95066
0.94409
0.93757
0.93109
0.92477
0.91828
0.91193
0.90563
0.89938
0.89317
0.88700
0.88087
0.87478
0.86874
0.86274
0.85678
0.85086
0.84499
0.83915
0.83335
0.82760
0.82188
0.81620
0.81057
0.80497
0.79941
0.79388
0.78840
0.78295
0.77755
0.77218
0.76684
0.76154
0.75628
0.75106
0.74587
0.74072
0.73560
0.73052
0.72548
0.72047
0.71549
0.71055

0.99723
0.99034
0.98350
0.97671
0.96996
0.96326
0.95661
0.95000
0.94344
0.93692
0.93045
0.92402
0.91764
0.91130
0.90501
0.89876
0.89255
0.88638
0.88026
0.87418
0.86814
0.86214
0.85619
0.85027
0.84440
0.83857
0.83278
0.82702
0.82131
0.81564
0.81000
0.80441
0.79885
0.79333
0.78785
0.78241
0.77701
0.77164
0.76631
0.76102
0.75576
0.75054
0.74536
0.74021
0.73509
0.73002
0.72497
0.71997
0.71499
0.71005
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0.99654
0.98966
0.98282
0.97603
0.96929
0.96259
0.95595
0.94934
0.94278
0.93627
0.92980
0.92338
0.91700
0.91067
0.90438
0.89813
0.89193
0.88577
0.87965
0.87357
0.86754
0.86155
0.85559
0.84968
0.84382
0.83799
0.83220
0.82645
0.82074
0.81507
0.80944
0.80385
0.79830
0.79278
0.78731
0.78187
0.77647
0.77111
0.76578
0.76049
0.75524
0.75002
0.74484
0.73969
0.73458
0.72951
0.72447
0.71947
0.71450
0.70956

0.99585
0.98897
0.98214
0.97536
0.96862
0.96193
0.95528
0.94868
0.94213
0.93562
0.92916
0.92274
0.91637
0.91004
0.90375
0.89751
0.89131
0.88515
0.87904
0.87297
0.86694
0.86095
0.85500
0.84910
0.84323
0.83741
0.83162
0.82588
0.82017
0.81451
0.80888
0.80329
0.79775
0.79223
0.78676
0.78133
0.77593
0.77057
0.76525
0.75996
0.75471
0.74950
0.74432
0.73918
0.73408
0.72900
0.72397
0.71897
0.71400
0.70907

.007
0.99516
0.98829
0.98146
0.97468
0.96795
0.96126
0.95462
0.94803
0.94148
0.93498
0.92852
0.92210
0.91573
0.90941
0.90313
0.89689
0.89069
0.88454
0.87843
0.87236
0.86634
0.86035
0.85441
0.84851
0.84265
0.83683
0.83105
0.82531
0.81960
0.81394
0.80832
0.80274
0.79719
0.79169
0.78622
0.78079
0.77539
0.77004
0.76472
0.75944
0.75419
0.74898
0.74381
0.73867
0.73357
0.72850
0.72347
0.71847
0.71351
0.70858

.008
0.99447
0.98760
0.98078
0.97400
0.96728
0.96059
0.95396
0.94737
0.94083
0.93433
0.92787
0.92146
0.91510
0.90878
0.90250
0.89627
0.89008
0.88393
0.87782
0.87176
0.86574
0.85976
0.85382
0.84792
0.84206
0.83625
0.83047
0.82473
0.81904
0.81338
0.80776
0.80218
0.79664
0.79114
0.78567
0.78025
0.77486
0.76950
0.76419
0.75891
0.75367
0.74846
0.74329
0.73816
0.73306
0.72799
0.72297
0.71797
0.71301
0.70809

.009
0.99378
0.98692
0.98010
0.97333
0.96661
0.95993
0.95330
0.94671
0.94017
0.93368
0.92723
0.92083
0.91447
0.90815
0.90188
0.89565
0.88946
0.88332
0.87721
0.87115
0.86514
0.85916
0.85323
0.84733
0.84148
0.83567
0.82989
0.82416
0.81847
0.81282
0.80720
0.80163
0.79609
0.79059
0.78513
0.77970
0.77432
0.76897
0.76366
0.75838
0.75315
0.74794
0.74278
0.73765
0.73255
0.72749
0.72247
0.71747
0.71252
0.70760

R
.50
.51
.52
.53
.54
.55
.56
.57
.58
.59
.60
.61
.62
.63
.64
.65
.66
.67
.68
.69
.70
.71
.72
.73
.74
.75
.76
.77
.78
.79
.80
.81
.82
.83
.84
.85
.86
.87
.88
.89
.90
.91
.92
.93
.94
.95
.96
.97
.98
.99
1.0

.000
0.70711
0.70222
0.69737
0.69255
0.68777
0.68302
0.67830
0.67362
0.66896
0.66434
0.65975
0.65520
0.65067
0.64618
0.64171
0.63728
0.63288
0.62851
0.62417
0.61985
0.61557
0.61132
0.60710
0.60290
0.59874
0.59460
0.59050
0.58642
0.58237
0.57834
0.57435
0.57038
0.56644
0.56253
0.55864
0.55478
0.55095
0.54715
0.54337
0.53961
0.53589
0.53218
0.52851
0.52486
0.52123
0.51763
0.51406
0.51051
0.50698
0.50348
0.50000

.001
0.70662
0.70174
0.69689
0.69208
0.68729
0.68255
0.67783
0.67315
0.66850
0.66388
0.65930
0.65474
0.65022
0.64573
0.64127
0.63684
0.63244
0.62807
0.62373
0.61942
0.61515
0.61090
0.60668
0.60249
0.59832
0.59419
0.59009
0.58601
0.58196
0.57794
0.57395
0.56999
0.56605
0.56214
0.55826
0.55440
0.55057
0.54677
0.54299
0.53924
0.53552
0.53182
0.52814
0.52449
0.52087
0.51727
0.51370
0.51015
0.50663
0.50313

Decay Factor Chart
Xr (R), where R = t ÷ T1/2 (0.500 to 1.0)
.002
.003
.004
.005
.006
0.70613
0.70125
0.69641
0.69160
0.68682
0.68207
0.67736
0.67268
0.66804
0.66342
0.65884
0.65429
0.64977
0.64528
0.64082
0.63640
0.63200
0.62764
0.62330
0.61900
0.61472
0.61047
0.60626
0.60207
0.59791
0.59378
0.58968
0.58561
0.58156
0.57754
0.57355
0.56959
0.56566
0.56175
0.55787
0.55402
0.55019
0.54639
0.54261
0.53887
0.53514
0.53145
0.52778
0.52413
0.52051
0.51692
0.51334
0.50980
0.50628
0.50278

0.70613
0.70125
0.69641
0.69160
0.68682
0.68207
0.67736
0.67268
0.66804
0.66342
0.65884
0.65429
0.64977
0.64528
0.64082
0.63640
0.63200
0.62764
0.62330
0.61900
0.61472
0.61047
0.60626
0.60207
0.59791
0.59378
0.58968
0.58561
0.58156
0.57754
0.57355
0.56959
0.56566
0.56175
0.55787
0.55402
0.55019
0.54639
0.54261
0.53887
0.53514
0.53145
0.52778
0.52413
0.52051
0.51692
0.51334
0.50980
0.50628
0.50278

0.70564
0.70076
0.69592
0.69112
0.68634
0.68160
0.67689
0.67222
0.66757
0.66296
0.65838
0.65384
0.64932
0.64483
0.64038
0.63596
0.63156
0.62720
0.62287
0.61857
0.61429
0.61005
0.60584
0.60165
0.59750
0.59337
0.58927
0.58520
0.58116
0.57714
0.57316
0.56920
0.56527
0.56136
0.55748
0.55363
0.54981
0.54601
0.54224
0.53849
0.53477
0.53108
0.52741
0.52377
0.52015
0.51656
0.51299
0.50945
0.50593
0.50243
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0.70515
0.70028
0.69544
0.69064
0.68587
0.68113
0.67642
0.67175
0.66711
0.66250
0.65793
0.65338
0.64887
0.64439
0.63994
0.63552
0.63113
0.62677
0.62244
0.61814
0.61387
0.60963
0.60542
0.60123
0.59708
0.59296
0.58886
0.58479
0.58075
0.57674
0.57276
0.56880
0.56487
0.56097
0.55710
0.55325
0.54943
0.54563
0.54186
0.53812
0.53440
0.53071
0.52705
0.52340
0.51979
0.51620
0.51263
0.50909
0.50558
0.50208

0.70466
0.69979
0.69496
0.69016
0.68539
0.68066
0.67596
0.67129
0.66665
0.66204
0.65747
0.65293
0.64842
0.64394
0.63949
0.63508
0.63069
0.62633
0.62201
0.61771
0.61344
0.60921
0.60500
0.60082
0.59667
0.59255
0.58845
0.58439
0.58035
0.57634
0.57236
0.56841
0.56448
0.56058
0.55671
0.55287
0.54905
0.54525
0.54149
0.53775
0.53403
0.53034
0.52668
0.52304
0.51943
0.51584
0.51228
0.50874
0.50523
0.50174

.007

.008

.009

0.70417
0.69931
0.69448
0.68968
0.68492
0.68019
0.67549
0.67082
0.66619
0.66159
0.65702
0.65248
0.64797
0.64349
0.63905
0.63464
0.63025
0.62590
0.62157
0.61728
0.61302
0.60878
0.60458
0.60040
0.59625
0.59214
0.58805
0.58398
0.57995
0.57594
0.57197
0.56801
0.56409
0.56019
0.55632
0.55248
0.54867
0.54488
0.54111
0.53737
0.53366
0.52998
0.52632
0.52268
0.51907
0.51548
0.51192
0.50839
0.50488
0.50139

0.70368
0.69882
0.69400
0.68920
0.68444
0.67971
0.67502
0.67036
0.66573
0.66113
0.65656
0.65203
0.64752
0.64305
0.63861
0.63420
0.62982
0.62546
0.62114
0.61685
0.61259
0.60836
0.60416
0.59999
0.59584
0.59173
0.58764
0.58358
0.57955
0.57554
0.57157
0.56762
0.56370
0.55981
0.55594
0.55210
0.54829
0.54450
0.54074
0.53700
0.53329
0.52961
0.52595
0.52232
0.51871
0.51513
0.51157
0.50803
0.50453
0.50104

0.70320
0.69834
0.69352
0.68873
0.68397
0.67924
0.67455
0.66989
0.66526
0.66067
0.65611
0.65157
0.64707
0.64260
0.63816
0.63376
0.62938
0.62503
0.62071
0.61643
0.61217
0.60794
0.60374
0.59957
0.59543
0.59132
0.58723
0.58317
0.57915
0.57515
0.57117
0.56723
0.56331
0.55942
0.55555
0.55172
0.54791
0.54412
0.53036
0.53663
0.53292
0.52924
0.52559
0.52196
0.51835
0.51477
0.51121
0.50768
0.50418
0.50069

Decay Calculation Methods – An Explanation
Calculator Method
The radioactivity of an isotope can be calculated as it decays using the following expression:
Af = Ai

𝑒 !"

Where:
Af = final activity at the end of the decay time;
Ai = initial activity measured at the specified starting time;
t = net decay time in units inverse to 𝜆, and
𝜆 = (lamda) decay constant specific to the radioisotope.

𝜆 = In (2) ÷ T1/2
= 0.693 ÷ T1/2
Where: T1/2 = half life specific to the radioisotope.
Therefore, using a calculator with the ex function, decay calculations can be performed as
illustrated in the beginning of this section.
Decay Factor Method
Without a calculator with an ex function, the above expression can be rewritten as follows:
Af = X × Ai
Where:
X = Xn (N) × Xr (R)
N = an integer number of half lives in time t;
R = the decimal remainder after dividing t by T1/2.
To verify the result, remember three important relations regarding exponentials:

1. 𝑒

!!!

2. 𝑒 !"

!

   =    𝑒 !   ×  𝑒 !
   = 𝐴

3. 𝑒 !"    =    𝑒 !

!

𝑡   ÷    𝑇!/!    = 𝑁   + 𝑅
Where: N is an integer
R is the remainder less than 1.
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Given: t = 32.5 hours, and T1/2 = 6.007 hours;
t ÷ T1/2 = 32.5 ÷ 6.007 = 5.410
Solving for N and R:
N=5
R = 0.410.

To simplify the calculations, the above relation can be written as:
!!"

= 𝐴!   𝑒

𝐴!    =    𝐴!   𝑒 !!"

! !  !!

𝐴!    =    𝐴!   𝑒

!!" !

!!
!!/!

   =    𝐴!   𝑒 !!!

! !

  ×  𝑒 !!"

! !

=    𝐴!   ×  𝑋!    𝑁   ×  𝑋!    𝑅
𝑋!    𝑁    =    𝑒 !!"

! !

   =    𝑒 !"

!

!!

     =    2!!

The following expression is used to generate the values in Table D.1:

𝑋!    𝑅    =    𝑒 !!"

! !

The following expression is used to generate the Decay Factor Chart for values R from 0.001 to
0.999 for the above example:

𝑋! 5    = 0.03125
𝑋!    0.41    =   0.75262
𝐴!    = 𝑋  𝐴!    =    𝑋!    𝑁   ×  𝑋!    𝑅   𝐴!    =    0.03125  ×0.75262   43  𝑚𝐶𝑖  
𝐴!    = 1.01  𝑚𝐶𝑖
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13. Calibration Values
Table 13.1. Calibration Value Chart
DIAL	
  V ALUE	
  LIST	
  FOR	
  500	
  CHAMBERS	
  -‐	
  10/25/2017
Nuclide
Dial	
  
Dial	
  
Value
Scheme
Ac-‐225
As-‐76
At-‐211
Au-‐198
Au-‐199
Ba-‐133
Bi-‐212/Tl-‐208
Bi-‐213
Br-‐75
Br-‐76
Br-‐77
C-‐11
Cd-‐109
Ce-‐144/Pr-‐144
Co-‐55

Actinium
Arsenic
Astatine
Gold
Gold
Barium
Bismuth/Thallium
Bismuth
Bromine
Bromine
Bromine
Carbon
Cadmium
Cerium/Praseodymium
Cobalt

36.2
24.4
61.6
24.1
46.7
7.4
3.8
53.5
8.3
4.4
20.6
10.1
32.0
57.4
5.6

A
B-‐
A,	
  E
B-‐
B-‐
E
A,	
  B-‐
B-‐
E,	
  B+
E,	
  B+
E,	
  B+
E,	
  B+
E
B-‐,	
  B-‐
E,	
  B+

Avg	
  Beta	
   Half-‐Life
Energy	
  
(keV)
10.0d
1068 1.1d
7.21h
406
2.69d
87
3.139d
10.54y
492	
  &	
  560 1.01h
12.3 45.6m
499
1.62h
642
16.2h
1.12 2.376d
385
20.39m
1.267y
82	
  &	
  1209 285d/17m
430
17.53h

Co-‐57
Co-‐58
Co-‐60
Cr-‐51
Cs-‐134
Cs-‐137
Cu-‐61
Cu-‐62
Cu-‐64
Cu-‐67
Dy-‐165

Cobalt
Cobalt
Cobalt
Chromium
Cesium
Cesium
Copper
Copper
Copper
Copper
Dysprosium

33.7
11.5
5.0
295.0
7.1
17.1
12.3
9.7
55.0
43.6
92.8

E
E
B-‐
E
B-‐
B-‐
E,	
  B+
E,	
  B+
B+,	
  B-‐
B-‐
B-‐

271.77d
70.9d
96
5.271y
27.7d
157
2.06y
188
30.0y
306
3.408h
1280 9.74m
49.8	
  &	
  71 12.701h
142
2.58d
442
2.334h

Expected	
   Cont.
Uncertaninty
C
C
C
C
C
M
C
C
C
C
C
C
M
C
C

+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%

NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST

M
C
M
C
C
M
C
C
C
C
C

+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  1%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%

NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST

Notes

In	
  e quilibrium.
Includes	
  daughter	
  particle	
  contribution.
H(r)	
  =.00056,	
  did	
  not	
  i nclude	
  Se-‐75.

Fe-‐55	
  i gnored.	
  Contribution	
  i s	
  
insignificant.

Cal	
  values	
  defined	
  relative	
  to	
  Co-‐60.

Includes	
  **Bremsstralung	
  contributions.

Scheme: EC = Electron Capture IT = Isomeric Transition
NOTES:
1. Isotope: A/B implies that B is in equilibrium with A.
2. Half life: s = seconds, m = minutes, d = days, y = years.
3. Scheme: E = electron capture, B = beta decay, IT = isomeric transition, A = alpha decay.
4. Cal Value: Atomlab dose calibrator dial setting to calibrate for corresponding isotope
5. NOTES:
*H(r) = Half life ratio of daughter over parent, implies daughter is ignored.
** Bremsstrahlung includes low energy photons from electron interaction in saline.
Isotope should be measured in plastic syringe or vial or thin wall glass ampule unless otherwise
stated above.
Calculated or Measured:
C: Calculated with corrected Monte Carlo.
B: Beta MC, response strongly dependent upon measurement geometry; best if Cal Value is
determined using the actual measurement with clinical geometry.
M: Confidence value of a measurement made using the listed dial value.
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DIAL	
  V ALUE	
  LIST	
  FOR	
  500	
  CHAMBERS	
  -‐	
  10/25/2017
Nuclide
Dial	
  
Dial	
  
Value
Scheme

Half-‐Life

Expected	
   Cont.
Uncertaninty

Eu-‐152
F-‐18
Fe-‐52

Europium
Flourine
Iron

6.2
10.1
11.9

13.33y
1.83h
8.275h

C +/-‐	
  10%
M +/-‐	
  3%
C +/-‐	
  10%

Fe-‐52/Mn-‐52
Fe-‐59
Ga-‐67
Ga-‐68
Gd-‐153
Ge-‐68/Ga-‐68
Hg-‐197
Hg-‐203

Iron/Manganese
Iron
Gallium
Gallium
Gadolinium
Germanium/Gallium
Mercury
Mercury

3.3
10.5
32.5
10.2
8.7
10.2
24.0
32.1

Avg	
  Beta	
  
Energy	
  
(keV)
E,	
  B-‐
496
E,	
  B+
242
E,	
  B+
189
189	
  &	
  
E,B+/E,B+ 1133
B-‐
118
E
E/E,B+
E
E/E,B+
740
E
B-‐
58

Ho-‐166
I-‐122
I-‐123
I-‐124
I-‐125
I-‐131
In-‐111
In-‐113m
Ir-‐192

Holmium
Iodine
Iodine
Iodine
Iodine
Iodine
Indium
Indium
Indium

77.0
9.5
12.8
7.7
10.8
22.3
13.1
31.1
11.1

B-‐
E,	
  B+
E
E,	
  B+
E
B-‐
E
IT
B-‐	
  &	
  E

Ir-‐196
Ir-‐196
K-‐38
K-‐43
La-‐140
Lu-‐177

Indium
Indium
Potassium
Potassium
Lanthanum
Lutetium

45.2
4.0
3.9
10.7
5.4
114.0

B-‐
B-‐
E,	
  B-‐
B-‐
B-‐
B-‐

NIST
NIST
NIST

8.275h/21.1m C

+/-‐	
  10%

NIST

44.5d
3.261d
1.13h
241.6d
270.8d/1.14h
2.67d
46.6d

C
M
M
C
M
C
C

+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%

NIST
NIST
special
NIST
special
NIST
NIST

16.5

1.117d

C

+/-‐	
  10%

NIST

1087

171

3.62m
13.2h
4.18d
60.14d
8.04d
2.807d
1.6h
73.83d

C
M
C
M
M
M
C
C

+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%

NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST

1170

52s

C

+/-‐	
  10%

NIST

337
1204
314
525
133

1.40h
7.636m
22.3h
1.678d
6.71d

C
C
C
C
M

+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%

NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST

188
182

Notes

Includes	
  **Bremsstralung	
  contributions.

Includes	
  **Bremsstralung	
  contributions.

Scheme: EC = Electron Capture IT = Isomeric Transition
NOTES:
1. Isotope: A/B implies that B is in equilibrium with A.
2. Half life: s = seconds, m = minutes, d = days, y = years.
3. Scheme: E = electron capture, B = beta decay, IT = isomeric transition, A = alpha decay.
4. Cal Value: Atomlab dose calibrator dial setting to calibrate for corresponding isotope
5. NOTES:
*H(r) = Half life ratio of daughter over parent, implies daughter is ignored.
** Bremsstrahlung includes low energy photons from electron interaction in saline.
Isotope should be measured in plastic syringe or vial or thin wall glass ampule unless otherwise
stated above.
Calculated or Measured:
C: Calculated with corrected Monte Carlo.
B: Beta MC, response strongly dependent upon measurement geometry; best if Cal Value is
determined using the actual measurement with clinical geometry.
M: Confidence value of a measurement made using the listed dial value.
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DIAL	
  V ALUE	
  LIST	
  FOR	
  500	
  CHAMBERS	
  -‐	
  10/25/2017
Nuclide
Dial	
  
Dial	
  
Value
Scheme

Half-‐Life

Expected	
   Cont.
Uncertaninty

Notes

Mo-‐99
N-‐13
Na-‐22
Nb-‐95
O-‐15
Os-‐191
P-‐32
P-‐32
Pb-‐203
Pb-‐212

Molybdenum
Nitrogen
Sodium
Niobium
Oxygen
Osmium
Phosphorous
Phosphorous
Lead
Lead

175.0
10.1
5.3
14.7
10.0
27.2
509.0
712.0
15.0
34.0

Avg	
  Beta	
  
Energy	
  
(keV)
B-‐
390
E,	
  B+
491
E,	
  B+
195
B-‐
9.8
E,	
  B+
735
B-‐
37.5
B-‐	
  (Pure)
695
B-‐	
  (Pure)
695
E
B-‐
74	
  &	
  101

2.78d
9.965m
2.6y
34.97d
2.037m
15.4d
14.28d
14.28d
2.169d
10.64h

M
C
C
C
C
C
M
M
C
C

+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  20%
+/-‐	
  20%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%

NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
Vial
Syringe
NIST
NIST

In	
  1/4	
  i nch	
  l ead	
  wall	
  breakthru	
  shield.

Pm-‐149
Pt-‐195m
Pt-‐197
Ra-‐223
Rb-‐81/Kr-‐81
Rb-‐82

Promethium
Platinum
Platinum
Radium
Rubidium/Krypton
Rubidium

485.0
22.6
103.0
17.8
14.5
8.7

B-‐
IT
B-‐
A
E,B+/IT
E,	
  B+

2.212d

B

+/-‐	
  20%

NIST

Includes	
  **Bremsstralung	
  contributions.

C
C
M
C
C

+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%

NIST
NIST
Syringe
NIST
NIST

Includes	
  X-‐ray	
  contributions.

132
1409

4.02d
18.3h
11.43d
4.6h/13s
1.273m

Re-‐186

Rhenium

110.3

B-‐,	
  E

323

3.777d

C

+/-‐	
  10%

NIST

Includes	
  **Bremsstralung	
  contributions.

Re-‐188
Sb-‐124
Sc-‐46
Sc-‐47
Se-‐73
Se-‐75
Sm-‐153
Sm-‐153
Sm-‐153
Sm-‐156
Sn-‐117

Rhenium
Antimony
Scandium
Scandium
Selenium
Selenium
Samarium
Samarium
Samarium
Samarium
Tin

82.5
6.6
6.0
51.4
7.2
17.6
20.4
15.4
19.0
8.1
17.1

B-‐
B-‐
B-‐
B-‐
E,	
  B+
E
B-‐
B-‐
B-‐
B-‐
IT

765

16.98h

C

+/-‐	
  10%

NIST

Includes	
  **Bremsstralung	
  contributions.

105
52

60.2d
83.83d
3.349d
7.15h
119.8d
1.946d
1.946d
1.946d
9.4h
13.6d

C
C
C
C
C
M
M
C
C
C

+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%

NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
Vial
Syringe
NIST
NIST
NIST

366
195

368
225
225
225

Vial.
Syringe.

H(r)	
  =.0037,	
  did	
  not	
  i nclude	
  As-‐73.
Vial.
Syringe.
H(r)	
  =.0258,	
  i gnored	
  Eu-‐156	
  daughter.

Scheme: EC = Electron Capture IT = Isomeric Transition
NOTES:
1. Isotope: A/B implies that B is in equilibrium with A.
2. Half life: s = seconds, m = minutes, d = days, y = years.
3. Scheme: E = electron capture, B = beta decay, IT = isomeric transition, A = alpha decay.
4. Cal Value: Atomlab dose calibrator dial setting to calibrate for corresponding isotope
5. NOTES:
*H(r) = Half life ratio of daughter over parent, implies daughter is ignored.
** Bremsstrahlung includes low energy photons from electron interaction in saline.
Isotope should be measured in plastic syringe or vial or thin wall glass ampule unless otherwise
stated above.
Calculated or Measured:
C: Calculated with corrected Monte Carlo.
B: Beta MC, response strongly dependent upon measurement geometry; best if Cal Value is
determined using the actual measurement with clinical geometry.
M: Confidence value of a measurement made using the listed dial value.
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DIAL	
  V ALUE	
  LIST	
  FOR	
  500	
  CHAMBERS	
  -‐	
  10/25/2017
Nuclide
Dial	
  
Dial	
  
Value
Scheme
Sr-‐85
Sr-‐87m
Sr-‐89
Ta-‐178
Tc-‐99m
Tl-‐201
W-‐178
W-‐178/Ta-‐178

Strontium
Strontium
Strontium
Tantalum
Technelium
Thallium
Tungsten
Tungsten/Tantalum

20.6
30.9
686.0
16.6
37.1
20.9
68.7
13.4

E
IT
B-‐
E
IT
E
E
E/E

W-‐188/Re-‐188 Tungsten/Rhenium

82.1

B-‐

Xe-‐127
Xe-‐133
Y-‐86
Y-‐88
Y-‐90

Xenon
Xenon
Yttium
Yttium
Yttium

11.0
19.5
3.4
4.9
350.0

E
B-‐
B+
E
B-‐

Y-‐90

Yttium

375.0

Y-‐90

Yttium

Yb-‐169
Zn-‐65
Zr-‐89/Y-‐89m

Ytterbium
Zinc
Zirconium/Yttium

Avg	
  Beta	
   Half-‐Life
Energy	
  
(keV)
64.84d
2.795h
583
50.55d
9.31m
6.007h
3.046d
21.5d
21.5d/9.31m

Expected	
   Cont.
Uncertaninty
C
C
B
C
M
M
C
C

+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  20%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%

NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST

C

+/-‐	
  10%

NIST

934

36.4d
5.245d
14.74h
106.6d
2.671d

C
M
C
C
M

+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  3%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  5%

NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST

B-‐

934

2.671d

M +/-‐	
  3%

NIST

433.3

B-‐

934

2.671d

M +/-‐	
  5%

NIST

5.5
21.2
10.0

E
E,	
  B+
E,	
  B+/IT

2
7.1

32d
C
244.1d
C
3.268d/16.1s C

99	
  &	
  765 69.4d

100
2.88

+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%
+/-‐	
  10%

NIST
NIST
NIST

Notes

Pure	
  Sr-‐89.	
  NIST	
  Grade,	
  **Brems…
Pure.

Pure.
Ta-‐178	
  i n	
  e quilibrium	
  with	
  W-‐178	
  (use	
  
for	
  W	
  containation	
  activity).
Includes	
  **Bremsstralung	
  contributions	
  
from	
  Re-‐188.

B+	
  contribution	
  i s	
  ~	
  12%.
**Bremsstralung	
  only,	
  10cc	
  plastic	
  
syringe	
  (from	
  2002	
  vol	
  study).
**Bremsstralung	
  only,	
  NIST	
  vial	
  
measurement.
**Bremsstralung	
  only,	
  SIR-‐Spheres	
  
measurement.
B+	
  contribution	
  i s	
  ~	
  3%.

Scheme: EC = Electron Capture IT = Isomeric Transition
NOTES:
1. Isotope: A/B implies that B is in equilibrium with A.
2. Half life: s = seconds, m = minutes, d = days, y = years.
3. Scheme: E = electron capture, B = beta decay, IT = isomeric transition, A = alpha decay.
4. Cal Value: Atomlab dose calibrator dial setting to calibrate for corresponding isotope
5. NOTES:
*H(r) = Half life ratio of daughter over parent, implies daughter is ignored.
** Bremsstrahlung includes low energy photons from electron interaction in saline.
Isotope should be measured in plastic syringe or vial or thin wall glass ampule unless otherwise
stated above.
Calculated or Measured:
C: Calculated with corrected Monte Carlo.
B: Beta MC, response strongly dependent upon measurement geometry; best if Cal Value is
determined using the actual measurement with clinical geometry.
M: Confidence value of a measurement made using the listed dial value.
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Dial Value Settings and Source Containers (Glass Vial, Glass
Syringe, etc.)
The Atomlab Dial Value (DV) settings enable the software to convert ion chamber current into a
displayed activity value for the isotope corresponding to the DV selected. The displayed activity
value is directly proportional to the DV.
The isotope’s “source container” is either a vial or syringe; the composition of which may
influence the accuracy of the activity measurement. The DV supplied in the Atomlab User
Guide (Instruction Manual) or pre-programmed into the isotope dial value are calibrated for use
with the source material in an un-shielded plastic syringe (nominal 1mm wall) while hanging in
the supplied “source dipper” syringe support. For isotopes contained in sealed long-lived QA
sources (e.g., Cs-137), the DV supplied are calibrated for use with type Vial E epoxy sources or
equivalent. Yttrium-90 is listed in a plastic syringe, a vial, and Sir-Spheres.
Accurate measurement of unsealed sources in any other configuration must be with a new
Container Dial Value (CDV) determined by the user with the following procedure. During the
following steps, set the DV to the Atomlab published value.
Container with No Source Material:
1. Assay a quantity of isotope source material in a plastic syringe with a nominal wall
thickness of 1mm and record as (Plastic Syringe Activity) 1.
2. Transfer part or all of the source material from the plastic syringe into the empty container.
3. Assay the container with the isotope source material and record it as (Container Activity).
4. Assay the partial or empty plastic syringe for residual activity and record it as (Plastic
Syringe Activity) 2.
5. Calculate the CDV for use with the isotope assayed in that type of container:
!"  ×   !"#!  !!"#!

𝐶𝐷𝑉   = !"#$%&#'(  !"#$%$#&
Where: PSA = Plastic Syringe Activity.
Container with Source Material:
1. Assay the container with the isotope source material and record it as (Container Activity) 1.
2. Transfer part or all of the source material from the container into a plastic syringe with a
nominal wall thickness of 1mm.
3.

Assay the plastic syringe with the isotope source material and record it as (Plastic Syringe
Activity).

4. Assay the partial or empty container for residual activity and record it as (Container Activity)
2.
5. Calculate the CDV for use with the isotope assayed:

𝐶𝐷𝑉   =

!"  ×  !"#
!"!  !!"!

Where: PSA = Plastic Syringe Activity.
CA = Container Activity.
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Typically, the CDV will be higher than the DV for glass wall source containers when the isotope
has a significant portion of low energy photons in its emission spectrum.

Scheme: EC = Electron Capture IT = Isomeric Transition
NOTES:
1. Isotope: A/B implies that B is in equilibrium with A.
2. Half life: s = seconds, m = minutes, d = days, y = years.
3. Scheme: E = electron capture, B – beta decay, IT = isomeric transition, A = alpha decay.
4. Cal Value: Atomlab dose calibrator dial setting to calibrate for corresponding isotope
5. NOTES:
*H(r) = Half life ratio of daughter over parent, implies daughter is ignored.
** Bremsstrahlung includes low energy photons from electron interaction in saline.
Isotope should be measured in plastic syringe or vial or thin wall glass ampule unless otherwise
stated above.
Table 13.2. Confidence Values

Value

Description

C

Calculated with corrected Monte Carlo.

B

Beta MC; response strongly dependent upon measurement geometry. Best if Cal
Value used is determined using actual measurement with clinical geometry
confidence value of a measurement made using the listed dial value.

M

Measured directly.

S

Special Case.

+/- 3%

As stated.

Dial Settings for Y-90
The typical Atomlab 500 Dose Calibrator dial setting for Y-90 activity in a 10 cc plastic syringe
is 350. This value can be used as a starting point for initial measurements. However, it is
recommended that the dial setting used for clinical measurements is determined from the first
dose of Zevalin received from the radiopharmacy as outlined below. Following doses are
compared to the radiopharmacy doses for constancy.
Using the Atomlab Dose Calibrator, the Y-90 recipient should determine the correct dial value
from the first Y-90 dose received from a commercial radiopharmacy. This is determined by
selecting the Y-90 button and adjusting the dial setting until the displayed activity agrees with
the decay-corrected Y-90 syringe activity as stated by the commercial radiopharmacy. The third
Y-90 Sir-Spheres has a dial value of 433.3. If the adjusted dial setting falls within the range of
333 to 433.3, use that dial setting.
If it falls outside the range, verify that:
•
•
•

There is a well liner in place.
A hook-style dipper is used.
The annual accuracy and Daily Constancy Test results are acceptable.
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If these criteria are met, determine the percent difference of the new dial value with respect to
the nearest range limit value (333 or 433.3); that is, the dial value error (DVE). Add this percent
to the change in constancy percent error (CCPE). If the sum of the errors is in the range of -2%
to +2%, use the new dial value. If not, contact Biodex Technical Support. The user may also
want to contact the radiopharmacy to determine if a calibration error may have occurred.
NOTE: The CCPE is the percent change from calibrator installation of the constancy
measurement, where CCPE = “Today’s” Constancy Percent Error – “Installation’s” Constancy
Percent Error. The Constancy Percent Error is the measurement error with respect to the decay
corrected source activity. A change down in the Atomlab Calibrator constancy will cause a
change up in the dial value required to compensate the change in constancy and vice versa.
Thus, the CCPE will have the opposite sign as the DVE; therefore, adding them together should
cancel to within 2%.
For example, a new dial value for Y-90 is found to be 374. This falls outside the range and is
+1.5% higher than 368. The constancy measurement shows a -2.5% change since the dose
calibrator was installed. Their sum is (+1.5%) + (-2.5%) = -1.0%, which is within -2& and +2%.
The dial value of 374 should be used.
NOTE: For all Atomlab Dose Calibrator models, the well liner must be installed
before making measurements. The well liner provides attenuation for the Y-90
betas that would otherwise enter the detector and cause high readings.
NOTE: The dial value range provided above is for use with plastic syringes; due to the wide
variation in styles between vials, it is recommended that the user determine the dial value for
the vials. This can be performed using a vial containing a known activity of Y-90 by changing
the dial value until the activity read using the Y-90 button matches the known activity within
the vial.
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14. Atomlab Dose Calibrator Calibration and
Traceability
This section describes the calibration procedures performed on the Atomlab Dose Calibrator
and the traceability to the National Institute of Standards & Technology.

Calibration & Traceability
The calibration of the Atomlab Dose Calibrators is directly traceable to the National Institute of
Standards & Technology, formerly the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). This is achieved
through the establishment of a set of working laboratory standards, the maintenance of these
working standards, and the use of these working standards to calibrate each Atomlab Dose
Calibrator.
The working standards consist of two ionization detectors identical to the detectors used in
each Atomlab dose Calibrator for radiation measurement and several long-lived radiation
sources.
The two standard ionization detectors have been calibrated using radionuclides that were
calibrated by the National Institute of Standards generating response numbers. These response
numbers were used to determine the photon response function of the ionization detectors. The
shielding configuration is identical to that of the Atomlab Dose Calibrator design.
The National Institute of Standards & Technology sources are in glass ampule form, and
because of the potential for breakage, they are not suitable for routine calibration. Instead the
working standards are in epoxy resin form in a plastic vial package. These standards have been
calibrated against the National Institute of Standards & Technology sources in the two standard
ionization detectors. Together, the detectors and the sources provide a high degree of accuracy
and redundancy. Periodically, the source activity is measured in the two standard detectors and
the results are compared to the expected decayed activity.
The Atomlab Dose Calibrator must first pass all electronic testing and operate for three days
prior to dose calibrator factory calibration. Calibration takes place with the Co-60 working
standard. The calibration value is stored in a special memory chip on the detector circuit board.
Calibration is verified by measuring the activity of all the working standards, including Co-60,
Cs-137, Ba-133, and Co-57.
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15. Atomlab 500 Isotope Index
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Symbol
C-11
N-13
O-15
F-18
Na-22
P-32v (vial)
K-38
K-43
Sc-46
Cr-51
Fe-52
Fe/Mn-52
Co-55
Co-57
Co-58
Fe-59
Co-60
Cu-61
Cu-62
Cu-64
Zn-65
Cu-67
Ga-67
Ge/Ga-68
Se-73
Br-75
Se-75
As-76
Br-76
Br-77
Rb-/Kr-81
Rb-82
Sr-85
Y-86
Sr-87m
Y-88
Ga-68
Sr-89
Zr/Y-89m
Y-90s
Nb-95
Mo-99
Tc-99m
Cd-109
In-111
In-113m
I-122
I-123
I-124

Index
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
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Symbol
Sb-124
I-125
Xe-127
I-131
Ba-133
Xe-133
Cs-134
Cs-137
La-140
Ce/Pr-144
Pm-149
Eu-152
Gd-153
Sm-153
Sm-156
Dy-165
Ho-166
Yb-169
Lu-177
Ta-178
W-178
W/Ta-178
Re-186
Re-188
W/Re-188
Os-191
Ir-192
Pt-195m
Ir-196
Ir-196p
Hg-197
Pt-197
Au-198
Au-199
Tl-201
Hg-203
Pb-203
Bi-213
Y-90v
Ra-223
Ac—225
At-211
Bi-212/Tl-208
Pb-212
Sn-117m
P-32s (syringe)
Sm-153v (vial)
Sm-153s (syringe)
Y-90s-s (Sir-Spheres)

Determining Dial Values
Because the dose calibrator is not inherently capable of detecting what radioisotope has been
inserted in the re-entrant detector, the user must select the isotope currently being measured.
Each radioisotope selection has a corresponding calibration value (also referred to as a dial
value for historical reasons). The dial value for a given isotope is a non-unit number that is a
means of expressing the detector’s sensitivity to the radiation produced by that isotope. Dial
values are defined relative to Co-60, an isotope selected for its high energy gamma radiation
and long-term stability. The detector response (R) for a given isotope is defined as the amount
of detector current produced by a given amount of isotope activity:

𝑅!"#$#%& =   

!!!"#$%  !!""#$%

(1)

!"#$#%&  !"#$%$#&

The dial value for Co-60 is defined as 5.0. The dial value for any other isotope is defined as 5.0
times the response of the detector to Co-60 divided by the response of the detector to the
isotope:
!

𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑙  𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒!"#$#%&    = 5.0  ×   ! !"!!"

(2)

!"#$#%&

The response of the detector can be calculated as the sum of the detector sensitivity to photons
of energy e, times the intensity of the photon radiation of energy e from the radioisotope:

𝑅!"#$#%&  !  

! !! !!   

  

(3)

Where the sensitivity of the detector to photons of energy e, in 𝑛𝐴 ÷ 𝑚𝐶𝑖 is:

𝑆!  !  

(4)

!!!"#$%  !"##$%&   !"
!.!  ×  !"!   !!!"!#$  !"  !"!#$%  !

A sensitivity curve can be made by plotting the sensitivity of a detector with respect to photon
energy. Given the photon sensitivity curve and the intensity of photon emission from
radioisotopes, which are tabulated in sources such as references 1 and 2, the detector response
and dial value can be calculated using equations (1), (2), and (3). The calculated dial values for
many common isotopes are listed in Chapter 15 – Calibration Values).
The sensitivity curve of the Atomlab detector with respect to photon energy has been
determined by means of measuring NIST calibrated isotopes at a multitude of photon energies.
The isotopes: Ga-67, Tc-99m, In-111, I-125, I-131, and Tl-201 were provided from the NIST
standard reference materials program. In addition, NIST traceable sources of the isotopes F-18,
Co-57, Co-60, Ba-133, and Cs-137 were measured. All of the NIST SRM isotopes with the
exception of Xe-133 were contained liquid solutions of 5 ml volume in sealed borosilicate glass
ampoules with a wall thickness of 0.6mm. The Xe-133 samples were sealed, mixed with nonradioactive xenon gas in borosilicate glass ampoules with a wall thickness of 1.3 mm. The F-18
source was measured in a 10 ml B-D plastic syringe. The Co-57, Co-60, Ba-133, and Cs-137
sources were contained within epoxy sealed type E-vials.
In addition to the isotopes measured, a Monte Carlo simulation of the Atomlab detector has
been created. The Monte Carlo simulation allows better determination of the shape of the
sensitivity curve in the regions between measured data points. The photon sensitivity curve
generated by the Monte Carlo simulation was found to be consistent with the sensitivity curve
generated by the isotope measurements. The Atomlab detector sensitivity curve is plotted
below with a logarithmic scale for photon energy:
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Figure 15.1. Atomlab Photon Sensitivity Curve.

The accuracy for dial value calculation depends upon not only the accuracy of the sensitivity
curve and the photon emission intensity data, but also upon the sample configuration, due to
low energy photon absorption. The photon sensitivity curve displayed in Figure G.1 is for
sources with configurations similar to the NIST ampoule configuration discussed above. All
Atomlab Dose Calibrators are calibrated with NIST traceable Co-60, Ba-133, Co-57, and Cs-137
sources. Each dose calibrator is certified to measure the correct activity of the calibration
sources to within the specified accuracy.
The following factors can affect measurement accuracy and should be taken into consideration
when using the Atomlab Dose Calibrator:
Lead Shield: A lead shield is necessary to protect personnel from exposure to the radiation
produced by radioactive isotopes. This lead shield is integrally installed as part of the Atomlab
dose calibrator. However, photon backscatter occurs from the lead shield resulting in increased
detector sensitivity in the 88-200 keV photon energy range. The increase in sensitivity is
already included in the sensitivity curve illustrated in Figure G.1 and can be seen in the peak at
88 keV. However, if for any reason, the dose calibrator is operated without the integral shield,
the sensitivity curve will be incorrect in this energy range resulting in incorrect measurements
for isotopes that emit photons in this range. It is recommended that the dose calibrator always
be operated with the lead shield in place.
Radioisotope Container: The style and the type of container for a radioisotope can affect the
measurement. Users should have a standard procedure, container, and solution volume for
measuring radioisotopes. Plastic syringes are often used as a standard container because they
are usually the means of delivery to the patient in a clinical environment. The dial values
generated using the photon sensitivity curve above should be appropriate for most plastic and
thin glass syringes. Glass vials may require a correction factor for some isotopes.
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The wall thickness of the container is especially important when measuring isotopes that emit
low energy photon and/or high energy Beta radiation. I-125, I-123, and Xe-133 are especially
susceptible to errors caused by low energy photon absorption. In cases where a container has a
wall thickness or material significantly different from the NIST standards used above, it is
recommended that a correction factor or corrected dial value be used to correct for the
difference in absorption between the NIST configuration and the configuration used in clinical
practice. Whichever container and configuration issued in clinical practice, it is strongly
recommended that such configuration be standardized and used every single time.

Determining Personal Dial Values
Dial values can be determined by the user for isotopes for which no published dial value exists.
In order to do this, a sample for which the value is known is required. The activity value may be
provided by the isotope producer or pharmacy, or it may be measured by a method
independent of the dose calibrator. The accuracy of the dial value will depend upon the
accuracy of the known activity value of the sample used. Because of this, it is best if an
estimate of the accuracy of the isotope calibration is available.
To determine the dial value for the isotope, select the Co-60 isotope key and measure the
isotope sample in the same container and geometry that will be used to measure the isotope in
clinical practice. The dial value can be calculated by the following formula:
!"#$%$#&

𝑁𝑒𝑤  𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑙  𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒   = 5.0  ×   !"#$%&"!"'(
Where:
The activity is the known activity of the source and the measurement is the displayed activity
when measured on the Co-60 isotope key. Remember to decay correct the source’s activity for
the time elapsed since the sourced activity calibration.
Once the new dial value has been calculated, a new isotope name should be created on the
display for the isotope with the dial value as calculated above. The source should be measured
again and compared with its known time-decayed activity in order to verify that the calculation
is correct. It may be necessary to adjust the dial value slightly in order to match the known
activity.
When the dial value has been determined by means of comparison to a source of known
activity, it should not be changed unless access to a source with an activity known to have a
higher accuracy allows determination of a more accurate dial value. Dial values should never be
adjusted daily to make a source match daily isotope measurements. The dial value should only
be determined with a calibrated isotope of known accuracy.
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16. Quality Assurance Testing of Atomlab
Calibrators (Manufacturer’s * Instructions)
Introduction
The following procedures are the manufacturer’s instructions for qualifying Atomlab 500 and
Atomlab 500Plus dose calibrators in accordance with NRC regulation 10 CFR 35.60 of 1
January, 2016 (or applicable agreement State Regulation). Use of these instructions outside of
the United States may require modification in order to satisfy local regulations.
Qualification is the determination of errors associated with the following tests at the indicated
frequency. Acceptable errors for each test are indicated in parentheses.
Constancy: Starting at installation and at least once each day before measuring patient
dosages (± 5% percent).
Dial Value Setting: At the first receipt of isotope activity in a container other than a plastic
syringe (± 10% from decay corrected calibration activity).
Linearity: At installation time and at least quarterly thereafter (± 5 percent).
Geometry: At installation time (± 5 percent).
Accuracy: At installation time and at least annually thereafter (± 5 percent).
After repair of the dose calibrator, repeat the above tests as if it were a new installation.
NOTES:
1. A plastic well liner and source dipper must be used in all measurements.
2. If possible, leave the dose calibrator powered-on 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If this is
not possible, allow one hour for warm up after the power is turned on and before
performing these procedures.
3. There is an acceptance variance percentage listed for each test. They are the default
settings. A value of ± 10% can be used for acceptability and a value of ± 5% can be used for
investigation. Call the Biodex Service Department if the readings are outside the acceptable
range. The default acceptable range is based on 10CFR35.60 of January 1, 2016 and IEC61145. It is up to the user to determine what the state or government regulations require.
4. Assay means to place the source container into the dose calibrator ensuring that the dipper
is resting in the well liner.
5. The Atomlab 500™ control module has built-in Constancy, Linearity, Geometry, and
Accuracy software functions that provide ease-of-use in performing the following functions.
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Constancy
Constancy means reproducibility in measuring the same source over a period of time with
decay correction. Assay a relatively long-lived source (such as Cs-137) each day before using
the calibrator.
Cs-137 100 µCi minimum activity is strongly recommended because the 30-year half life will
assure use of the same source throughout the life of the calibrator, and it is readily available.
Consider using the following procedure or an equivalent:
1. Touch <Zero Background>. When the display zeroes, the unit has automatically adjusted for
Background.
2. Assay each reference source using the appropriate dose calibrator setting (e.g., use the
Cs-137 setting to assay Cs-137).
3. Record the activity reading of the constancy source in a permanent log.
4. Compare the measurement observed to the calculated activity of the source and if the
measurement exceeds 5% of the predicted activity, investigate potential sources of error
(e.g., patients in the area, exposed sources, use of the wrong isotope or setting).
5. If the constancy result is determined to be greater than 10% of the predicted activity,
suspend the use of the instrument and repair or replace the dose calculator.
NOTE: It is recommended that the Cs-137 and Ba-133 sources be replaced when the activity is
below 100 µCi. It is recommended to replace a Co-57 source when the activity is less than 200
µCi.

Dial Value Settings and Source Containers (e.g., Glass Vial, Glass
Syringe)
The Atomlab Dial Value (DV) settings enable the software to convert ion chamber current into a
displayed activity value for the isotope corresponding to the selected DV. The displayed activity
value is directly proportional to the DV.
The isotope’s source container is either a vial or syringe. The composition of the vial or syringe
may influence the accuracy of the activity measurement. The DV supplied in the Atomlab
Operation and Service Manual or pre-programmed into the isotope buttons are calibrated for
use with the source material in an un-shielded plastic syringe (nominal 1mm wall) while
hanging in the supplied source dipper syringe support. For isotopes contained in sealed longlived QA sources (e.g., Cs-137), the DV supplied are calibrated for use with type Vial E epoxy
sources or an equivalent.
Accurate measurement of unsealed sources in any other configuration must be with a new
Container Dial Value (CDV) determined by the user and using the following procedure:
NOTE: It is important to determine the appropriate Dial Value for Beta and low energy gammas
when the container (syringe or vial) changes.
Container with no Source Material:
1. Assay a quantity of isotope source material in a plastic syringe, nominal wall thickness of
1mm, and record it as (Plastic Syringe Activity)1.
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2. Transfer part or all of the source material from the plastic syringe into the empty container.
3. Assay the container with the isotope source material and record the result as (Container
Activity).
4. Assay the partial or empty plastic syringe for residual activity and record the result as
(Plastic Syringe Activity)2.
5. Calculate the Container Dial Value for the type of container used with the isotope assayed in
that type of container as follows:
𝐶𝐷𝑉   =   

𝑃𝑆𝐴 !    −    𝑃𝑆𝐴 !
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟  𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦

Where: PSA = Plastic Syringe Activity.

Container with Source Material:
1. Assay the container with the isotope source material and record the results as (Container
Activity)1.
2. Transfer part or all of the source material from the container into a plastic syringe with a
nominal wall thickness of 1mm.
3. Assay the plastic syringe with the isotope source material and record the result as (Plastic
Syringe Activity).
4. Assay the partial or empty container for residual activity and record the results as
(Container Activity)2.
5. Calculate the Container Dial Value for use with the isotope assayed in that type of container
as follows:
𝐶𝐷𝑉   =   

𝑃𝑆𝐴
𝐶𝐴 !    −    𝐶𝐴

!

Where:
PSA = Plastic Syringe Activity
CA = Container ActivityTypically, for glass wall source containers, CDV will be higher than DV when the isotope has a
significant portion of low energy photons in its emission spectrum.
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Linearity
Linearity is defined as the proportionality of the measurement result to the activity measured as
determined over the intended range of use for the dose calibrator.
This test is performed using a vial or syringe of Tc-99m whose activity is at least as large as the
maximum activity normally assayed in a prepared radio pharmaceutical kit, in a unit dosage
syringe, or in a radio pharmaceutical therapy, whichever is the largest.
There are several acceptable methods for preparing linearity testing. The difference in these
methods is the reading used for decay correction of the activities. The following methods are all
acceptable for determining the normalized value:
1. Decay correct the test sample from the first reading and compare each reading to the decay
corrected reading.
2. For Tc-99, select 30 hours as the normalized reading and decay correct the reading to
calculate the expected activities at the times the readings were taken. Compare the
readings to the calculated activities. The time can be changed from 30 hours to another and
the normalized calculation can be performed from that time point.
NOTE: The Atomlab 500 automated linearity test uses 30 hours as the default normalized
reading.
3. The following decay method (described in detail) corrects each reading, averages the
calculated activities, and divides the average by the time-corrected reading to determine a
correction factor. If the correction factor is between certain values, the calibrator is linear.
Decay Method:
1. Zero the background by touching <Zero Background>.
2. Assay the Tc-99m syringe or vial in the dose calibrator to obtain the activity. The first assay
should be performed in the morning at a convenient time (e.g., 8:00 am).
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 several times per day until the displayed activity is 10 microcuries or
below the lowest activity assayed in accordance with applicable State/NRC regulation or the
condition of the license. Two to four readings should be collected every day. Additional
readings are acceptable depending on the isotope used.
If the display indicated less than 50 µCi (1.85 MBq), wait 30 seconds before recording the
reading. To get a faster reading, adjust the transition threshold on the Atomlab controller.
Record the date, the time to the nearest minute, and the activity for each reading.
NOTE: Some state regulations allow linearity tests to end at activities greater than 10 µCi.
Where permitted by state regulations or license, the linearity can be ended at the stated
activity.
NOTE: Use of a spreadsheet (such as Microsoft Excel) in steps 4 and 5 will simplify
calculations.
4. Convert the time and date recorded date and time information to hours (t) elapsed since the
first assay. Decay-correct each displayed activity measurement (M) using the equation:

𝑀! = 𝑀  ×   2

!
!!
!
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Where:

𝑇! = 6.007 h.
!

Record the values on the Linearity form (see Figure J.1). Calculate the activity correction
factors (cf) by dividing the average of all decay corrected measurements (M0) by each (M0):
𝑐𝑓! =   

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒  𝑜𝑓  𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑀!
𝑀! 𝑡

Accept the result if it is within the range of 0.95 < 𝑐𝑓! <1.05. Consider correcting the
displayed activity measurement (M) of radio pharmaceuticals if a linearity error is greater
than ± 5% and less than ± 10% (i.e., 0.90 < 𝑐𝑓! <0.95 or 1.05 < 𝑐𝑓! <1.10. Corrected
M = M × 𝑐𝑓! where the subscript M is the closest in value to M in the most recent linearity
form. For low activity values, if 𝑐𝑓! < 0.95 refer to the following note concerning Mo-99
contamination.
NOTE: If there is any Mo-99 contaminant in the Tc-99m sample, long decay times (>48h)
will compromise the decay linearity test. The contamination will become apparent with
decreasing 𝑐𝑓! values for the lowest displayed activity measurements (M). In order to test
for this, prepare another linearity test sample with an activity of approximately 1mCi.
Repeat the linearity test. If the 𝑐𝑓! values are within an acceptable range and if the first
linearity test by decay produced acceptable 𝑐𝑓! values at higher M values, the dose
calibrator passes. The two linearity tests should have overlapping activity values in the
acceptable range.1 Hint: Recalculate the first test (M0) without including failing values from
low (M) M0-99 contamination.
5. If 𝑐𝑓! < 0.90 or > 1.10, contact Biodex technical support and provide full details including all
linearity decay data.
Attenuation Tube Method or Sleeve Test Method:
If it is decided to use a set of sleeves of various thicknesses or a combination of sleeves to test
for linearity, it is necessary to first use the Decay Method to ensure the calibrator is linear. Once
proven, immediately repeat the test. Follow the directions furnished with the lead sleeves (i.e.,
Lineator instructions).
If a failure occurs at the low activities, check for Mo-99 contamination by repeating the test with
1 mCi (see the note under Decay Method in step 4 above).
NOTE: The Sleeve Test procedure can be performed first and immediately afterwards a
traditional Linearity test can be performed. Doing this allows the user to perform both tests
with one dose.
NOTE: Other isotopes can be used to perform linearity (e.g., F-18). The sleeves may only be
used with Tc-99.

See Quality Control Testing of Dose Calibrators, R.Y.L Chu and W.E. Simon, Journal of Nuclear
Medicine Technology, 24 #2, June 1996, pp 124-128.
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Atomlab Dose Calibrator Linearity Test, Model:
Date

Time

Activity Measured, M

Serial Number:

Hours elapsed, t

Accept if 0.95 < Avg / M0,t < 1.05

Figure 16.1. Sample Dose Calibrator Linearity Data Collection Form.
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M0,t

cfm = Avg/M0,t

Geometry
Geometry Independence means that the indicated activity does not change with volume or
configuration of the source material. The test is performed using a syringe that is normally
used for injections. The following test assumes injections are performed with 3ml plastic
syringes and radio pharmaceutical kits are made in 30 ml glass vials. If they are not used,
change the procedure to ensure that the syringes and vials used are tested throughout the
range of volumes commonly used.
If a significant volume correction results from these procedures, the tests are repeated to
verify. Atomlab dose calibrators are tested for volume dependence in Beta measurements that
are expected to be worst case and the results are 0.13%/ml.2
NOTE: There are two methods that can be used to calculate the results:
1. Select a normalized volume and decay-correct the activity readings for the other
volumes to the same time. Divide the calculated activity for each volume by the actual
reading to arrive at the correction factor for each volume.
2. Take the average of all the volume activity readings. Divide the average activity by the
activity of each volume to arrive at the correction factor for each volume. If the test
takes longer than ten minutes, decay-correct the readings.
Example of a Syringe Test:
1. In a small vial, mix 2.0 ml of a solution of Tc-99m with an activity concentration between 1
and 10 mCi/ml.
2. Set out a second small vial containing non-radioactive saline solution.
3. Draw 0.5 ml of the Tc-99m solution into the syringe and assay it.
4. Record the volume and the activity of the first assayed sample (see Figure J.2).
5. Remove the syringe from the calibrator, draw an additional 0.5 ml of non-radioactive saline
into the same syringe (total volume of 1.0 ml) and assay it again. Record the volume and
measured activity on the Geometry Test form.
6. Repeat step 5 twice more until 1.5 ml and 2.0 ml have been assayed and recorded.
7. Assay the vial used to draw the saline into the syringe. If the measured activity is greater
than 1% of the 0.5 ml syringe assay, Tc99-m was lost during filling. Repeat the procedure.
8. Calculate the results using one of the following methods:
•

Select a normalized volume and decay-correct the activity readings for the other
volumes to the same time. Divide the calculated activity for each volume by the actual
reading to obtain the correction factor for each volume.

•

Take the average of all the volume activity readings. Divide the average activity by the
activity of each volume to obtain the correction factor for each volume. If the test takes
longer than ten minutes, decay-correct the readings.

9. If any correction factor is greater than 1.05 or less than 0.95, it is necessary to make a
correction table that allows conversion from indicated activity to true activity. If necessary,

See Accurate Dose Calibrator Activity Measurement of Y-90 Ibitumomab Tiuxetan, J.A. Siegel,
et al., J Nuci Med., 2004, 45:450-454.
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make sure the table is labeled syringe geometry dependence and note the date of the test
as well as the model number and serial number of the dose calibrator.
Example of a 10 ml Vial Test:
1. To test the geometry dependence for a 10 ml glass vial, draw 1.0 ml of Tc-99m solution
(between 1 and 10 mCi/ml) into a syringe and inject it into the vial. Assay the vial and
record the volume and activity indicated.
2. Remove the vial from the calibrator and, using a clean syringe, inject 2.0 or 3.0 ml of nonradioactive saline, and assay the sample again. Record the volume and activity indicated on
the Geometry Test form (see Figure J.2). Repeat the process until an 8.0 ml volume has
been assayed. The entire process must be completed within ten minutes, or if not, the
activity must be decay-corrected.
3. Calculate the results using one of the following methods:
•

Select a normalized volume and decay-correct the activity readings for the other
volumes to the same time. Divide the calculated activity for each volume by the actual
reading to obtain the correction factor for each volume.

•

Take the average of all the volume activity readings. Divide the average activity by the
activity of each volume to obtain the correction factor for each volume. If the test takes
longer than ten minutes, decay-correct the readings.

4. If any correction factor is greater than 1.05 or less than 0.95, it is necessary to make a
correction table that allows conversion from indicated activity to true activity. If necessary,
make sure the table is labeled vial geometry dependence and note the date of the test as
well as the model number and serial number of the dose calibrator.
NOTE: Use the vial size normally used for the vial test performance.
NOTE: Other isotopes can be used for performing a Geometry Test.
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Atomlab Dose Calibrator Geometry Test, Model:
Syringe:

Type

Volume
Time

Serial Number:

Decay correct if test not completed in 10 min.

Volume

(Activity)v

Volume cf = Avg/
(Activity)v

Volume cf =
Normalized (Activity)v

Avg:

Atomlab Dose Calibrator Geometry Test, Model:
Vial:

Volume

Type

Time

Serial Number:

Decay correct if test not completed in 10 min.

Volume

(Activity)v

Avg:
Figure 16.2. Sample Dose Calibrator Geometry Test Form.
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Volume cf = Avg/
(Activity)v

Volume cf =
Normalized (Activity)v

Accuracy
Accuracy is defined as a determination of the dose calibrator’s absolute error resulting from a
measurement of a suitable NIST-traceable radionuclide activity. Traceable sources are available
from NIST and from many radioisotope suppliers. At least two sources with different principal
photon energies (such as Co-57, Co-60, Cs-137, or Ba-133) should be used. One should have a
principal photon energy between 100 keV and 500 keV.
1. Touch <Zero Background> to zero the dose calibrator.
2. Assay a calibrated reference source of appropriate activity at the appropriate setting (e.g.,
use the Co-57 setting to assay Co-57). Record the displayed activity measurement, M, the
date, and the reference source identification (i.e., nuclide, activity, date of calibration, serial
number, model number, and manufacturer).
3. Take three readings for the reference source. Remove and reinsert the reference source
between readings.
4. Repeat the procedure for the other calibrated reference source.
5. For both sources, decay-correct the reference source activity value and record it as true
activity.
6. Calculate the average for the three measurements and compare the average to the
calculated activity.
7. Calculate the activity measurement percent error from:
𝑀   − 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒
  ×100
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒

%  𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟   =   

8. Evaluate the calculated percent errors according to the approximate location of the dots in
Figure 16.3. Take the recommended action corresponding to the error condition.
NOTE: It is recommended that the Cs-137 and Ba-133 sources be replaced when the activity is
below 100 µCi. It is also recommended to replace a Co-57 source when the activity is less than
200 µCi.

Error Condition

Percentage Error*
-10

-5

Between 0 and -5%

0

. .

Less than ±5%

.
.

Both skewed high

None.

.
.

Large difference, skewed
high
Both skewed low

+10

. .

Between 0 and +5%

Large difference, skewed low

+5

Recommended Action

.
.

.

.
.

.

Both high with tolerance

. .
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Probable source calibration activity
error. Examine sources with error >
5%, < 10%.
Probable dose calibrator error. If
average error ≤ 5%, continue use. If
average error≥ 5, contact the
manufacturer. Continue use under
advisement.
Contact manufacturer. Continue to

Error Condition

Percentage Error*
-10

Both high within tolerance

-5

0

+5

Recommended Action

+10
use under advisement.

. .

Both high, straddling 10%

.

Both high, outside tolerance

.
. .

Both low, straddling 10%

.

Both low, outside tolerance

. .

.

Contact manufacturer to return for
repair.

* A dot represents a source accuracy error. Dot location represents any value between the error bars.
For example, in the third row, the left dot indicates a source error of any value between -5% and 0%.
The right dot represents any value between 0% and +5%.
Figure 16.3. Recommended Action for Accuracy Test Error Conditions.

Records and Maintenance
Records
Article 10 CFR 35.2060 requires that an NCR licensee maintain instrument qualification records
for three years. The records must include the model and the serial number of the instrument,
the date of the qualification, the results of the qualification, and the name of the individual who
performed the qualification.
Dipper and Well Liner
Inspect the instrument on a quarterly basis to ascertain that the well liner is in place and is not
damaged. Check for contamination of the liner and dipper as follows:
1. Remove the plastic dipper and liner from the well chamber.
2. Touch <Zero Background> to zero the calibrator.
3. Replace the liner in the well chamber. If the display reading increases, the liner may be
contaminated.
4. If the liner is OK, replace the dipper in the well chamber and check for contamination.
5. If any part is contaminated, it must be decontaminated or replaced and the part must be
rechecked for contamination.
Dial Value Checks – Monthly
Each isotope button is programmed with a specific dial value (DV). The user can adjust the DV
for a particular need. Each isotope button should be checked periodically to verify it is set to
the correct dial value for that isotope. The method of displaying the dial values varies by model;
consult the operation manual for your dose calibrator to see how to display the dial values.
NOTE: The Dial Value check is used to verify that no one has accidently changed the Dial Value
from the factory setting or the appropriately determined facility setting.
Repair or Replacement
Consider repair or replacement if the dose calibrator falls outside the suggested tolerances.
If repair or replacement is required, contact Biodex Medical Systems, Inc. for instructions.
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17. Specifications
Tablet Display: 10" Color Touch-Screen, Windows 10 Operating System and USB connectivity.
Dimensions: 9.65" x 6.9" x 0.33" (245mm x 175mm x 8.3mm)
Line Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, auto selectable by the power supply
Line Frequency: 50/60 Hz, detachable line cord, built-in EMI filter and transient suppression
Auxiliary Port: Two USB ports, one RS-232 port
Isotope Selection Keys: Twelve pre-programmed – Tc-99m, Tl-201, I-123, I-131, Cs-137, Co57, Xe-133, Ga-67, In-111, F-18, Y-90s, Ba-133 and a full alphabetical list of isotopes.
Activity Range: 0.01 µCi to 100 Ci (.0004 MBq to 3700 GBq) of Tc-99m or 25 Ci of F-18
Energy Range: 25 keV to 3 MeV photons
Response Time: One to two seconds for doses greater than 200 µCi; three seconds for doses
greater than 20 µCi; 50-100 seconds below 20 µCi of Tc-99m with default threshold; threshold
adjustable to reduce counting time
Electrometer Linearity: ± 1% or 0.2 µCi, whichever is greater, up to 40 curies of Tc-99m, ±
1.5% up to 100 curies of Tc-99m
Electrometer Accuracy: ± 1% or 0.2 µCi, whichever is greater
Overall Accuracy: ± 3% or 0.3 µCi, whichever is greater; overall accuracy is affected by such
factors as the accuracy of the specific source calibration, geometric variations due to sample
volume or configuration, detector linearity, electrometer accuracy and readout accuracy
Repeatability: ± 0.3% above 1 mCi short term (24 hr); 1% long term (one yr) Detector:
Well-type pressurized ionization chamber, with Argon fill gas Detector Shielding: .25" (6.3
mm) lead on all sides except top well opening; supplementary shielding available
Detector Linearity: ± 1% or 0.2 µCi, whichever is greater
Detector Unit:
Dimensions: 6" dia x 15.5" h (15.24 x 39.37 cm)
Well I.D.: 2.75" dia x 10.5" h (7 x 26.7 cm)
Well I.D. with Liner: 2.5" dia x 10.25" h (6.35 x 26 cm)
Lead Shielding: .25" lead (6.3 mm)
Weight: 35 lb (16 kg)
Power Requirements: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60Hz, 0.7A - 1.5A, auto switching
Certification: ANSI/AAMI ES60601-1:2005+A1:2012+C1:2009+A2:2010, CAN/CSA C22.2
No. 60601-1:14, IEC 60601-1:2012.
Warranty: Two years parts and labor.
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